The disclosed embodiments relate to a patient monitor for evaluating a patient. The patient monitor may comprise a sensor that is adapted to detect a sound associated with breathing of the patient and to produce a first output indicative of the sound, an oximeter that is adapted to receive an input from the patient and to produce a second output indicative of oxygen saturation of blood of the patient, and a processor adapted to receive at least the first output and the second output and to correlate the first output with the second output.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates to an object based system for the organization, analysis, and recognition of complex timed processes and the analysis, integration and objectification of time series outputs of data sets and particularly physiologic data sets, and to the evaluation of the financial and physiologic datasets and the determination of relationships between them.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The analysis of time series data is widely used to characterize the behavior of a system. The following four general categories of approaches are commonly applied to achieve characterization of such a system and provide a general background for the present invention. The approaches are illustrative both in their conceptualization, application, and limitations.

[0004] The first such approach represents a form of mathematical reductionism of the complexity through the application of a cascade of rules based on an anticipated relationship between the time series output and a given set of system mechanisms. In this approach the operative mechanisms, data set characteristics, and inducing artifact are a priori defined in the best extent possible. Then a set of rules is applied to characterize and analyze the data set based on predicted relationships between the data set and the systems being characterized. Such systems often include cascading branches of decision-based algorithms, the complexity of which increase greatly in the presence of multiple interactive mechanisms. The reductionism approach is severely limited by the uncertainty and complexity, which rapidly emerges when a cascade of rules is applied to a highly interactive data set, when the signal to noise ratio is low, and/or when multiple data sets generated by complex and dynamically interactive systems are evaluated. These methods become inordinately more cumbersome as the complexity and number of time series increases. In addition the subtlety of the interactive and dynamic relationships along and between datasets and the variations associated with the technique or tools of data collection often makes the cascading rules very difficult to define a priori.

[0005] The weakness of simplification the analysis through mathematical reductionism to adequately characterize the complex systems generating such data sets, led to the perception that this failure resulted from specific limitations of a particular data format (usually the time domain format). In other words, the time series was perceived to contain sufficient information to characterize the system but, it was thought, that the recognition of this information required reformulating into a different mathematical representation, which emphasized other hidden components which were specific for certain important system characteristics. This approach is exemplified by frequency processing methods, which reformat the time series into frequency components, such as its sine components or wavelets, with the hope that patterns of specific frequency relationships within the system will emerge to be recognized. While often uncovering considerable useful information, this approach is remains quite limited when applied to highly complex and interactive systems, because many complex relationships are poorly characterized by their frequency components, and it is often difficult to relate an output derived from frequency-based primitives to specific mechanisms operative within the system. In other words, the advantages associated with mathematically defined linkages between system mechanisms and the rules based analysis provided by reductionism is reduced by the data reformating process for the purpose of frequency based signal processing as, for example, is provided by Fourier or wavelet transforms.

[0006] A third approach seeks to identify the patterns or relationships by repetitively reprocessing the time series with a set of general comparative rules or by statistical processing. As with the data reformating approach, the utility of this method in isolation (as embodied in neural network based analysis), is severely limited by dissociation
of the output from the complex and interactive operative mechanisms, which define the output. With such processing, the relevant scope and characterization of the relationships of the output to the actual behavior of the dynamic interactions of the system is often quite limited. This limits the applicability of such processing in environments wherein the characterization of behavior of the system as a function by the output may be as important as the actual output values themselves.

[0007] A fourth approach has been to apply chaotic processing to the time series. Again, like that of conventional signal processing this alternative method is applied the expectation that some predictive pattern will emerge to be recognized. This technique shares several of the limitations noted for both frequency and statistical based data reforming. In addition as, will be discussed, the application of this type of processing to physiologic signals is limited by, redundant and interactive higher control which greatly limits the progression of the system to a state of uncontrolled chaotic behavior. Such systems operate in environments of substantial interactive control until the development of a severe disease state, a point at which the diagnostic information provided by processing often has less adjective utility relevant timely intervention.

[0008] The human physiologic system derives a large array of time series outputs, which have substantial relevance when monitored over a finite time interval. The human can be considered the prototypic complex interactive system. These interactions and the mechanisms defining them have been the subject of intense research for over one hundred years and most of this work has been performed the time domain. For this reason any approach toward the characterization of such a system needs to consider the value of engaging the body of knowledge, which relates to these mechanisms. This has been one of the reasons that the reductionism has predominated in the analysis of physiologic signals. U.S. Pat. No. 5,765,563 to Vander Schaaff, U.S. Pat. No. 5,803,066 to Rapoport, and U.S. Pat. No. 6,138,675 to Berthon-Jones show such simple cascade decision systems for processing physiologic signals. U.S. Pat. No. 5,751,911 to Goldman shows a real-time waveform analysis system, which utilizes neural networks to perform various stages of the analysis. U.S. Pat. No. 6,144,877 to DePetitto shows a processor based method for determining statistical information for time series data and for detecting a biological condition of a biological system from the statistical information. U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,782,240 and 5,730,144 to Katz shows a system, which apply chaos analysers, which generate a time series, vector representation of each monitored function and apply chaotic processing to identify certain events. All of these systems are deficient in that they are not able to adequately organize, order and analyze the true state of dynamic interaction operative in the generation of these signals.

[0009] Critical illness is one example of a dynamic timed process, which is poorly characterized by the above noted conventional methods. When human physiologic stability is under threat, it is maintained by a complex array of interactive physiologic systems, which control the critical time dependent process of oxygen delivery to the organism. Each system (e.g. respiratory, cardiac or vascular) has multiple biochemical and/or mechanical controls, which operate together in a predictable manner to optimize oxygen delivery under conditions of threat. For example an increased oxygen requirement during infection causes the patient to increase oxygen delivery by lowering lung carbon dioxide through hyperventilation and the fall in carbon dioxide then causes the hemoglobin molecule to increase its affinity for oxygen thereby further enhancing oxygen delivery. In addition to the basic control of a single system, other systems interact with the originally affected system to producing a predictable pattern of response. For example, in the presence of infection, the cardiac system interacts with the respiratory system such that both the stroke volume and heart rate increase. In addition, the vascular system may respond with a reduction in arterial tone and an increase in venous tone, thereby both reducing impedance to the flow of oxygen to the tissues and shifting more blood into the arterial compartment.

[0010] Each system generally also has a plurality of predictable compensation responses to adjust for pathologic alteration or injury to the system and these responses interact between systems. For example the development of infectious injury to the lung will result in an increase in volume of ventilated gas to compensate for the loss of functional surface area. This increase in ventilation can then induce a synergistic increase in both stroke volume and heart rate.

[0011] Finally a pathologic process altering one system will generally also induce an alteration in one or more other systems and these processes are all time dependent. Sub acute or acute life threatening conditions such as sepsis, pulmonary embolism, or hemorrhage generally affect the systems in cascades or predictable sequences which may have a time course range from as little as 20 seconds or more than 72 hours. For example, the brief development of airway collapse induces a fall in oxygen saturation, which then causes a compensatory hyperventilation response, which causes a rise in heart rate over as little as 20-30 seconds. An infection, on the other hand, has a more prolonged time course inducing a rise in respiration rate, a rise in heart rate, and then a progressive fall in oxygen saturation and finally a fall in respiration rate and finally a terminal fall in heart rate often over a course of 48-72 hours.

[0012] It can be seen therefore that each disease process engaging the organism causes the induction of a complex and interactive time series of pathophysiologic perturbation and compensation. At the onset of the disease (such as early in the course of infection) the degree of physiologic change may be very slight and limited to one or two variables. As a disease progresses both the magnitude of perturbation and the number of system involved increases. In addition to inducing a predictable range of perturbation, a particular disease process generally produces a specific range of progression and pattern of evolution as a function of injury, compensation, and system interaction. Furthermore, this multi-system complexity, which can be induced by initial pathologic involvement of a single system, is greatly magnified when a plurality of pathologic processes is present.

[0013] Despite the fact that these conditions represent some of the most important adversities affecting human beings, these pathologic processes are poorly characterized by even the most sophisticated of conventional monitors, which greatly oversimplify the processing and outputs. Perhaps this is due to the fact that this interactive complexity overwhelmed the developers of substantially all of the
conventional physiologic signal-processing methods in the same way that it overwhelms the physicians and nurses at the bedside everyday. Hospital critical care patient monitors have generally been applied as warning devices upon threshold breach of specific critical parameters with the focus on the balance between timely warning of a potentially life threatening threshold breach and the mitigation of false alarms. However, during the pivotal time, early in the process of the evolution of critical illness, the compensatory responses limit the change in primary critical variables so that the user, monitoring these parameters in isolation, is often given a false sense of security. For this reason it cannot be enough to recognize and warn of the occurrence of a respiratory arrest, or hypotension, or hypoxia, or of a particular type of cardiac arrhythmia. To truly engage and characterize the processes present, a patient monitor must have capability to properly analyze, organize, and output in a quickly and easily understood format the true interactive state of critical illness. As discussed below, it is one of the purposes of the present invention to provide such a monitor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0014] FIG. 1a is a diagram of a three-dimensional cylindrical data matrix in accordance with embodiments of the present invention comprising corresponding, streaming, time series of objects from four different data sets.
[0015] FIG. 1b is a diagram of a portion of the diagram shown in FIG. 1a curved back upon itself to show the flexibility of object comparison between levels and different data sets within the same time period and across different levels of different data sets at different time periods to identify a dynamic pattern of interaction between the data sets in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0016] FIG. 2a is a diagram of a three-dimensional representation of collective conformation of corresponding time series of objects of pulse (which can be heart rate and/or pulse amplitude), oxygen saturation, airflow, chest wall movement, blood pressure, and inflammatory indicators during early infection, organized in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0017] FIG. 2b is a diagram of a representation of the dynamic multi-parameter conformation shown in FIG. 2a, but extended through the evolution of septic shock to the death point;
[0018] FIG. 3a is a diagram of a time series of raw data points;
[0019] FIG. 3b is a diagram of a time series of dipole objects;
[0020] FIG. 3c is a diagram of a time series of a slope set of the dipole objects shown in FIG. 3b with the spatial attributes of the points removed to highlight relative change in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0021] FIG. 3d is a diagram of a time series with critical boundary points from which the wave pattern can be segmented and the objects can be derived and associated properties calculated in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0022] FIG. 3e is a diagram of a time series of trend parameters calculated to provide the trend (or polarity) analysis in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0023] FIG. 3f is a diagram of a wave pattern shown in FIG. 3d, which can be derived from the utilization of user-defined object boundaries in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0024] FIG. 3g is a diagram of a representation for the manipulation by the user for slope deviation specification in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0025] FIG. 4 is a graphical representation of an organization of the waveforms shown in FIGS. 3a-3g into ascending object levels in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0026] FIG. 5a is a diagram of a cyclic process of sleep apnea that shows the complexity of the mechanisms defining the timed interactions of physiologic systems induced by upper airway instability, which may be referred to as an “apnea cluster reentry cycle”;
[0027] FIG. 5b is a diagram of a raw data set comprising a plurality of signals derived from the mechanism shown in FIG. 5a and from which, according to embodiments of the present invention, may be represented as multi-signal three-dimensional hierarchal object as shown in FIG. 5a;
[0028] FIG. 5c is a diagram showing a representation of a portion of a multi-signal object as derived from the multiple corresponding time series of FIG. 5b with three multi-signal recovery objects up to the composite object level identified for additional processing according to embodiments of the present invention;
[0029] FIG. 6a is a three-dimensional graphical representation of an output for clinical monitoring for enhanced representation of the dependent and dynamic relationships between patient variables, which may be referred to as a “monitoring cube”;[0030] FIG. 6b is a two-dimensional graphical representation of an output of the “monitoring cube” during a normal physiologic state;
[0031] FIG. 6c is a two-dimensional graphical representation of an output of the “monitoring cube” showing physiologic convergence during an episode of volitional hyperventilation;
[0032] FIG. 6d is a two-dimensional graphical representation of an output of the “monitoring cube” showing pathophysiologic divergence as with pulmonary embolism;
[0033] FIG. 6e is a two-dimensional graphical representation of an output of the “monitoring cube” showing a concomitant increase in blood pressure and heart rate, the cube being rotated in accordance with embodiments of the present invention to see which increase came first;
[0034] FIG. 7 is a schematic of a processing system for outputting and/or taking action based on the analysis of the time series processing in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0035] FIG. 8 is a schematic of a monitor and automatic patient treatment system in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;
[0036] FIG. 9 is a graphical representation of corresponding data at the raw data level of airflow and oxygen saturation wherein a subordinate saturation signal segment
demonstrates physiologic convergence with respect to the primary airflow signal segment;

[0037] FIG. 10 is a graphical representation of the raw data level of FIG. 9 converted to the composite level, the data comprising a time series of sequential composite objects derived from the data sets of airflow and oxygen saturation signals;

[0038] FIG. 11 is a graphical representation of a selected composite subordinate object of oxygen saturation from FIG. 10 matched with its corresponding primary composite object of airflow, as they are stored as a function of dipole datasets in a relational database, object database or object-relational database in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0039] FIG. 12 is a graphical representation of a comparison between two data sets of airflow wherein at the fundamental level the second data set shows evidence of expiratory airflow delay during the recovery object, wherein the recovery object is recognized at the composite level in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0040] FIG. 13 is a diagram of a schematic object mapping at the composite level of corresponding signals of airflow and oxygen saturation in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0041] FIG. 14 is a diagram of a schematic object mapping at the composite level of two simultaneously measured parameters with a region of anticipated composite objects in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0042] FIG. 15 is a diagram of a schematic object mapping and scoring at the composite level of two simultaneously measured parameters with the region of anticipated composite objects in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0043] FIG. 16 is a diagram of a system for customizing a constant positive airway pressure (CPAP) auto-iteration algorithm based on the analysis of multiple corresponding signals in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0044] FIG. 17 is a diagram of a system for comparing multiple signals and acting on the output of the comparison in accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0045] FIG. 18 is a block diagram of a spirometry system in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, and analyzed in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0046] FIGS. 20 and 21 are graphs showing exemplary segments of a time series and expanded snapshots of different portions of data represented by the time series segment;

[0047] FIG. 22 is a graph showing a time series, along with a plurality of thumbnails in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0048] FIG. 23 is a block diagram of a hierarchical channel object in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and

[0049] FIG. 24 is a block diagram of a hierarchical time series object in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0050] The present invention comprises a system and method of providing comprehensive organization and analysis of interactive complexity along and between pluralities of time series. An embodiment of the present invention comprises an object-based method of iterative relational processing of time series fragments or their derivatives along and between corresponding time series. The system then applies an iterative comparison process of those fragments along and between a plurality time series. In this way, the relationship of a wide range of characteristics of substantially any dynamic occurrence in one time series can be compared to the same or other characteristics of substantially any dynamic occurrence along another portion of the same time series or any of the processed corresponding time series.

[0051] In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, a first time series is processed to render a time series first level derived from sequential time series segments the first series, the time series first level is stored in a relational database, object database or object-relational database. The first time series level is processed to render a second time series level derived from the sequential time series component of the first time series level and these are stored in the relational database, object database or object-relational database. Additional levels are then derived as desired. The compositions of sequential time series, which make up the first and second levels, are determined by the definitions selected for the respective segments from which each level is derived. Each time series fragment is represented as a time series object, and each more complex time series object inherits the more basic characteristics of time series objects from which they are derived.

[0052] The time course of sub acute and acute critical illness to point of death is highly variable and can range from 24-72 hours with toxic shock, to as little as 30 seconds with neonatal apnea. The present inventors recognized that regardless of its time course, such a pathological occurrence will have a particular “conformation”, which according to the present invention can be represented spatially by an object-based processing system and method as a particular object or time series of objects, as a function of the specific progression of the interactive components for the purpose of both processing and animation. The present inventors also recognized that the development of such a processing system would be capable of organizing and analyzing the inordinate degree of dynamic complexity associated with the output from the biologic systems through the automatic incorporation of these time series outputs into a highly organized relational, layered, object-based data structure. Finally, the inventors further recognized that because of the potentially rapid time course of these illnesses and the irreversible endpoint, that patient care monitors must provide a quickly and easily understood output, which gives the medical personnel a simplified and succinct analysis of these complex relationships which accurately reflects the interactive complexity faced by the patient’s physiologic systems.

[0053] It has been suggested that the development of periodicity in a human physiologic system represents a simplification of that system. This concept is based on the perception that the human interactive physiologic systems operates in an environment of chaos and that a partial loss
of control, simplifies the relationships, allowing simpler periodic relationships to emerge. However, there is considerable reason to believe that this is not the case. Patients centering an environment of lower partial pressure of oxygen, as at altitude, will develop periodicity of ventilation. This does not indicate a general simplification of the system but rather, one proposed operative mechanism for the emergence of this new pattern is that the pattern reflects the uncovering of a preexisting dynamic relationship between two controllers, which now, together determine ventilation in this new environment. At sea level, the controller responding to oxygen was subordinate the controller responding to carbon dioxide so that the periodicity was absent. This simple illustration serves to demonstrate the critical linkage between patient outputs and higher control and the criticality of comprehensively comparing dynamic relationships along and between signals to achieve a true picture of the operative physiology. While periodicities are, at times, clearly pathologic, their development in biologic systems, rather than a manifestation of simplification of physiological behavior often represents the engagement of more rudimentary layers of protection of a particular organ function or range built into the control system. This illustration further demonstrates that a given physiologic signal, when monitored in isolation, may appear to exhibit totally unpredictable and chaotic behavior, but when considered in mathematical or graphical relation (as in phase space) to a plurality of corresponding interactive signals, and to the interactive control mechanisms of those corresponding signals, the behavior of the original, chaotic appearing, signal often becomes much more explicable.

[0054] By way of example, consider a timed plot of oxygen saturation (SPO₂) under heavy sedation during sleep. This state is often associated with a loss of the maintenance of a narrow control range of ventilation during sleep and with the loss of stability of the airway so that a plot of the oxygen saturation, in the presence of such deep sedation, shows a highly variable pattern, which often appears grossly unpredictable, with sustained falls in oxygen saturation intermixed with rapid falls and often seemingly random rapid corrections. However, there are definable limits or ranges of the signal, and generally definable patterns, which are definable within the background of a now highly variable SPO₂ signal. It may be tempting to define this behavior statistically or by a chaotic processor in the hope of defining some emerging patterns as a function of the mathematical behavior of that signal. However, when analyzed with the partial pressure of CO₂, the minute ventilation, and a plot of EEG activity the oxygen saturation values are seen as a subordinate signal to the airflow which is now being controlled by a dysfunctional control process, which process is being salvaged by a more coarse and rudimentary survival response mechanism such as an arousal response. The apparently chaotic behavior is now seen as driven by a complex but predictable sequence of a plurality of dynamic interactive relationships between corresponding signals and the forces impacting them. Therefore, in the presence of a pathophysiologic process, the behavior and ranges of any given signal are optimally defined by the dynamic patterns of the interactive behavior of corresponding signals and their respective dynamic ranges.

[0055] A biologic system actually exploits the chaotic output of simple nonlinear relationships by defining control ranges, which are affected by variations in corresponding signals. This produces a great degree in diversity of dynamic physiologic response, which is beneficial in that it may favor survival of a particular subgroup, in the presence of a certain type of pathophysiologic threat. The present inventors noted that, while this diversity imparts greater complexity, this complexity can be ordered by the application of iterative processing in which a given signal is defined as a function of a range "dynamic normality." According to one embodiment of the present invention, each signal is defined as a function of its own dynamic range (and in relation to a predicted control range) and as a function of contemporaneously relevant relationships of the dynamic ranges of other corresponding signals (with respect to their respective control ranges).

[0056] Embodiments of the present invention may comprise a system and method for organizing and analyzing multiple time series of parameters generated by a patient (as during critical illness) and outputting this analysis in readily understandable format. The system may include the capability of simultaneously processing dynamic time series of physiologic relationships in real time at multiple levels along each parameter and across multiple levels of different parameters. Embodiments of the present invention provide this level of interactive analysis specifically to match the complexity occurring during a pathologic occurrence. More specifically, embodiments of the present invention may provide an analysis system and method that analyzes the true dynamic state of a biologic system and the interactive primary and compensatory perturbations defining that state. During health, the output of physiologic systems are maintained within tight variances. As will be discussed, a signal processing system in accordance with embodiments of the present invention may expose the extent to which the signals are held within these tight variances and may be characterized as a function of their dynamic ranges of variance. The signals may be further characterized as a function their dynamic relationships along the time series within a given signal and between a plurality of additional corresponding signals. A monitor of the human physiologic state during critical illness in accordance with embodiments of the present invention may be adapted to analyze time series relationships along and between a plurality signals with the similar degree of analytic complexity as is operative in the biologic systems controlling the interactive responses which are inducing those signals and of outputting an indication based on the analysis in a readily understandable format. Such a format may comprise a dynamic format such as a two-dimensional or three-dimensional object animation, the configuration of which is related to the analysis output. The configurations of the animation changes with the analysis output, as this output changes over time in relation to changes in the patient's physiologic state. The animation thereby provides a succinct and dynamic summary rendering which organizes the complexity of the interactive components of the output so that they can be more readily understood and used at the bedside and for the purpose of patient management and education of medical staff relevant the application of time series analysis in the assessment of disease. According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention the process proceeds by organizing the multiple data streams defining the input into a hierarchy of time series objects in an object based data structure, analyzing and comparing objects along and across time series,
organizing and summarizing the output, animating and presenting the summarized output and taking action based on the output. Embodiments of the present invention may comprise analyzing and comparing new objects derived subsequent the previous actions, adjusting the action and repeating the process. Additionally, embodiments of the present invention may comprise calculating the expense and resource utilization related to said output.

[0057] In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, a plurality of time series of physiologic signals (including timed laboratory data) of a given physiologic process (such as sepsis) can have a particular conformational representation in three-dimensional space (as is shown in FIGS. 2a and 2b). This spatial representation comprises a summary of the relational data components, as analyzed, to diagnose a specific pathophysiologic process, to determine its progression, to define its severity, to monitor the response to treatment, and to simplify the representative output for the health care worker.

[0058] Two exemplary pathophysiologic processes (airway instability and sepsis) will be discussed below and exemplary patient monitoring systems and methods according to the present invention, for processing, organizing, analyzing, rendering and animating output, and taking action (including additional testing or treatment based on said determining) will be disclosed.

[0059] An important factor in the development of respiratory failure is airway instability, which results in airway collapse during sedation, stroke, narcotics, or stupor. As illustrated in FIGS. 5a and 5b, such collapse occurs in dynamic cycles called apnea clusters affecting a range of physiologic signals. These apnea clusters are an example of a common and potentially life-threatening process, which, perhaps due to the dynamic interactive complexity of the time series, is not recognized by conventional hospital processors. Yet subgroups of patients in the hospital are at considerable risk from this disorder. Patients with otherwise relatively, stable airways may have instability induced by sedation or narcotics and it is critical that this instability be recognized in real time in the hospital so that the dose can be adjusted or the drug withheld upon the recognition of this development. Conventional patient monitors are neither configured to provide interpretive recognition of the cluster patterns indicative of airway and ventilation instability nor to provide interpretive recognition of the relationship between apnea clusters. In fact, such monitors often apply averaging algorithms, which attenuate the clusters. For these reasons, thousands of patients each day enter and leave hospital-monitored units with unrecognized ventilation and airway instability.

[0060] Conventional hospital-based central patient monitors such as Agilent CMS, or the GE-Marquette Solar 8000, do not automatically detect and quantify obstructive sleep apnea or the cluster patterns indicative of airway instability. Because sleep apnea is so common, it is possible that many patients who unknowingly have sleep apnea have passed through hospitals over the past decade without being diagnosed. Many of these patients may never be diagnosed in their lifetime, which could result in increased suffering and medical costs. Also, other patients may develop complications while in the hospital due to the failure to recognize obstructive sleep apnea or airway instability. If automatic detection of sleep apnea is not performed, an opportunity to improve the efficiency of the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea, and to increase the revenue for the critical care monitoring companies marketing may remain unrealized. Further, an opportunity to increase hospital and/or physician revenue has been missed. Automatic detection of airway instability and/or obstructive sleep apnea by observing data clusters indicative of those conditions may reduce the occurrences of respiratory failure, arrest, and/or death related to the administration of IV sedation and narcotics to patients in the hospital with unrecognized airway instability.

[0061] The importance of recognizing airway instability in real-time may be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art based on consideration of the combined effect that oxygen therapy and narcotics or sedation may have in the patient care environment in the hospital. By way of example, consider the management of a post-operative obese patient after upper abdominal surgery. Such a patient may be at particular risk for increased airway instability in association with narcotic therapy in the first and second post-operative day due to sleep deprivation, airway edema, and sedation. Indeed, many of these patients have significant sleep apnea prior to admission to the hospital which is unknown to the surgeon or the anesthesiologist due to the subtle of symptoms. These patients, even with severe sleep apnea, may be relatively safe at home because of an arousal response. However, in the hospital, narcotics and sedatives often undermine the effectiveness of the arousal response. The administration of post-operative narcotics can significantly increase airway instability and, therefore, place the patient at risk. Many of these patients are placed on electrocardiographic monitoring but the alarms are generally set at high and low limits. Hypoxemia, induced by airway instability generally does not produce marked levels of tachycardia; therefore, airway instability is poorly identified by electrocardiographic monitoring without the identification of specific clusters of the pulse rate. In addition, oximetry evaluation may also be a poor method of identifying airway instability if an averaging interval, which may result in the attenuation of dynamic desaturations, is employed. Even when clustered desaturations occur, they may be thought to represent false alarms if they are brief. When desaturations are recognized as potentially real, a frequent result is the administration of nasal oxygen by a caregiver, which may produce undesirable results. For example, nasal oxygen may prolong the apneas and potentially increase functional airway instability. From a monitoring perspective, the addition of oxygen therapy can be seen to potentially hide the presence of significant airway instability by attenuation of the level of desaturation and reduction in the effectiveness of the oximeter as a monitoring tool in the diagnosis of this disorder.

[0062] Oxygen and sedatives can produce undesirable results in patients with severely unstable airways since the sedatives increase the apneas and the oxygen hides them from the oximeter. For all these reasons, as will be shown, according to the present invention, it is important to monitor and identify specific cluster patterns indicative of airway instability or sleep apnea. This may be particularly true during the administration of narcotics or sedatives in patients with increased risk of airway instability.

[0063] The central drive to breathe, which is suppressed by sedatives or narcotics, basically controls two muscle
groups. The upper airway "dilator muscles" and the diaphragm "pump muscles". The tone of both these muscle groups must be coordinated. A fall in tone from the brain controller to the airway dilators results in upper airway collapse. Alternatively, a fall in tone to the pump muscles causes hypoventilation.

Two major factors contribute to respiratory arrest in the presence of narcotic administration and sedation. The first and most traditionally considered potential effect of narcotics or sedation is the suppression of the drive to the pump muscles. In this situation, airway instability may be less important than the reduced stimulation of the pump muscles, such as the diaphragm and chest wall, resulting in inadequate tidal volume, which results in an associated fall in minute ventilation and a progressive rise in carbon dioxide levels. The rise in carbon dioxide levels causes further suppression of the arousal response, therefore, potentially causing respiratory arrest. This first cause of respiratory arrest associated with sedation or narcotics has been the primary focus of previous efforts to monitor patients postoperatively for the purpose of minimization of respiratory arrests. Both oximetry and tidal CO₂ monitoring have been used to attempt to identify and prevent this development. However, in the presence of oxygen administration, oximetry is likely to be a poor indicator of ventilation. In addition, patients may have a combined cause of ventilation failure induced by the presence of both upper airway instability and decreased diaphragm output. In particular, the rise in CO₂ may increase instability of the respiratory control system in the brain and, therefore potentially increase the potential for upper airway instability.

The second factor causing respiratory arrest due to narcotics or sedatives relates to depression of drive to upper airway dilator muscles causing a reduction in upper airway tone. This reduction in airway tone results in dynamic airway instability and precipitates cluster cycles of airway collapse and recovery associated with the arousal response as the patient engages in a recurrent and cyclic process of arousal based rescue from each airway collapse. If, despite the development of a significant cluster of airway collapses, the narcotic administration or sedation is continued, this can lead to further prolongation of the apneas and eventual respiratory arrest. There is, therefore, a dynamic interaction between suppression of respiratory drive, which results in hypoventilation, and suppression of respiratory drive, which results in upper airway instability. At any given time, a patient may have a greater degree of upper airway instability or a greater degree of hypoventilation. The relative combination of these two events will determine the output of the monitor, with the former producing a simple trending rise (as with end tidal CO₂) or fall (as with minute ventilation or oxygen saturation) and the latter producing a cluster output pattern.

Unfortunately, this has been one of the major limitations of carbon dioxide monitoring. The patients with significant upper airway obstruction tend to be the same patients who develop significant hypoventilation. The upper airway obstruction may result in drop out of the nasal carbon dioxide signal due to both the upper airway obstruction, on one hand, or be due to conversion from nasal to oral breathing during a recovery from the upper airway obstruction, on the other hand. Although breath by breath monitoring may show evidence of apnea, conversion from nasal to oral breathing can reduce the ability of the CO₂ monitor to identify even severe hypoventilation in association with upper airway obstruction, especially if the signal is averaged or sampled at a low rate. For this reason, conventional tidal CO₂ monitoring when applied with conventional monitors may be least effective when applied to patients at greatest risk, that is, those patients with combined upper airway instability and hypoventilation.

As described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,223,064 (assigned to the present inventor and incorporated herein by reference), the underlying cyclic physiologic process, which drives the perpetuation of a cluster of airway closures, can be exploited to recognize upper airway instability in real time. The underlying cyclic process, which defines the behavior of the unstable upper airway, is associated with precipitous changes in ventilation and attendant precipitous changes in monitored parameters, which reflect and/or are induced by such ventilation changes. For example, cycling episodes of airway collapse and recovery produces sequential precipitous changes in waveform output defining analogous cluster waveforms in the oximetry pulse tracing, the airflow amplitude tracing, the oximetry SpO₂ tracing, the chest wall impedance tracing and the EKG pulse rate or R to R interval tracing.

The use of central hospital monitors generally connected to a plurality (often five or more) of patients through telemetry is a standard practice in hospitals. The central monitor is not, however, typically involved in the diagnosis of sleep apnea, for which the application of additional monitors is needed. The present inventors are not aware of any of the central patient monitors (such as those in wide use which utilize central telemetry), which provide the above functionality. The use of additional monitors to diagnose sleep apnea is inefficient because it requires additional patient connections, is not automatic, and is often unavailable. According to one aspect of the present invention, the above-referenced conventional hospital monitors may be adapted to provide a measurement and count of airflow attenuation and/or oxygen desaturation and to compare that output with the chest wall impedance to routinely identify the presence of obstructive sleep apnea and to produce an overnight summary and formatted output. The summary and formatted output, which may be over read by the physician, may meet the standard of the billing code in that it includes airflow, oximetry, chest impedance, and EKG or body position. Embeddings of the present invention may use conventional apnea recognition algorithms (as are well known in the art), such as the apnea recognition system of U.S. Pat. No. 6,223,064 (hereby incorporated by reference), or another suitable system for recognizing sleep apnea.

The present inventors discovered and recognized that the addition of such functionality to central hospital monitors could result in improved efficiency, patient care, reduced cost and potentially enhanced physician and hospital revenue. The business of diagnosing sleep apnea has long required additional equipment relative to the standard hospital monitor and would be improved by the conversion and programming of central hospital monitors to provide this functionality. Moreover, the method of using the processor of a central hospital monitor to interactively detect obstructive sleep apnea and provide processor-based interpretive indication of obstructive output and to output a summary suitable for interpretation to make a diagnosis of
obstructive sleep apnea can result in the automatic diagnosis of sleep apnea for many patients who may be unaware of their condition. The present invention may also allow patient monitoring companies, which manufacture the central hospital monitors, to enter the sleep apnea diagnostic market and to exploit that entry by providing a telemetry connection of positive pressure devices to the primary processor or secondary processor of the carried telemetry unit so that positive pressure can be adjusted by the patient monitor. The present invention may facilitate growth in the field of selling positive pressure devices by providing an opportunity for hospital monitoring companies to create specialized interfaces for the transport of telemetry data between patient monitors and/or the associated telemetry unit to the positive pressure devices. Moreover, market growth may be enhanced because more potential customers of positive pressure treatment may be identified.

[0070] According one aspect of the present invention, the recognition of sequential precipitous changes can be achieved by analyzing the spatial and/or temporal relationships between at least a portion of a waveform induced by at least a first apnea and at least a portion of a waveform induced by at least a second apnea. This can include the recognition of a cluster, which can comprise a high count of apneas with specified identifying features which occur within a short time interval along said waveform (such as 3 or more apneas within about 3-5 minutes) and/or can include the identification of a waveform pattern defined by closely spaced apnea waveform or waveform clusters. Further, the recognition can include the identification of a spatial and/or temporal relationship defined by waveform clusters, which are generated by closely spaced sequential apneas due to cycling upper airway collapse and recovery. Using the above discoveries, typical standard hospital monitors can be improved to provide automatic recognition of apnea clusters indicative of upper airway instability and to provide an automatic visual or audible indication of the presence of such clusters and further to provide a visual or audible output and severity of this disorder thereby rendering the timely recognition and diagnosis of upper airway instability and obstructive sleep apnea a typical occurrence in the hospital.

[0071] FIG. 5c illustrates the re-entry process driving the propagation of apnea clusters. The physiologic basis for these clusters has been previously described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,891,023 and 6,223,064 (the disclosure of each of which is incorporated by reference as if completely disclosed herein). This cycle is present when the airway is unstable but the patient is capable of arousal. In this situation, in the sleeping or sedated patient, upon collapse of the airway, the patient does not simply die, she rescues herself and precipitously opens the airway to recover by hyperventilation. However, if the airway instability remains after the arousal and rescue is over, the airway collapses again, only to result in another rescue event. This cycle produces a cluster of closely spaced apneas with distinct spatial, frequency and temporal waveform relationships between and within apneas wherein the physiologic process re-enters again and again to produce a clustered output. In accordance with aspects of the present invention, an apnea cluster is comprised of a plurality (two or more) of closely spaced apneas or hypopneas. Analysis of three or more apneas is desirable. Embodiments of the present invention include recognition of apnea clusters along signals derived from sensors outside the body or from sensors within the body, for example in association with pacemakers, catheters, or other indwelling or implanted devices or sensors wherein the signals are indicative of parameters including SpO2, pulse (including pulse characteristics as derived for example from the pithemographic pulse defined, for example, by a red pleth signal, an IR pleth signal, and ratio of ratios, to name a few), chest wall impedance, airflow (including but not limited to exhaled carbon dioxide (CO2) and air temperature (for example measured by a thermistor), and sound. Additional parameters that may be analyzed include the pithemographic pulse, blood pressure, heart rate, ECG (including, for example, QRS morphology, pulse rate, R to R interval plots and timed plots of ST segment position to name a few), chest wall and/or abdominal movements, systolic time intervals, cardiac output. Additional examples include continuous cardiac outputs as by CO2 analysis, chest impedance, and thermodilution, esophageal and pleural process parameters, genioglossal tone, accessory, EEG signals, EMG signals, and other signals, that provide a cluster pattern indicative of a condition that is of interest from a diagnostic perspective. All of these parameters comprise respiratory parameters since they manifest, for example, circulatory, movement, electrical and electrochemical patterns of variations in response to respiratory patterns of variations due to pathophysiologic instabilities.

[0072] The present invention further includes a system for defining the physiologic status of a patient during critical illness based on the comparison of a first parameter along a first monitored time interval defining a first timed data set to at least one other parameter along a second time interval, defining a second timed data set. The second time interval corresponds to the first time interval and can actually be the first time interval or another time interval. The second time interval corresponds to the effected physiologic output of the second parameter as inclined by the output of the first parameter during the first time interval. For example the first time interval can be a five to fifteen minute segment of timed airflow and the time interval can be a slightly delayed five to fifteen minute segment of timed oxygen saturation derived from the airflow which defined the dataset of the first time interval.

[0073] According another aspect of the present invention, the microprocessor identifies changes in the second parameter that are unexpected in relationship to the changes in the first parameter. For example, when the microprocessor identifies a pattern indicative of a progressive rise in minute ventilation associated with a progressive fall in oxygen saturation, a textual warning can be provided indicating physiologic divergence of the oxygen saturation and minute ventilation. For example, the term “divergent oxygen saturation” can be provided on the patient monitor indicating that an unexpected change in oxygen saturation has occurred in association with the ventilation output. The occurrence of such divergence is not necessarily a life threatening condition but can be an early warning of significant life threatening conditions such as pulmonary embolism or sepsis. If the patient has an attached apparatus which allows the actual minute ventilation to be quantitatively measured rather than trended then, divergence can be identified even when the oxygen saturation does not fall as defined by plotting the timed output of ventilation indexing oximetry as by formulas discussed in the U.S. patent applications (of one of the present inventors) entitled Medical Microprocessor System
and Method for Providing a Ventilation Indexed Value (U.S. Application Ser. No. 60/201,735) and Microprocessor System for the Simplified Diagnosis of Sleep Apnea (U.S. application Ser. No. 09/115,226) (the disclosure of each of which is incorporated herein by reference as if completely disclosed herein). Upon the identification of divergence, the time series of other parameters such as the temperature, while blood cell count and other lab tests can be included to identify the most likely process causing the divergence.

[0074] One of the reasons that the identification of pathophysiologic divergence is important is that such identification may provide earlier warning of disease. In addition, if the patient progresses to develop significantly low levels of a given parameter, such as oxygen saturation or pulse, it is useful to be able to go back and identify whether or not the patient experienced divergence of these parameters earlier since this can help identify whether it is a primary cardiac or pulmonary process which is evolving and indeed the time course of the physiologic process is provided by both diagnostic and therapeutic. Consider, for example, a patient experiencing significant drop in oxygen saturation and cardiac arrest. One purpose of the present invention is to provide an output indicative of whether or not this patient experienced a cardiac arrhythmia which precipitated the arrest or whether some antecedent pulmonary process occurred which caused the drop in oxygen saturation which then ultimately resulted in the cardiac arrest and arrest. If the patient is being monitored by chest wall impedance, oximeter and EKG, all three parameters can be monitored for evidence of physiologic divergence. If, according to the present invention, the processor identifies divergence of the oxygen saturation in association with significant rise in minute ventilation, then consideration for bedside examination, chest x-ray, and arterial blood gas measurement can all be carried out so that the relationship between cardiac and pulmonary compensation in this patient can be identified early rather than waiting until a threshold breach occurs in a single parameter. Since, with the use of conventional monitors, threshold breach of an alarm can be severely delayed or prevented by an active compensatory mechanism, such as hyperventilation, one advantage of the present invention is that the processor can provide warning as much as four to eight hours earlier by identifying physiologic divergence rather than waiting for the development of a threshold breach.

[0075] Another example of the value of monitor based automatic divergence recognition, according to embodiments of the present invention is provided by a patient who has experienced a very mild breach of the alarm threshold in association with significant physiologic divergence such as a patient whose baseline oxygen saturation is 95% in association with a given baseline amplitude and frequency of minute ventilation as identified by an impedance monitor. For this patient, the fall in oxygen saturation over a period of two hours from 95% to 89% might be perceived by the nurse or house officer as representing only a mild change which warrants the addition of simple oxygen treatment by nasal cannula but no further investigation. However, if this same change is associated with marked physiologic divergence wherein the patient has experienced significant increase in the amplitude and frequency of the chest impedance, the microprocessor identification of significant physiologic divergence can give the nurse or house officer cause to consider further performance of a blood gas, chest x-ray or further investigation of this otherwise modest fall in the oxygen saturation parameter.

[0076] Excessive sedation is unlikely to produce physiologic divergence since sedation generally results in a fall in minute ventilation, which will be associated with a fall in oxygen saturation if the patient is not receiving nasal oxygen. The lack of pathophysiologic divergence in association with a significant fall in oxygen saturation can provide diagnostic clues to the house officer.

[0077] In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, a processor-based system can automatically output an indication of pathophysiologic divergence relating to timed data sets derived from sensors which measure oxygen saturation, ventilation, heart rate, plethysmographic pulse, and/or blood pressure to provide automatic comparisons of linked parameters in real time, as will be discussed. The indication can be provided in a two or three-dimensional graphical format in which the corresponding parameters are presented summary graphical format such as a timed two-dimensional or three-dimensional animation. This allows the nurse or physician to immediately recognize physiologic divergence.

[0078] According to another aspect of exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the comparison of signals can be used to define a mathematical relationship range between two parameters and the degree of variance from that range. This approach has substantial advantages over the simple comparison of a given signal with itself along a time series to determine variability with respect to that signal, which has been shown to correlate loosely with a diseased or aged physiologic system. Such an approach is described in Griffin U.S. Pat. No. 6,216,032, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference as is completely disclosed herein. As appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art, the signal variability processing method, which has been widely used with pulse rate, lacks specificity since variance in a given signal may have many causes. According to embodiments of the present invention, a plurality of signals are tracked to determine if the variability is present in all of the signals, to define the relationship between the signals with respect to that variability, and to determine if a particular signal (such as airflow, for example) is the primary (first) signal to vary with other signals tracking the primary signal. With respect to analysis of signal variability, airway instability, sepsis, stroke, and congestive heart failure are all associated with a high degree of heart rate variability and this can be determined in relation to a baseline or by other known methods. In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the general variability of a plurality of signals is determined and these are matched to determine if a particular signal has a greater variability than the other signals, and more importantly the dynamic relationship between the signals is determined to identify the conformation of that variability. In this respect for example, the pulse in sepsis in a neonate may show a high degree of variability, by confirming that this variability is associated with a general multi-parameter conformation rather than a conformation of rapidly expanding and contracting parameters, as is typical of airway instability. In this way, the etiology of the pulse variability is much better identified.

[0079] FIGS. 2a and 2b are graphical representations of parametric models that may be constructed in accordance
with embodiments of the present invention to assist in the recognition of non-conformities of a range of parameters. The parameters, which may represent time series data, may be defined to correspond with data that is variable in response to certain conditions such as sleep apnea or sepsis. The shape of each region of the geometric figures illustrated in FIGS. 2a and 2b may be defined to represent a range of normal values for each parameter (oxygen saturation including arterial and venous), airflow, pulse, inflammation indicators, blood pressure, and chest movement in FIG. 2a that is being evaluated. As illustrated in FIGS. 2a and 2b, the shape of one or more of the parametric representations may vary over time, indicating relational non-conformity with respect to expected normal time series data. The degree and pattern of divergence from the predetermined normal range may serve to indicate the presence of a malady such as sleep apnea or sepsis. Examples of analytical tools that may be employed as at least one component of an embodiment of the present invention include time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis, neural network analysis, preprocessing signals to remove artifacts, phase analysis, pattern recognition, ratiometric analysis, wavelet analysis, filtering (average, median, AC/DC), histogram analysis (stochastic distribution), variability analysis, entropy analysis, data fusion, fractal analysis transformations, combine or convolve signals and peak detector analysis.

As illustrated in FIGS. 2a and 2b, variability may be defined in relation to which parameters are changing, whether they are changing together in a particular category of conformation indicative of a specific disease process, and the extent to which they follow anticipated subordinate behavior is identified. According to another aspect of an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the time series of the parameter “relationship variance” and the time series of the “relationship variability” may be analyzed as part of a data matrix. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the shape of the region representing a collection of parameters of interest may be defined to correspond to a wide range of geometries. For example, the parametric representation may be defined to have a cross section of a circle (see, for example, FIGS. 1a and 1b), a rectangle or any suitable parameter to facilitate analysis of the data representative of that parameter.

As illustrated in FIG. 2a, airflow and heart rate increases begin to develop early in the state of sepsis. In FIG. 2a, oxygen saturation does not vary much outside its normal range even though airflow begins to increase because the peak value of the oxygen saturation value to limited. As sepsis shock evolves, variability increases and the tight relationship between airflow and oxygen saturation begins to break down (see FIG. 2b). In one embodiment of the present invention, this relationship is analyzed, as time series of the calculated variance of the airflow, variance of the heart rate, and variance of the oxygen saturation, along with the streaming time series of objects of the original measured values. Timed calculated variability thereby comprises components of a data matrix of objects having a particular geometric shape. Furthermore, a time series of the variance from a given relationship and the variability of that variance may be derived and added to the data matrix. By way of example, an index of the magnitude value of airflow in relation to the magnitude value of oxygen saturation and/heart rate is calculated for each data point (after adjusting for the delay) and a time series of this index is derived. Then, a time series of the calculated variability of the index is derived and added to the data matrix. The slope or trend of the index of “airflow” and oxygen saturation will rise significantly as septic shock evolves and this can be correlated with the slope of the variability of that index. In comparison with septic shock, in airway instability, the time series of these parameters show a high degree of variability generally but a relatively low degree of variance of the indexed parameters associated with that variability (since despite their precipitous dynamic behavior, these parameters generally move together maintaining the basic relationships of physiologic subordinance). In addition to heart rate, a time series of the plethysmographic pulse (as amplitude, ascending slope, area under the curve or the like) variability and variance (as with continuous blood pressure or airflow) can be derived and incorporated with the data matrix for analysis and comparison to determine variability and variance relationships as well as to define the general collective conformation of the dynamic relationships of all of these parameters.

According to another aspect of an embodiment of the present invention, the analysis of subsequent portions of a time-series can automatically be adjusted based on the output of the analysis of preceding portions of a time-series. By way of example, with timed waveforms, such as SpO₂, in clinical medicine, two differing conditions may occur intermittently: a first condition may occur in which additional processing of acquired data is desirable intermittently with a second condition in which the additional processing of data is not desirable. For example, the application of smoothing algorithms if they are not needed may result in modification of the slope of an oxygen desaturation and the slope of resaturation. Improper smoothing may also affect the relative relationship between the desaturation and resaturation slopes. Embodiments of the present invention may be adapted to perform additional processing such as smoothing when it is desirable and omit the additional processing when the additional processing is not desirable. Subsequently, the data signal is processed with cluster analysis technology for the recognition of airway instability. The cluster analysis technology may be adjusted to account for the effect of averaging on the slopes and the potential for averaging to attenuate mild desaturations.

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a microprocessor system is provided for the recognition of specific dynamic patterns of interaction between a plurality of corresponding and related time series. The system comprises a processor programmed to process a first time series to produce a lower-level time series of sequential time series fragments derived from the first time series, process the lower-level time series to produce a higher-level time series comprised of sequential time series fragments from the lower-level time series, process a second time series, the second time series being related to the first time series, produce a second lower-level time series of sequential time series fragments derived from the second time series, and identify a dynamic pattern of interaction between the first time series and the second time series. The system can be further programmed to process the lower-level time series of the second time series to produce a higher-level time series derived from sequential time series fragments of the second lower-level time series. The system can be programmed to process a third time-series, the third time series being related to at least one of the first and the second time series, to
produce a third lower-level time series of sequential time series fragments derived from said third time series. The system can be programmed to process the higher-level time series to produce a complex-level time series derived from sequential time series fragments of said higher-level time series.

[0084] The time series fragments of the first and second time series can be stored in a relational database. The fragments of the higher-level time series can comprise objects that inherit the characteristics of the objects of the lower-level time series from which they are derived. The first and second time series can comprise datasets of physiologic data points and the system can comprise a patient monitoring system wherein the dynamic pattern of interaction comprises pathophysiologic divergence.

[0085] As set forth below, data obtained from embodiments of the present invention may be employed to initiate or control a wide range of actions, depending on the condition being identified and other design considerations. Examples of diagnostic activities that may be performed responsive to data analysis performed by embodiments of the present invention include the identification of patterns indicative of airway obstruction or instability; hyperventilation, hyperventilation and Cheyne-Stokes respiration among others. Another exemplary use for embodiments of the present invention is to identify variations between similar conditions, such as the difference between central and obstructive sleep apnea. Examples of therapeutic activities that may be controlled or initiated responsive to data analysis performed in accordance with embodiments of the present invention include providing an audiovisual alarm, waking a patient, providing a remote notification, sending human intervention, altering setting of life support event (ventilator), writing a severity index to a display device such as a Digicle, switching display modes of a display device, showing a list of options, printing a warning, performing genioglossal stimulation, performing phrenic nerve stimulation, performing diaphragm stimulation (implantable pacemaker), titrating a CPAP or bi-level pressure device, triggering another process, administering respiratory stimulant drugs, administering theophylline (caffeine or the like), reducing or ceasing administration of narcotics, reducing administration of O₂ or closing a control loop to processes such as FiO₂, CPAP, PCA or PEEP. A number of examples of the application of embodiments of the present invention are set forth below.

[0086] In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the system comprises a monitor having a plurality of sensors for positioning adjacent a patient and a processor programmed to produce a first timelapse waveform based on a first physiologic parameter of the patient, produce a second timelapse waveform based on a second physiologic parameter which is generally subordinate to the first physiologic parameter, so that the second parameter normally changes in response to changes in the first parameter, identify pathophysiologic divergence of at least one of the first and second physiologic parameters in relationship to the other physiologic parameter. The system can be further programmed to output an indication of the divergence, calculate an index of the divergence and/or provide an indication based on the index. The first parameter can, for example, comprise an indication of the magnitude of timed ventilation of a patient which can, for example, be the amplitude and/or frequency of the variation in chest wall impedance and/or the amplitude and/or frequency of the variation in nasal pressure and/or the amplitude and frequency of the variation of at least one of the tidal carbon dioxide and/or the volume of ventilation or other measureable indicator. The second parameter can, for example, comprise a measure of oxygen saturation and can be pulse oximetry value or other measureable indicator of arterial oxygenation such as a continuous or intermittent measurement of partial pressure of oxygen.

[0087] Another embodiment of the present invention may include a method of monitoring a patient comprising monitoring a patient to produce a first timelapse waveform of a first physiologic parameter and a second timelapse waveform of a second physiologic parameter, the second physiologic parameter being physiologically subordinate to the first physiologic parameter, identifying a pattern indicative of divergence of at least one of the waveforms in relation to a physiologically expected pattern of the one of the other of the waveforms and outputting an indication of the divergence. The first timelapse waveform can be, for example defined by a time interval of greater than about 5-20 minutes. The first and second time series can, for example, be physiologic time series derived from airflow and pulse oximetry. The processor can comprise a primary processor, and the system can include a secondary processor and at least one of a diagnostic and treatment device, the primary processor being connectable to the secondary processor, the secondary processor being programmed to control at least one of the diagnostic and treatment device, the secondary processor being programmed to respond to the output of said primary processor. The primary processor can be programmed to adjust the program of the secondary processor. The treatment device can be, for example an airflow delivery system controlled by a secondary processor, the secondary processor being programmed to recognize hypopneas, the primary processor adjusting the program of the secondary processor based on the identifying. In another embodiment, the treatment device can be an automatic defibrillator. The secondary processor can be mounted with at least one of the treatment and diagnostic device, the primary processor being detachable from the connection with the secondary processor. In one embodiment, the primary processor is a hospital patient monitor adapted to monitor and analyze a plurality of different patient related signals, which may include electrocardiographic signals. The primary processor may comprise a polysomnography monitor capable of monitoring a plurality of different signals including encephalographic signals.

[0088] Embodiments of the present invention may comprise a monitor capable of organizing the complexity of the actual operative dynamic interactions of all of the signals both with respect to the absolute values, the degree of relative variation, and rate of variation across along and across multiple levels of the processed output and, more specifically, along and across multiple levels of multiple signals. Embodiments of the present invention may facilitate organization of interactive complexity defining the physiologic outputs generated by the affected physiologic systems, to recognize specific types and ranges of interactive pathophysiologic time series occurrences, and analysis of the components and evolution of such occurrences, thereby providing a timely output that reflects the true interactive, multi-system process impacting the patient or to take automatic action base on the result of said analysis.
Embodiments of the present invention may provide an iterative processing system and method that analyzes both waveforms and timed laboratory data to produce an output corresponding to the dynamic evolution of the interactive states of perturbation and compensation of physiologic systems in real time. As a result, accurate information about the physiologic state of the patient may be obtained.

Embodiments of the present invention may provide an iterative object oriented waveform processing system, which can characterize, organize, and compare multiple signal levels across a plurality of signals by dividing each waveform level of each signal into objects for discretionary comparison within a relational database, object database or object-relational database. Embodiments of the present invention may provide a diagnostic system, which can convert conventional hospital-based central telemetry and hard wired monitoring systems to provide automatic processor based recognition of sleep apnea and airway instability. Such systems may be adapted to output data sets in a summation format so that this can be read by a physician. In this manner, maladies such as sleep apnea can be detected in a manner similar to that of other common diseases such as hypertension and diabetes.

Embodiments of the present invention may provide a diagnostic system, that can convert conventional hospital-based central telemetry and hard wired monitoring systems to provide processor based recognition of maladies such as sleep apnea and airway instability though the recognition of patterns of closely spaced apneas and/or hypopneas both in real time and in overnight interpretive mode.

Embodiments of the present invention may provide a system that is adapted to identify map, and link waveform clusters of apneas from simultaneously derived timed signals of multiple parameters that include chest wall impedance, pulse, airflow, exhaled carbon dioxide, systolic time intervals, oxygen saturation, EKG-ST segment level, or the like to enhance the real-time and overnight diagnosis of sleep apnea. In addition, embodiments of the present invention may be adapted to provide timely, real-time indication such as a warning or alarm of the presence of apnea and/or hypopnea clusters so that nurses can be aware of the presence of a potentially dangerous instability of the upper airway during titration of sedatives and/or narcotics.

Embodiments of the present invention may provide a system for the recognition of airway instability for combined cluster mapping of a timed dataset of parameters such as nasal oral pressure in conjunction with tidal CO2 to identify clusters of conversion from nasal to oral breathing and to optimally recognize clusters indicative of airway instability in association with tidal CO2 measurement indicative of hypoventilation.

An exemplary embodiment of the present invention may be employed to identify pathophysiologic divergence of a plurality of physiologically linked parameters along a timed waveform over an extended period of time to provide earlier warning or to provide reinforcement of the significance of a specific threshold breach. Exemplary embodiments of the present invention may be employed to identify an anomalous trend of a first respiratory output in relation to a second respiratory output wherein said first output is normally dependent on said second output to identify divergence of said first respiratory output in relationship to the expected trend said first respiratory output based on the trend of said second output.

An exemplary embodiment of the present invention may be adapted to plot the prolonged slope of a first respiratory output in relationship to the prolonged slope of a second respiratory output and to identify divergence of said first respiratory output in relation to the slope second respiratory output. Further, exemplary embodiments of the present invention may be adapted to automatically trigger testing (and comparison of the output) of a secondary intermittently testing monitor based on the recognition of an adverse trend of the timed dataset output of at least one continuously tested primary monitor.

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention may be adapted to provide recognition of lower airway obstruction (as with bronchospasm or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) by exploiting the occurrence of the forced exhalation during the hyperventilation phase of recovery intervals after and/or between intermittent upper airway obstruction to identify obstructive flow patterns within the forced exhalation tracing and thereby identify lower airway obstruction superimposed on clustered upper airway obstruction. Additionally, embodiments of the present invention may automatically customize treatment algorithms or diagnostic algorithms based on the analysis of waveforms of the monitored parameters. Finally, exemplary embodiments of the present invention may include providing a method of linking a time series of expense and billing data to a time series of patient related outputs and exogenous actions applied to the patient so that the expense of each aspect of the patient care can be correlated with both the procedures and medications administered as well as the patient output both with respect to dynamic patterns of interaction and specific laboratory values or comparative results.

Embodiments of the present invention may comprise a digital object processing system that functions to provide multidimensional waveform object recognition both with respect to a single signal and multiple signals. Such a system may be employed to identify and compare objects. Objects defined along one or more signals, including different signals may then be analyzed, identified and compared and defined by, and with, objects from different levels, if desired.

FIG. 1a is a diagram of a three-dimensional cylindrical data matrix I in accordance with embodiments of the present invention comprising corresponding, streaming, time series of objects from four different timed data sets. The cylindrical data matrix I shown in FIG. 1a provides a representation of a relational data processing structure of multiple time series. As this representation shows, a plurality of time series of objects are organized into different corresponding streams of objects, which can be conceptually represented as the cylindrical data matrix I, comprising processed, analyzed, and objectified data with time defining the axis along the length of the cylindrical matrix I. In this example, the cylindrical data matrix I is comprised of four time series streams of processed objects, each stream having three levels. Each of the time series and their respective levels are matched and stored together in a relational database, object database or object-relational database. Each streaming time series of objects as from a single signal or
source (e.g., airflow or oximetry, as in a matrix of physiologic signals) is represented in the main cylinder 1 by a smaller cylinder (2, 3, 4, 5) and each of these smaller cylinders is comprised of a grouping of ascending levels of time series of streaming objects (6, 7, 8) with the higher levels being derived from the level below it. The streaming objects in each ascending time series level are more complex with each new level, and these more complex objects contain the simpler objects of the lower levels as will be described.

[0099] FIG. 1b shows a cross section 9 of the cylindrical data matrix 1 (FIG. 1a) curved back upon itself to illustrate an advantage of organizing the data in this way. Each object from each grouping can be readily compared and matched to other objects along the grouping and can further be compared and matched to other objects from each other grouping. Furthermore, an object from one level of one signal at one time can be readily compared to an object from another level of a different signal at a different time. The time series of streaming objects in FIG. 1b are airflow, SpO₂ pulse, and a series of exogenous actions. This is a typical data structure, which would be used according to the present invention to monitor a patient at risk for sudden infant death syndrome and this will be discussed below in more detail.

[0100] Using this data structure, highly complex patterns and subtile relationships between interactive and interdependent streams of objects can be readily defined by searching the matched object streams. This allows for the recognition of the dynamic pattern interaction or conformation of the matrix of analyzed streaming interactive objects.

[0101] FIG. 2a is a diagram of a three-dimensional representation of collective conformation of corresponding time series of objects of pulse (which can be heart rate and/or pulse amplitude or another pulse object derived from one or more of the many pulse characteristics), oxygen saturation, airflow, chest wall movement, blood pressure, and inflammatory indicators during early infection, organized in accordance with embodiments of the present invention. FIG. 2b is a diagram of a representation of the dynamic multi-parameter conformation shown in FIG. 2a, but extended through the evolution of septic shock to the death point. Each particular expected conformation will be defined by the specific parameters chosen and the manner in which they are analyzed. In an extension of the example a time series of expenditures would reflect a significant increase in the slope of resource (as financial or other recourses), which begins at a recognition point. If no recognition point occurs (i.e., the patient dies without the condition being diagnosed), the resource object time series may have a flat or even decreasing slope. The recognition of a specific dynamic pattern of interaction occurrence falling within a specified range may be used to determine the presence and severity of a specific of a biologic or physical process. A correlation with a time series of recourse allocation (such as timed expenditures) and a time series of exogenous actions (such as pharmaceutical therapy or surgery) can be used to determine the cost and causes of a given dynamic pattern of interaction and to better define the efficacy of intervention. The conformation of FIGS. 2a and 2b can be seen as comprising a progressive expansion, evolving to divergence of the parameters and eventual precipitous collapse and death. This can be readily contrasted with the conformation of the cylindrical analyzed data matrix 1 (FIG. 1a) derived from the same analysis of the same time series grouping during the state of evolving airway instability associated with excessive sequential or continuously infused dosing of sedation or narcotics. In this case, the pattern is one of precipitous, cyclic, and convergent expansion and contraction with eventual terminal contraction and death.

[0102] The following discussion presents an exemplary embodiment of the present invention for application to the patient care environment to achieve organization and analysis of physiologic data and particularly physiologic signals and timed data sets of laboratory data from patients during a specific time period such as a hospitalization or perioperative period.

[0103] The interaction of physiologic signals and laboratory data is particularly complex, and requires a widely varied analysis to achieve comprehensive recognition of the many dynamic patterns of interaction indicative of potential life threatening pathophysiologic events. This wide variation is due, in part, to the remarkable variation in both patient and disease related factors. Such analysis is best performed in real-time to provide timely intervention. To accomplish this level of organization and DPI identification through multiple levels of each data set or waveform and then across multiple levels of multiple data sets or waveforms, the system processes and orders all of the datasets from each system of the patient into a cylindrical matrix with each of the smaller cylinders containing the levels in a specific ascending fashion. An illustrative example of one exemplary method sequence for organizing the data set of a single smaller cylinder (comprised of a single signal of airflow) is shown in FIGS. 3a-3i.

[0104] According to this method, a processor executing instructions in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention derives from a time series of raw data points (FIG. 3a) a series of dipole objects with their associated polarities and slopes (FIG. 3b). As shown in FIG. 3c, these dipoles can be represented as a slope set which removes the spatial attributes of the points and highlights relative change. As shown in FIG. 3e, various boundary types can be used to separate the dipoles into composite sequential objects and the figure shows three illustrative boundary types: pattern limits, inflection points, and polarity changes. As shown in FIG. 3d, the system now has the critical boundary points from which the wave pattern can be segmented and the composite objects can be derived and associated properties calculated. Although this is represented in FIG. 3d as linear segments, each composite object is actually comprised of the original set of dipoles so that the user can choose to consider it a straight segment with one slope or a curved segment defined by the entire slope set of the segmented object. FIG. 3e shows how the “trend” composite objects can be identified to provide a simplified linear trend (or polarity) analysis.

[0105] Though the “trend” object set is useful as shown in FIG. 3e, the time series can be segmented into other composite objects derived from the utilization of more or different user-defined boundary types. This can be useful even if the curved shapes can be analyzed in the simpler trend analysis because the selection of object boundaries at specific ranges or deflections helps to organize the objects as a direct function of changes in the physiologic output. In the example below, all three boundary types are employed to
derive a wave pattern wire frame. The wire frame provides a simplified and very manageable view of the pattern and has boundary attributes that can be very useful in waveform pattern searching. This type of object segmentation can be shown (FIG. 3f) as a set of object slopes with associated durations with the spatial relationships removed. As is shown in FIG. 3h this provides a representation for the manipulation by the user for object slope or duration deviation specification. Such deviations may be specified specifically to individual segment objects or may be globally designated. Deviations may or may not be designated symmetrically. Multiple deviations can be specified per segment with scoring attributes (weighted deviations) to provide even more flexibility to the user to search for and correlate derived patterns. These two figures below shots specified deviations per segment (but not weighted deviations) for slope and duration.

[0106] In the above exemplary manner, the time series can be organized with its associated objects and user-specified deviations, all of which are stored and categorized in a relational database, object database or object-relational database. Also as will be discussed, once processed, portions of such a time series can then be applied as target search objects to other waveforms to search for similar objects and to score their similarity.

[0107] FIG. 3b is representative of the user selection of linear ranges of variations. Those skilled in the art will recognize that complex curved shape variations can be specified in a similar way through the selection of specific ranges in variations of the dipole slope data set (FIG. 3c) defining the ranges of the curved target search object. It should be noted that, while the dipole set shown appears linearized, in fact, it can be seen that the dipoles can contain all of the information in the data points so that any curve present in the original raw data can be reproduced. It is cumbersome to input such ranges for each dipole so this can be provided by specifying a curved shape and then moving a pointer adjacent a curved shape to identify a range of shapes defining a curved target search object.

[0108] FIG. 4 is a graphical representation of an organization of the waveforms shown in FIGS. 3a-3h into ascending object levels in accordance with embodiments of the present invention. The graphs shown in FIG. 4 illustrate the ascending object processing levels according to embodiments of the present invention, which are next applied to order the objects. These levels may be defined for each signal and comparisons can be made across different levels between different signals. The first level is comprised of the raw data set. The data from this first level are then converted by the processor into a sequence of fundamental objects called dipoles to form the second (fundamental object) level. In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, these dipole objects, which will ultimately define complex multi-signal objects, are comprised of these sequential fundamental objects having the simple characteristics of slope polarity, and duration. At this level, the dipoles can be processed to achieve a "best fit" dipole matching of two or more signals (as will be discussed) and are used render the next level, called the "composite object level."

[0109] The composite object level is comprised of sequential and overlapping composite objects, which are composed of a specific sequence of slope dipoles as defined by selected search criteria. Each of these composite objects has similar primary characteristics of a slope duration, and polarity to the fundamental objects. However, for the composite objects, the characteristic of slope can comprise a time series characteristic given as a slope dataset. The composite object level also has the characteristic of "intervening interval time-series" defined by a time series of the intervals between the recognized or selected composite objects. At this level, a wide range of discretionary index characteristics can be derived from the comparison of basic characteristics of composite objects. Examples of such index characteristics include: a "shape characteristic" as derived from any specified portion of the slope dataset of the object, a "positional characteristic" as derived from, for example, the value of the lowest or highest points of the object, or a "dimensional value characteristic" as derived by calculating the absolute difference between specified data points such as the value of the lowest and the highest values of the object, or a "frequency characteristic" such as may be derived from performing a Fourier transform on the slope dataset of the object.

[0110] The next analysis level is called the "complex object level." In that level, each sequential complex object comprises plurality of composite objects meeting specific criteria. A complex object has the same categories of primary characteristics and derived index characteristics as a composite object. A complex object also has the additional characteristics of "composite object frequency" or "composite object order" which can be used as search criteria defined by a selected frequency or order of composite object types, which are specified as defining a given complex object. A complex object also has additional higher-level characteristics defined by the time-series of the shapes, dimensional values, and positional characteristics of its component composite objects. As described for the composite objects, similar index characteristics of the complex objects can be derived from these characteristics for example; a "shape characteristic" derived from the mean rate of change along the dataset of the mean slopes of composite objects. Alternatively characteristics or index characteristics may be combined with others. For example, a shape characteristic may be combined with a frequency characteristic to provide a time series of a mathematical index of the slopes and the frequencies of the composite objects.

[0111] The next level, termed the "global objects level" is then derived from the time series of complex objects. At this level global characteristics are derived from the time series datasets of complex objects (and all of their characteristics). At the global objects level, the processor can identify specific patterns over many hours of time. An example of one specific pattern which is readily recognizable at this level would be a regular monotonous frequency of occurrence of one substantially complex object comprised of composite objects having alternating polarities, each with progressively rising or falling slope datasets. This pattern is typical of Cheyenne-Stokes Respirations and is distinctly different from the pattern typical of upper airway instability at this global object level. Additional higher levels can be provided if desired as by a "comprehensive objects level" (not shown) which can include multiple overnight studies wherein a comprehensive object is comprised of a dataset of "global objects."
While FIG. 3b and FIG. 4 illustrate the levels of object derivations of a ventilation signal, in another example, a similar hierarchical architecture can be derived for the timed data set of the pulse waveform (as from an arterial pressure monitor or a plethysmographic pulse). Here the fundamental level is provided by the pulse tracing itself and includes all the characteristics such as ascending and descending slope, amplitude, frequency, or the like. This signal also includes the characteristic of pulse area (which, if applied to a precise signal such as the flow plot through the ascending aorta, is analogous to tidal volume in the fundamental minute ventilation plot). When the pulse signal is plethysmographic, it is analogous to a less precise signal of ventilation such as nasal pressure or thermistor derived airflow. With these less precise measurements, because the absolute values are not reliable indicators of cardiac output or minute ventilation, the complex spatial relationships along and between signals become more important than any absolute value of components of the signal (such as absolute amplitude of the ascending pulse or inspiration curve). In other words, the mathematical processing of multiple signals that are simply related to physiologic parameters (but are not a true measurement of those parameters) is best achieved by analyzing the complex spatial relationships along and between those signals. To achieve this purpose, in accordance with the present invention, as ventilation, the pulse signal is organized into a similar multi-level hierarchy of overlapping time series of objects. Subsequently, these are combined and compared with the processed objects of respiration to derive a unified object time series defined by multiple corresponding data sets.

FIG. 5a shows an exemplary pathophysiological process associated with a characteristic dynamic pattern of interaction. As discussed previously, this cyclic process is induced by upper airway instability. FIG. 5b shows four corresponding signals derived from monitoring different outputs of the patient during a time interval wherein the dynamic process of FIG. 5a is operative. The basic signals shown in FIG. 5b are pulse, chest wall impedance, airflow, and oxygen saturation (SPO2). According to the present invention, these signals are processed into time series fragments (as objects) and organized into the object levels as previously discussed. For the purpose of organizing and analyzing complex interactions between these corresponding and/or simultaneously derived signals, similar ascending processes are applied to each signal. As shown in FIG. 5c, these streaming objects, many of which overlap, project along a three-dimensional time series comprised of multiple levels of a plurality of corresponding signals. A "multi-signal object" is comprised of at least one object from a first signal and at least one object from another signal. The multi-signal object shown in FIG. 5c has the primary and index characteristics derived from each component signal and from the spatial, temporal, and frequency relationships between the component signals. As illustrated, the objects defining a multi-signal object can include those from analogous or non-analogous levels. With this approach even complex and subtle dynamic patterns of interaction can be recognized.

This type of representation may be difficult to analyze in a clinical environment, but is useful for the purpose of general representation of the data organization. At such a level of complexity, a complete representation of the time series does not lend itself well to a two-dimensional graphical (and in some cases a three-dimensional) representation. Along the time series of sequential multi-signal objects, the spatial characteristics of these multi-signal objects change as a function of a plurality of interactive and different characteristics derived from the different signals.

The mathematical power of this approach to characterize the achieved organization of the complexity of the timed behavior of a physiologic system is illustrated by the application of this method to characterize the codependent behavior of ventilation and arterial oxygen saturation and plethysmographic pulse. While these variables are codependent in that a change in one variable generally causes a change in the other two, they are also each affected differently by different pathologic conditions and different preexisting pathologic changes. For example, the multi-signal objects comprising a time series of ventilation and arterial oxygen saturation and plethysmographic pulse in a sedated 5-year-old obese smoker with asthma and sleep apnea are very different than those of a sleeping 50-year-old patient with Cheyne Stokes Respiration and severe left ventricular dysfunction. These differences are poorly organized or represented by any collection of two-dimensional graphical and/or mathematical representations. Despite this, throughout this disclosure, many of the signal interactions (such as those relating to pathophysiological divergence) will be discussed as a function of a simplified two-dimensional component representation for clarity based on older standards of mathematical thought. However, it is one of the express purposes of the present invention to provide a mathematically robust system for the organization and analysis of the complex mathematical interactions of biologic and other systems through the construction of time series sets of multidimensional and overlapping objects.

To illustrate the complexity ordered by this approach, consider the components of just one of the three simple recovery objects shown in FIGS. 5b and 5c. This single recovery object includes, by way of example, the exemplary characteristics, each of which may have clinical relevance when considered in relation to the timing and characteristics of other objects, set forth in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Amplitude, slope, and shape of the oxygen saturation rise event at the composite level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Amplitude, slope, and shape of the ventilation rise event at the composite level which contains the following characteristics at the fundamental level:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Amplitude, slope, and shape of the inspiration rise object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Amplitude, slope, and shape of the expiration fall object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Frequency and slope dataset of the breath to breath interval of tidal breathing objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Frequency and slope data sets of the amplitude, slope, and shape of the pulse rise and fall events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Amplitude, slope, and shape of the pulse rise event at the composite level which contains the following exemplary characteristics at the fundamental level:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Amplitude, slope, and shape of the plethysmographic pulse rise event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Amplitude, slope, and shape of the plethysmographic pulse fall event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Frequency and slope datasets of beat-to-beat interval of the pulse rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As is readily apparent, it is not possible for a health care worker to timely evaluate the values or relationships of even a modest number of these parameters. For this reason, the development of an output based on the analysis of these time series of objects to be presented in a succinct and easily interpreted format is a desirable aspect of an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 shows several variations of a three-dimensional graphical representation of an output for clinical monitoring for enhanced representation of the dependent and dynamic relationships between patient variables. This representation may be referred to as a "monitoring cube." These types of monitoring cubes may be adapted for display on a hospital monitor, for example, for animation of the summarized relationships between multiple interacting objects.

Such an animation can be shown as a small icon next to the real-time numeric values typically displayed on present monitors. Once a baseline is established for a patient, either for example as the patient’s baseline settings for a selected or steady state time period (of for example 10-15 minutes) or by a selected or calculated set of normal ranges, the cube may be illustrated as a square. For example, the patient may initially have parameters out of the normal ranges and never exhibit a square output. After the square for this patient is established, the cube is built from the evolving time series of these parameters. A given region of the cube can be enlarged or reduced as the particular value monitored increases or decreases respectively. The relationship between these variables can be readily seen even if they remain within the normal range. Moreover, a system adapted according to embodiments of the present invention may display distortions to the individual constituent components of the square (see FIGS. 6b-6e) to illustrate the deviation of those particular constituent components from predetermined normal ranges. The computer can flag with a red indicator a cube that is showing pathophysiologic divergence when compared with the baseline values even though none of the values are at a typical alarm threshold. If other abnormalities (such as the development of pulse irregularity or a particular arrhythmia or ST segment change, this can be flagged on the cube so that the onset of these events can be considered in relation to other events. If preferred the time series components of the cube and their relationships to occurrences on other monitored time series can be provided in a two-dimensional timeline.

Using this approach, time series relationships of multiple physiologic events can be characterized on the screen with, for example, a small dynamic animated icon in a succinct and easily understood way. There are many other alternative ways to animate a summary of the dynamic relationships and some of these will be discussed later in the disclosure.

One of the longstanding problems associated with the comparison of outputs of multiple sensors to derive simultaneous multiple time series outputs for the detection of pathophysiologic change is that the accuracy and/or output of each sensor may be affected by different physiologic mechanisms in different ways. Because of this, the value of matching an absolute value of one measurement to an absolute value of another measurement is degraded. This is particularly true if the measurement technique or either of the values is imprecise. For example, when minute ventilation is measured by a precise method such as a pneumotachometer, then the relationship between the absolute values of the minute ventilation and the oxygen saturation are particularly relevant. However, if minute ventilation is being trended as by nasal thermistor or nasal pressure monitoring or by chest wall impedance then the absolute values become much less useful. However, according to one aspect of embodiments of the present invention, the application of the slope dipole method, the relationship between a plurality of simultaneously derived signals can be determined independent of the relationships of the absolute values of the signals. In this way, simultaneously derived signals can be identified as having convergence consistent with physiologic subordination or divergent shapes consistent with the development of a pathologic relationship or inaccurate data acquisition.

As noted, with physiologically linked signals, a specific occurrence or magnitude of change in one signal in relationship to such a change in another signal may be more important and much more reproducible than the absolute value relationships of the respective signals. For this reason, the slope dipole method provides an important advantage to integrate and analyze such signals. Using this signal integration method, two simultaneously acquired physiologic linked signals are compared by a processor over corresponding intervals by matching the respective slope dipoles between the signals. Although the exact delay between the signals may not be known, the processor can identify this by identifying the best match between the dipole sets. Embodiments of the present invention may consider this to be a "best match" constrained by preset limits. For example, with respect to ventilation and oximetry, a preset limit could be provided in the range of 10-40 seconds although other limits could be used depending on the hardware, probe site and averaging, intervals chosen. After the best match is identified, the relationships between the signals are compared (for example, the processor can compare the slope dipole time series of oxygen saturation to the slope dipole time series of an index of the magnitude of ventilation). In this preferred embodiment, each slope dipole is compared. It is considered preferable that the dipoles of each respective parameter relate to a similar duration (for example, 1-4 seconds). With respect to airflow, calculation of the magnitude value of airflow may require sampling at a frequency of 25 hertz or higher, however, the sampling frequency of the secondary plot of the magnitude value of the index can, for example, be averaged in a range of one hertz to match the averaging interval of the data set of oxygen saturation. Once the signals have been sufficiently matched at the dipole level, they can be further matched at the composite level. In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, most object matching across different signals is performed at the fundamental level or higher, however timing matching can be performed at the dipole level and this can be combined with higher level matching to optimize a timing match.
FIG. 5b) where clusters are recognized and their components matched at the composite object level. When the objects are matched, the baseline range relationship between the signals can be determined. This baseline range relationship can be a magnitude value relationship or a slope relationship. The signals can then be monitored for variance from this baseline range, which can indicate pathology or signal inaccurate. The variance from baseline can be, for example, an increase in the relative value of ventilation in relation to the oximetry value or a greater rate of fall in oxygen saturation in relation to the duration and/or slope of fall of ventilation. In another example, the variance can include a change from the baseline delay between delta points along the signals.

[0124] With multiple processed signals as defined above, the user, who can be the program developer, can then follow the following to complete the process of searching for a specific pattern of relationships between the signals:

[0125] 1. Specify a search wave pattern

[0126] 2. Analyze and divide the search pattern into objects

[0127] 3. Input the allowed deviation (if any) from the search pattern or the objects comprising it.

[0128] 4. Input additional required relationships (if any) to other objects in the target waveform.

[0129] 5. Apply the search pattern or selected component objects thereof to a target waveform.

[0130] Various methods of identification may be employed to provide a wave pattern to the system. For example, users may:

[0131] 1. Choose from a menu of pattern options.

[0132] 2. Select dimensional ranges for sequential related patterns of ascending complexity.

[0133] 3. Draw a wave pattern within the system with a pointing or pen device.


[0135] 5. Provide a data feed from another system.


[0137] 7. Type in a set of points.

[0138] 8. Highlight a sub-section of another waveform within the system.

[0139] In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the system can be automated such that search is automatically applied once the criteria are established. Also, the method of identification of the search pattern can be preset. For example, the occurrence of a specific sequence of objects can be used as a trigger to select a region (which can be an object of the types previously described) as the specified search pattern, the processor can automatically search for other such patterns in the rest of the study. The result of any of these inputs would be a set of points with or without a reference coordinate system definition as shown in FIGS. 3a-3b.

[0140] After receiving search criteria, the system begins its analysis of the target set of points to derive a series of object sets. These sets will be used to identify key properties of the wave pattern. These objects (and their boundaries) will provide a set of attributes which are most likely to be significant in the wave pattern and that can be acted upon in the following ways:

[0141] 1. Provide parameters on which sets of rules may be applied for the identification of expected conditions.

[0142] 2. Provide parameters that can be associated with specifically allowable deviations and/or a globally applied deviation.

[0143] 3. To provide parameters than can be used to score the relative similarity of patterns within the target waveform.

[0144] In such a manner, a search can be carried out for specific pathophysiologic anomalies. This can be carried out routinely by the software or on demand.

[0145] One example of the clinical utility of the application of the object processing and recognition system to physiologic signals is provided by identification of upper airway instability. As discussed in the aforementioned patients and application, events associated with airway instability are precipitous. In particular, the airway closure is precipitous and results in a rapid fall in ventilation and oxygen saturation. Also the subsequent airway opening airway is precipitous, and because ventilation drive has risen during closure the resulting ventilation flow rate (as represented by a measurement of airflow deflection amplitude) rises rapidly associated with recovery. Also, after the period of high flow rate associated with the recovery the flow rate precipitously declines when the chemoreceptors of the brain sense ventilation overshoot. In this way, along a single tracing of timed airflow deflection amplitude, three predictable precipitous relatively linear and unidirectional waveform deflections changes have occurred in a particular sequence in a manner analogous to the tracing of the SpO2 or pulse rate. Subsequent to this, the unstable airway closes suddenly propagating the cluster of cycles in all of these waveforms.

[0146] As noted above, a hallmark of airway instability is a particular cluster timed sequence of precipitous, unidirectional changes in the timed data set. For this reason, the first composite object to be recognized is defined by a precipitous unidirectional change in timed output of one of the above parameters. The system then recognizes along the fundamental sequential unipolar composite objects and builds the composite level comprised of time series of these composite objects. One presently preferred embodiment uses the following method to accomplish this task. A unipolar “decline object” is a set of consecutive points over which the parameter level of the patient is substantially continually falling. A unipolar “rise object” is a set of consecutive points over which the parameter is substantially continually increasing. A “negative pattern” is a decline together with a rise object wherein the rise follows the decline within a predetermined interval. A “positive pattern” is a rise together with a decline wherein the decline follows the rise within a predetermined interval. How closely these composite objects can follow each other is a specifiable parameter. At the complex object level, a cluster is a set of consecutive positive or negative patterns that appear close together. How closely these patterns must follow each other to qualify, as a cluster is a specifiable parameter.
In operation, a system constructed in accordance with embodiments of the present invention may proceed in several phases. As an example, in a first phase, decline and rise events are identified. In a second phase, negative and positive patterns are identified. In a third phase, clusters of negative and/or positive patterns are identified. In a fourth phase, a relationship between the events and patterns is calculated and outputted. In a fifth phase, a diagnosis and severity indexing of airway or ventilation instability or sleep/sedation apnea is made. In a sixth phase, a textual alarm or signal is outputted and/or treatment is automatically modified to eliminate cluster. The process may then be repeated with each addition to the dataset in real-time or with stored timed datasets.

Embodyments of the present invention may apply either a linear or iterative dipole slope approach to the recognition of waveform events. Since the events associated with airway collapse and recovery are generally precipitous and unipolar, the linear method suffices for the recognition and characterization of these nonlinear waves. However, the iterative dipole slope approach is particularly versatile and is preferred in situations wherein the user would like an option to select the automatically identification of a specific range of nonlinear or more complex waves. Using the iterative dipole slope method, the user can select specific consecutive sets of points from reference cases along a waveform as by sliding the pointer over a specific waveform region. Alternatively, the user can draw the desired target waveform on a scaled grid. The user can also input or draw range limits thereby specifying an object or set of objects for the microprocessor to recognize along the remainder of the waveform or along other waveforms. Alternatively, the processor can automatically select a set of objects based on pre-selected criteria (as will be discussed). Since the iterative dipole process output is shape-dependent (including frequency and amplitude) but is not necessarily point-dependent, it is highly suited to function as a versatile and discretionary engine for performing waveform pattern searches. In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the waveform can be searched by selecting and applying objects to function as Boolean operators to search a waveform. The user can specify whether these objects are required in the same order. Recognized object sequences along the waveform can be scored to choose the degree of match with the selected range. If desired, (as for research analysis of waveform behavior) anomalies within objects or occurring in one or more of a plurality of simultaneously processed tracings can be identified and stored for analysis.

For the purpose of mathematically defining the presently preferred system, according to the present invention, for recognition of digital object patterns let $a_0$, $a_1$, $a_2$, ... be original data points. The data can be converted to a smoother data set, $x_0$, $x_1$, $x_2$, ... $x_n$ by using a moving n average of the data points as a 1-4 second average for cluster recognition or as a 15-30 second average for the identification of a pathophysiologic divergence. For the sake of clarity of presentation, assume that $x_4$ is the average of the original data points for the 4th second. A dipole is defined to be a pair of consecutive data points. Let $d_i = (x_{i+1} - x_i)$ be the ith dipole, for $i=1, 2, ..., n-1$. The polarity, say $p_i$ of the ith dipole is the sign of $x_{i+1} - x_i$ (i.e., $p_i = 1$ if $x_{i+1} > x_i$, $p_i = 0$ if $x_{i+1} = x_i$, and $p_i = -1$ if $x_{i+1} < x_i$). For the purpose of automatic recognition of user specified, more complex nonlinear waveforms, the data can be converted to a set of dipole slopes, $z_1$, $z_2$, ... $z_m$. Let $z_i = (x_{i+1} - x_i)$ be the ith dipole slope, for $i=1, 2, ..., n-1$.

As an exemplary way to recognize a decline event by applying the iterative slope dipole method in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, let $\{z_1, z_2, ... z_m\}$ be a set of consecutive dipole slopes. Then $\{z_1, z_2, ... z_m\}$ is a decline if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. $z_1$, $z_2$, ... $z_m$ are less than zero i.e., the parameter level of the patient is continually falling over the set of dipole slopes. This condition may be partially relaxed to adjust for outliers, as by the method described below for the linear method.

2. The relationship of $z_i$ to $z_{i-1}$ to $z_{i-2}$ ... $z_{i-n}$ is specified by specific parameter(s) defining the shape of the decline object, these specified parameters can be derived from the processor based calculations of the dipole slopes made from a user selected consecutive data set or from a set drawn by the user onto a scaled grid.

To recognize a rise event a similar method is applied wherein $z_1$, $z_2$, ... $z_m$ are greater than zero. Complex events, which include rise and fall components are built from these more composite objects. Alternatively, a specific magnitude of change along a dipole slope dataset can be used to specify a complex object comprised of two composite objects separating at the point of change (a waveform deflection point). In one application the user slides the cursor over the portion of the wave, which is to be selected, and this region is highlighted and enlarged and analyzed with respect to the presence of more composite objects. The dimensions of the object and the slope data set, which defines it, can be displayed next to the enlarged waveform. If the object is complex (as having a plurality of segments of differing slope polarity or having regions wherein the slope rapidly changes as by a selectable threshold) then each composite object is displayed separately with the respective dimensions and slope data sets. In this way the operator can confirm that this is the actual configuration desired and the user is provided with a summary of the spatial and dimensional characteristics of the composite objects, which define the actual selected region. The operator can select a range of variations of the slope data set or chance the way in which the composite objects are defined, as by modifying the threshold for a sustained change in slope value along the slope dataset. (For example, by allotting at least one portion of the slopes to vary by a specified amount, such as 10%, by inputting graphically the variations allowed. If the operator “OKs” this selection, the processor searches the entire timed dataset for the composite objects, building the selected object from the composite objects if identified.

To recognize a decline event by applying the linear method according to the present invention, let $\{x_1, x_2, ... x_n\}$ be a set of consecutive points and let $s = (x_n - x_0)/(r-1)$ be the overall slope of these points. Although the slope could be defined by using linear regression or the like, the previous definition allows for improved fidelity of the output by allotting rejection based on outlier identification. Then $\{x_1, x_2, ... x_n\}$ is a decline if it satisfies the following conditions:
0.155 1. $x_i \geq x_{i+1} > \ldots \geq x_n$, i.e. the parameter level of the patient is continually falling over the set of points. This condition may be partially relaxed to adjust for outliers, as described below.

0.156 2. $r-i \geq D_{\min}$, where $D_{\min}$ is a specified parameter that controls the minimum duration of a decline.

0.157 3. $s_{\min} \leq s \leq s_{\max}$, where $s_{\min}$ and $s_{\max}$ are parameters that specify the minimum and maximum slope of a decline, respectively.

0.158 The set $\{97, 95, 94, 96, 92, 91, 90, 88\}$, does not satisfy the current definition of a decline even though the overall level of the parameter is clearly falling during this interval. The fourth data point, 96, is an outlier to the overall pattern. In order to recognize this interval as a decline, the first condition must be relaxed to ignore outliers. The modified condition 1 is:

0.159 1. *Condition 1 with Outlier Detection

0.160 a. $i > x_i + 1$,

0.161 b. $x_i > x_i + 1$ or $x_i + 1 > x_j + 2$ for $j = i + 1, \ldots, r - 2$,

0.162 c. $x_r - 1 > x_r$.

0.163 To recognize a rise event, let $\{x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_r\}$ be a set of consecutive points and let $s = (x_r - x_i)/(r - i)$ be the overall slope of these points. Then $\{x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_r\}$ is a rise if it satisfies the following conditions:

0.164 1. $x_i < x_{i+1} \leq \ldots \leq x_r$, i.e., the parameter level of the patient is continually rising over the set of points. This condition may be partially relaxed to adjust for outliers, as described below.

0.165 2. $r-i \geq D_{\min}$, where $D_{\min}$ is a specified parameter that controls the minimum duration of rise.

0.166 3. $s_{\min} \leq s \leq s_{\max}$, where $s_{\min}$ and $s_{\max}$ are parameters that specify the minimum and maximum slope of a decline, respectively.

0.167 Similar to declines, the first condition of the definition of a rise is relaxed in order to ignore outliers. The modified condition 1 is:

0.168 *Condition 1 with Outlier Detection

0.169 a. $i < x_i + 1$,

0.170 b. $x_j < x_j + 1$ or $x_j + 1 < x_j + 2$ for $j = i + 1, \ldots, r - 2$,

0.171 c. $x_r - 1 < x_r$.

0.172 To recognize a negative pattern the program iterates through the data and recognizes events and then identifies event relationships to define the patterns. The system uses polarities (as defined by the direction of parameter movement in a positive or negative direction) to test for condition (1*) rather than testing for greater than or less than. This simplifies the computer code by permitting the recognition of all decline and rise events to be combined in a single routine and ensures that decline events and rise events do not overlap, except that they may share an endpoint. The tables below show how condition (1*) can be implemented using polarities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equivalent Condition 1* For Decline Event</th>
<th>Equivalent Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1*</td>
<td>Equivalent Condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. $x_i &gt; x_{i-1}$</td>
<td>$p_i = -1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. $x_i &gt; x_{i-1}$ or $x_{i-1} &gt; x_{j-1}$</td>
<td>$p_i = -1$ or $p_j = -1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. $x_{i-1} &gt; x_i$</td>
<td>$p_{i-1} = -1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equivalent Condition 1* For Rise Event</th>
<th>Equivalent Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1*</td>
<td>Equivalent Condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. $x_i &lt; x_{i-1}$</td>
<td>$p_i = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. $x_i &lt; x_{i-1}$ or $x_{i-1} &lt; x_{j-1}$</td>
<td>$p_i = 1$ or $p_j = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. $x_{i-1} &lt; x_i$</td>
<td>$p_{i-1} = 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.173 Exemplary pseudocode for a combined microprocessor method, which recognizes both unipolar decline events and unipolar rise events, is shown below. In this exemplary code, $E$ is the set of events found by the method, where each event is either a decline or a rise.

EVENT RECOGNITION

EVENT RECOGNITION

i = 1

If $p_{i-1} = -1$ and $p_i = -1$ for $j = 2$ to $n-2$

Add $X$ to $E$ if it satisfies conditions (2) and (3)

Endif

Endfor

0.175 Add $X = \{x_0, \ldots, x_n\}$ to $E$ if it satisfies either the rise or decline conditions

0.176 Next, a specific pattern is recognized by identifying a certain sequence of consecutive events, as defined above, which comply with specific spatial relationships. For example, a negative pattern is recognized when a decline event, say $D = \{x_i, \ldots, x_n\}$, together with a rise event, say $R = \{x_0, \ldots, x_m\}$, that closely follows it. In particular, $D$ and $R$ must satisfy $k-i \leq l_j$, where $l_j$ is a parameter, specified by the user, that controls the maximum amount of time between $D$ and $R$ to qualify as a negative pattern.

0.177 The exemplary pseudocode for the microprocessor system to recognize a negative pattern is shown below. Let $E = \{E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n\}$ be the set of events (decline events and rise events) found by the event recognition method, and let $DR$ be the set of a negative pattern.
NEGATIVE PATTERN RECOGNITION

for h = 1 to q-1
Let D = \{x\_h, x\_h\} be the event E\_h
if D is a decline event
Let R = \{x\_h, x\_h\} be the event E\_h
if R is a rise event
gap = k - j
if gap = t\_d
Add (D,R) to the list of negative patterns
endif
endif
endfor

As noted, a cluster is a set of consecutive negative or positive patterns that appear close together. In particular, let C = \{DR\_1, DR\_2, ..., DR\_n\} be a set of consecutive negative patterns. s.sub. be the time at which DR\_1 starts, and e\_i be the time at which DR\_i ends. Then C is a cluster if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. s\_i \leq e\_i \leq t\_r, for j=i, ..., k-1, where t\_i is a parameter, specified by the user, that controls the maximum amount of time between consecutive negative patterns in a cluster.
2. k-i \leq e\_min, where e\_min is a parameter, specified by the user, that controls the minimum number of negative patterns in a cluster.

The pseudocode for the algorithm to recognize clusters of negative patterns is shown below. Let DR = \{DR\_1, DR\_2, ..., DR\_n\} be the set of negative patterns found by the above pattern recognition method.

CLUSTER RECOGNITION (OF NEGATIVE PATTERNS)

f = 1:

for h = 2:r
Let R = \{x\_h, x\_h\} be the rise in DR\_n
Let D = \{x\_h, x\_h\} be the in decline in DR\_n
gap = h
if gap \geq h
if gap \geq e\_min
Add DR\_n, DR\_n+1, ..., DR\_n to the list of clusters
endif
f = h
endif
endfor

The signals can be time matched by dipole slopes at the fundamental level. In addition, in one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the point of onset of precipitous change is identified at the composite object level of the primary signal and this is linked to a corresponding point of a precipitous change in the composite object level of the subordinate signal. This condition is referred to herein as a “delta point.” As shown in FIGS. 9, 10, and 11, a first delta point is identified in the primary signal and in this example is defined by the onset of a rise object. A corre-
sponding first delta point is identified in the subordinate signal and this corresponds to the onset of a rise object in the subordinate signal. A second delta point is identified which is defined by the point of onset of a fall object in the primary signal and which corresponds to a second delta point in the subordinate signal defined by the onset of a fall event in the secondary signal. The point preceding the second delta point (the “hyperventilation reference point”) is considered a reference indicating an output associated with a degree of ventilation, which substantially exceeds normal ventilation and normally is at least twice normal ventilation. When applying airflow as the primary signal and oximetry as the subordinate signal, the first delta point match is the most precise point match along the two integrated waveforms and therefore comprises a (“timing reference point”) for optimally adjusting for any delay between the corresponding objects of the two or more signals. The mathematical aggregate (such as the mean) of an index of the duration and slope, and/or frequencies of composite rise and fall objects of the fundamental level of tidal ventilation along a short region adjacent these reference points can be applied as a general reference for comparison to define the presence of relative levels of ventilation within objects along other portions of the airflow time series. Important fundamental object characteristics at these reference points are the slope and duration of the rise object or fall object because these are related to volume of air, which was moved during the tidal breath. The fundamental objects comprising the tidal breaths at the reference hyperventilation point along the composite level are expected to have a high slope (absolute value) and a high frequency. In this way, both high and low reference ranges are determined for the signal. In another exemplary embodiment, these points can be used to identify the spatial shape configuration of the rise and fall objects at the fundamental level during the rise and fall objects at the composite level.

[0185] As shown in FIGS. 9 and 10, using this method at the composite object level, a first object (FIG. 11) can then be identified in the primary signal between the first delta point and the second delta point which is designated a recovery object. As also shown in FIG. 11, the matched recovery object is also identified in the subordinate signal as the point of onset of the rise object to the point of the onset of the next subsequent fall object. In an exemplary embodiment, the recovery object is preceded by the apnea/hypopnea object which is defined by the point of onset of the fall object to the point of the onset of the next rise object in both the primary and subordinate signals.

[0186] As shown in FIG. 12, a recovery object recognized at the composite level can be used to specify a region for comparison of sequential objects at the fundamental object level. Here, upon recognition of the presence of a recovery object (where it is anticipated that the ventilation effort will be high) the ratio of the slope of exhalation objects to the slope of inhalation objects can be compared within the recovery object and the time series derived from these comparisons can be plotted if desired. During upper airway obstruction, the inspiration is slowed to a greater degree than exhalation. The magnitude change of the ratio during the clusters of apneas provides an index of the magnitude of upper airway narrowing (which selectively slows inhalation during the clustered apnea/hypopnea objects). However, during the recovery object or at the “hyperventilation reference point”, the upper airway should be wide open for both inhalation and exhalation and this can be used as a reference because, during this time, the absolute slope of the fundamental objects during recovery can then be compared to the absolute slope of the fundamental objects during other times along the night to provide an indication of upper or looser airway narrowing.

[0187] When airflow is the primary signal and oximetry the subordinate, the most reliable delta point is the point of onset of a rapid rise in ventilation (in a patient with an oxygen saturation, at the point of onset point, of less than 96-97%). Patients with very unstable airways will generally have relatively short recovery objects. Other patients with more stable airways may have a multi-phasic slope of decline in airflow during the recovery objects herein, for example, there is an initial precipitous decline event in the airflow parameter and then a plateau or a much more slight decline which can be followed by a second precipitous decline to virtual absence of ventilation. Using the slope dipole method these composite objects can be readily separated such that the occurrence of multiple composite objects (especially wherein the slopes are close to zero) or a single object with a prolonged slowly falling slope dataset occurring immediately after the first data point, can be identified. These patients generally have longer recovery intervals and more stable airways. The identification of a decline object associated with decline from the hyperventilation phase of recovery followed by a plateau and/or a second decline object associated with the onset of apnea is useful to indicate the presence of a greater degree of airway stability. Accordingly, with the airflow signal, a third delta point (FIG. 12) designated a “airflow deflection point” can often be identified in the airflow tracing corresponding to the deflection point at the nadir of drop in airflow at the end of the recovery. This point is often less definable than the second delta point and for this reason matching the second delta points in the airflow and oximetry signals is preferred although with some tracings a match between the airflow deflection point and the second delta point in the oximetry dataset provides a better match.

[0188] If a significant decline in airflow is identified after the “airflow deflection point” then the region of the intervening decline object and the next delta point (onset of the next recovery) is designated a reference “ventilation nadir region”. If the region or object(s) from the second delta point to ventilation deflection point is very short (as 0-3 breaths) and the ventilation nadir region has a mean slope close to or equal to zero (i.e. the region is relatively flat) and the deflection amplitude is close to zero or otherwise very small indicating no or very little ventilation, then the airway is designated as highly unstable.

[0189] Another example of object processing at the fundamental object level, according to the present invention, includes the processor-based identification of fluttering of the plateau on the pressure signal to recognize partial upper airway obstruction. During the nasal pressure monitoring a fluttering plateau associated with obstructive breathing often occurs intervening a rise event and a fall event of tidal breathing. Since the plateau objects are easily recognizable at the fundamental level and readily separated using the present object recognition system the plateau can be processed for the tiny rise and fall objects associated with fluttering and the frequency of these objects can be determined. Alternatively, a Fourier transform can be applied to
the plateau objects between the rise and fall events of the nasal pressure signal to recognize the presence of fluttering or another method can be utilized which provides an index of the degree of fluttering of the plateau objects.

[0190] Since reduced effort also lowers the slope of exhalation and inspiration, the configuration (as defined by the slope dataset of the dipoles defining the fundamental objects of both inspiration and expiration at the reference objects) can be applied as reference fundamental object configurations defining the presence of hyperventilation or hypopnea. This process is similar to the selection process for identifying search objects described earlier but in this case the input region is pre-selected. In an example, the range of characteristics of the objects at the fundamental level derived from one or more tidal breaths occurring prior to the second airflow delta point can be used to designate a reference hyperventilation objects range. Alternatively, the object-based characteristics, defined by of the range of characteristics of the objects derived from one or more tidal breaths occurring prior to the first airflow delta point can be used designate a reference hypopnea objects range. The processor can then automatically assess object ranges along other points of the tracing. In this way, the processor can apply an artificial intelligence process to the identification of hypopneas by the following process:

[0191] 1. Identify the region wherein a hypopnea is expected (as for example two to three tidal breaths prior to the first airflow delta point).

[0192] 2. Select this as a region for objects processing to define the characteristics of hypopneas in this patient.

[0193] 3. Process the region using the slope dipole method to define the range of fundamental objects comprising the target region.

[0194] 4. Compare the identified range of objects to other analogous objects along to tracing to identify new objects having similar characteristics.

[0195] 5. Using the criteria derived from the objects defining the target region search the processed waveform for other regions having matching sequences of new objects and identify those regions.

[0196] 6. Provide an output based on said identification and/or take action (e.g. increase CPAP) based on said identification.

[0197] These processing methods exploit the recognition that certain regions along a multi-signal object (as within a cluster) have a very high probability of association with certain levels of ventilation. The objects defining those regions can then be used as a reference or as an opportunity to examine for the effects of a given level of ventilation effort on the flow characteristics. Patients with obstructive sleep apnea will have a fall in the slopes of fundamental inspiration objects during decline objects at the composite level indicative of upper airway occlusion. Also, as shown in FIG. 12, patients with asthma or chronic obstructive lung disease will have a reduced slope of the exhalation when compared to the slope of inhalation during the rise objects between apneas at the base level. According to one embodiment of the present invention, the time series of the ratio of the slope of inhalation objects to exhalation objects is included with the basic time series. Patients with simple, uncomplicated obstructive apnea will have clusters of increasing slope ratios with the ratio rising to about one during the recovery objects. Patients with combined obstructive apnea and asthma or chronic obstructive lung disease will have a greater rise in slope ratios during the recovery objects to into the range of 2-3 or greater, indicating the development of obstructive lower Airways during the rapid breathing associated with recovery.

[0198] A system for processing, analyzing and acting on a time series of multi-signal objects in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention is shown in FIG. 8. The examples provided herein show the application of this system for real time detection, monitoring, and treatment of upper airway and ventilation instability and for the timely identification of pathophysiologic divergence. The system includes a portable bedside processor 10, which may comprise a microprocessor, having at least a first sensor 20 and a second sensor 25, which may provide input for at least two of the signals discussed above. The system includes a transmitter 35 to a central processing unit 37. The bedside processor 10 may include an output screen 38, which provides the nurse with a bedside indication of the sensor output. The bedside processor 10 can be connected to a controller of a treatment or stimulation device 50 (which can include, for example, a positive pressure delivery device, a automatic defibrillator, a vibrator or other tactile stimulator, a drug delivery system such as a syringe pump or back to the processor to adjust the analysis of the time-series inputs), the central unit 37 preferably includes an output screen 55 and printer 60 for generating a hard copy for physician interpretation. In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the system allows recognition of conditions such as airway instability, complications related to such instability, and pathophysiologic divergence in real time from a single or multiple inputs. Moreover, embodiments of the present invention may be programmed or otherwise adapted to identify recurring patterns in a wide range of signals to identify conditions associated with those recurring patterns. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 8, the bedside processor 10 is connected to a secondary processor 40 which can be a separate unit. The secondary processor 40 may be adapted to perform measurements intermittently and/or on demand. Examples of measurements that may be performed include non-invasive blood pressure monitoring or monitoring with an ex-vivo monitor, which draws blood into contact with a sensor on demand for testing to derive data points for addition to the multi-signal objects. The secondary processor 40 includes at least one sensor 45. The output of the bedside processor can be transmitted, for example, to a central processor 37, which may comprise a hospital monitoring station, or to the bedside monitor 10 to render a new object output, action, or analysis. In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the method of hypopnea recognition discussed previously can be coupled with a treatment device 50 such as a CPAP auto-titration system.

[0199] The previously described method for detecting hypopneas may be desiredly adapted to identify milder events because, while the configuration of each tidal breath of the hypopnea may be only mildly different, there is a cumulative decline in ventilation or increase in airway resistance which often, eventually directly triggers a recovery object or indirectly triggers the occurrence of a recovery object via an arousal response. The recovery objects being a
precipitous response to a mild but cumulative decline on airflow is easier to recognize and is exploited to specify timing of the target processing as noted above.

A potential problem with conventional CPAP is that CPAP systems typically operate with pre-selected criteria for recognition of a hypopnea (such as 50% attenuation of a breath or group of breaths when compared with a certain number of preceding breaths). These systems generally determine the correct pressures for a given patient by measuring parameters derived from the algorithms which monitor parameters through the nasal passage. Unfortunately, the nasal passage resistance is highly variable from patient to patient and may be variable in a single patient from night to night. These simplistic single parameter systems are less suitable in a hospital environment where many confounding factors (such as sedation or the like) may severely affect the performance of a conventional auto-titrations system. Since most auto-titrations system monitors their effectiveness through nasal signals their algorithms are limited by this wide variability of nasal resistance from patient to patient. Studies have shown that, while apneas can be detected, the detection of hypopneas by these devices is often poor. This becomes even more important for the detection of mild hypopneas, which can be very difficult to reliably detect (without an unacceptably high false positive rate) through a nasal signal alone. Indeed these milder hypopneas are more difficult characterize and not readily definable as a set of function of a set of predetermined rules for general application to all patients. In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the system customizes hypopnea recognition to match a given patient’s nasal output.

An exemplary embodiment of a process in accordance with the present invention suitable for deployment in an auto-titration system is illustrated in FIG. 16. Such a system adjusts its titration algorithm (which can be any of the conventional algorithms) based on the configurations of the multi-signal object, which can include oximetry data, chest wall movement, EEG data sets or the like. In the illustrated system, for example, the initial titration algorithm is applied with the data set of CPAP pressure becoming part of the multi-signal object. The object time series at the composite level is monitored for the presence of persistent clusters (especially clustered recovery objects or clustered EEG arousals). If persistent clusters are identified, then the region of the cluster occurrences is compared to the identified hypopnea region derived from the conventional method. If this region is as recognized as hypopneas, then the pre-selected pressure for a given increment in titration is further incremented by 1-2 cm so that conventional titration occurs at higher-pressure levels. The process may be repeated until all clusters are eliminated. If EEG arousals worsen with this increase, then the increment can be withdrawn. If, on the other hand, the algorithm did not recognize this region as a hypopnea, the threshold criteria for a hypopnea is reduced until the clusters are eliminated (some cases require a baseline fixed pressure of 2-3 or more cm). The illustrative embodiment shown in FIG. 16 relates to a CPAP auto-titration system which uses the multi-signal object dataset during one or more auto-adjusting learning nights to customize a treatment response to a given triggering threshold or the triggering threshold to a given treatment response. The application of a learning night can prevent inappropriate or unnecessary adjustments and can provide important information about treatment response while assuring that the basic algorithm itself is customized to the specific patient upon whom it is applied. This may be useful when using hospital-based monitors where the monitor is coupled with the processor of the CPAP unit for the learning nights while in the hospital. Alternatively, learning nights can be provided at home by connecting a primary processor for processing multiple signals with the processor of the CPAP unit for a few nights to optimize the algorithm for later use. In the hospital, components can be used to attempt to provide optimal titration. Using object-based cluster analysis of tracing of chest wall impedance and oximetry, the titration can be adjusted to assure mitigation of all clusters. In the alternative, if all clusters are not mitigated by the titration then, a nurse or other caregiver may be warned that these clusters are refractory that central apnea should be considered, particularly if the impedance movements during the apneas are equivocal or low. If, for example, the patient’s oxygen saturation falls (after adjusting for the delay) in response to an increase in pressure, the pressure can be withdrawn and the nurse warned that desaturation unresponsive to auto-titration is occurring. If needed, ventilation can be automatically initiated. The self-customizing auto-titration system can include a pressure delivery unit capable of automatically adjusting either CPAP or BiPAP such that such a desaturation in response to CPAP can trigger the automatic application of BiPAP.

In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, clusters of hypopneas can generally be reliably recognized utilizing a single parameter. However, when significant signal noise or reduced gain is present, the object-based system can combine matched clusters within a time series of multi-signal objects in the presence of suboptimal signals by providing a scoring system for sequential objects. FIGS. 13, 14 and 15 are diagrams of schematic object mappings at the composite level in accordance with embodiments of the present invention. The schematics in those figures represent basic cluster matching in situations wherein sub-optimal signals may be present. The multi-signal objects defining the matched clusters of paired timed datasets of airflow and oximetry include a matched sequence of negative cycle objects in the airflow signal and corresponding negative cycle object in the oximetry signal. Each cycle object is defined by a set of coupled rise and fall objects meeting criteria and occurring within a predetermined interval of each other (as discussed previously). The occurrence of a cycle object in either dataset meeting all criteria is given a score of one (1). The cycles are counted in sequence for each multi-signal cluster object. For the purpose of illustration, in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the occurrence of a score of three (3) in any one signal (meaning that a sequence of three (3) cycles meeting criteria have occurred within a specified interval) provides sufficient evidence to identify a cluster object. When two (2) simultaneous signals are processed, a total score of four (4), derived from adding the number of cycles meeting criteria in each signal, is sufficient to indicate the presence of a cluster object. In this manner, the cluster is continued by a sequential unbroken count greater than three (3) with one signal, or greater than four (4) with two signals. Once the presence of a cluster object has been established along the time series, at any point along the cluster object the sequential count along one signal can be converted to a continuation of the sequential count along
another signal allowing the cluster object to continue unbroken. The failure of the occurrence of a cycle meeting criteria within either signal within a specified interval (for example about 90-120 seconds, although other intervals may be used) breaks the cluster object. A new cluster object is again identified if the count again reaches the thresholds noted above. It can be seen that this scoring method takes into account the fact that artifact often affects one signal and not another. Therefore, if either signal alone provides a sufficient score, the presence of a cluster object is established. In addition, the effect of brief episodes of artifact affecting both signals is reduced by this scoring method. In this way, artifact, unless prolonged, may cause the cluster object to be broken but as soon as the artifact has reduced sufficiently in any one or more signals the process of scoring for a new cluster object will restart.

[0203] Another CPAP auto-titration system in accordance with embodiments of the present invention includes a processor and at least one sensor for sensing a signal transmitted through the nose. Examples of such signals include a pressure signal indicative of airflow, sound, impedance or the like. An oximeter, which can be detachable or integrated into the CPAP unit, is connected with the processor. The processor detects hypoventilation, using output from both the flow sensor and the oximeter, when the oximeter is attached. In an embodiment in which with the oximeter is detachable, the processor detects hypoventilation using the flow sensor without oximetry when the oximeter is not attached.

[0204] In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the multi-signal object time series can be used for identifying pathophysiologic divergence. Pathophysiologic divergence can be defined at the fundamental, composite, or complex level object. An example of divergence at the fundamental level is provided by the relationship between an airflow rise object (inspiration) and a fall object (expiration). Along a time series of matched expiration and inspiration objects, the occurrence of a marked increase in amplitude of inspiration is commonly associated with an increase in the ratio of the absolute value of inspiration slope to the absolute value of the slope of exhalation. Should this value increase, this provides evidence suggesting pathophysiologic divergence. Alternatively, in an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the evaluation time period can be much longer. In one embodiment, the objects defining the data set of the first time interval is compared to the objects defining the data set of the second corresponding time interval. This comparison is performed in a similar manner to the aforementioned comparison of corresponding cluster objects noted above. The specific parameters, which are compared, are parameters having known predictable physiologic linkages wherein a change of first physiologic parameter is known to induce a relatively predictable change in a second physiologic parameter. The second parameter is, therefore, a physiologically subordinate of the first parameter. As shown in FIG. 11, the first parameter can be a measure indicative of the time interval of ventilation and the second parameter can be the timed arterial oxygen saturation. Here, as shown in FIG. 11, a progressive rise in minute ventilation is expected to produce rise in oxygen saturation. The alveolar gas equation, the volume of dead space ventilation and the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve predict the rise in oxygen saturation by known equations. However, in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, it is not necessary to know the absolute predicted value of oxygen saturation rise for a given change in minute ventilation but rather the processor identifies and provides an output indicating whether or not an expected direction of change in the subordinate one parameter occurs in association with a given direction of change in the primary parameter. For example, with respect to arterial oxygen saturation and ventilation, embodiments of the present invention may determine whether or not an expected direction and/or slope of change of oxygen saturation occur in association with a given direction and/or slope change in minute ventilation. The time course of the rise in ventilation of FIG. 11 is short however, as the time period lengthens the relationship is strengthened by the greater number of corresponding measurements and the greater measurement time. When minute ventilation slopes or trends upward over a sustained period, after the anticipated delay there would be an expected moderate upward change in oxygen saturation if the saturation is not already in the high range of 97-100%. If, on the other hand, if the oxygen saturation is falling during this period, this would suggest that the patient is experiencing a divergent pathophysiologic response which may warrant further investigation. Automatic recognition of falling or unchanged oxygen saturation in association with a rising minute ventilation can provide earlier warning of disease than is provided by the simple non-integrated monitoring and analysis of these two wave forms.

[0205] In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, it is not necessary to be exact with respect to the measurement of minute ventilation. Minute ventilation can be trended by conventional methods, without an absolute determination of the liters per minute for example, by plotting a measure of the amplitude and frequency of a nasal or oral thermistor or by the application of impedance electrodes on the chest, thereby monitoring the amplitude and frequency of tidal chest movement. Alternatively, conventional impedance or stretch sensitive belts around the chest and abdomen or other measures of chest stall and/or abdominal movement can be used to monitor tidal ventilation and then this can be multiplied by the tidal rate of breathing to provide a general index of the magnitude of the minute ventilation. In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the minute ventilation is trended on a time data set over a five to thirty minute interval along with the oxygen saturation.

[0206] In the exemplary embodiment of the present invention shown in FIG. 8, pathophysiologic divergence of timed output may be identified. As discussed previously, the monitor includes a microprocessor 5, the first sensor 20, a second sensor 25, and an output device 30, which can be a display, a printer and a combination of both. The processor 5 may be programmed to generate a first timed waveform of the first parameter, derived from the first sensor 20, and a second timed waveform of second parameter, derived from the second sensor 25. Using the multi-signal processing system, described previously the processor 5 may be adapted to compare the objects of the first timed output to the objects of the second timed output to identify unexpected divergence of the shape of the first timed output to the shape of the second timed output and particularly to recognize a divergence in directional relationship or polarity of one timed output of one parameter in relationship to another timed output of another related parameter. In an exemplary embodiment, this divergence comprises a fall in the slope of the oxygen saturation (for example, as defined by the
recognition of a “decline object”, as discussed previously) in relationship to a rise (referred to as a “rise object”) in the slope of the corresponding minute ventilation. In another example, the processor integrates three signals to identify divergence. The processor identifies the relationship of other signals such as heart rate or R-to-R interval or a measure of the pulse magnitude (as the amplitude, slope of the upstroke, or area under the curve of the plethysmographic pulse). In particular, a rise object in minute ventilation may be identified in association with a decline object in oxygen saturation and a decline object in heart rate or pulse amplitude.

These outputs can be plotted on a display 30 for further interpretation by a physician with the point of pathophysiologic divergence of one parameter in relationship to another parameter identified by a textural or other marker.

[0207] The identification of pathophysiologic divergence can result in significant false alarms if applied to the short time intervals used for rise and decline objects which are used for detection of cluster objects (and also the short averaging intervals for this purpose). In particular, if the identification of divergence is applied for short intervals, such as one (1) to two (2) minutes, a significant number of false episodes of divergence may be identified. In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, clear evidence of a trend in one measured parameter in relationship to a trend of another measured parameter may be provided so that it is likely that divergence has indeed occurred. This can be enhanced by the evaluation of the prolonged general shape or polarity of the signal so that it is considered preferable to identify divergence over segments of five to thirty minutes. The averaging of many composite objects to identify a rise object at the complex object level helps mitigate such false alarms. For this reason, the expected time course of a divergence type must be matched with the resolution (or averaging times) of the objects compared.

[0208] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, to enhance the reliability of the analysis of the timed data set, the averaging interval for this purpose, can be adjusted to avoid excessive triggering of the intermittent monitoring device. In one exemplary embodiment, the averaging interval is increased between thirty and ninety seconds or only the analysis of complex objects can be specified. Alternative methods may be used to identify a rise and fall objects such as the application of line of best-fit formulas, as previously discussed. Elimination of outlier data points to define larger composite objects can also be applied as also previously discussed or by other methods. In this way, the identification of a trend change, which evolves over a period of five to fifteen minutes, can be readily identified. The identification of divergence can produce a textual output, which can be maintained for a finite period until the secondary parameter corrects or a threshold period of time has elapsed. For example, if a rise in minute ventilation is identified over a predetermined interval period (such as about ten minutes) to define a rise object and a fall in oxygen saturation is identified over a corresponding period to define a fall object, the processor identifies the presence of divergence and can produce a textual output which can be provided on the bedside display or central processing display. This textual output can be maintained for a finite period, for example, one to two hours, unless the oxygen saturation returns to near its previous value, at which time the textual output may be withdrawn from the display.

[0209] In this manner, the presence of pathophysiologic divergence is readily identified. However, since divergence is defined by divergent rise and fall objects of corresponding physiologically linked parameters, its duration is necessarily limited since these slopes cannot continue to diverge indefinitely. It is important to carry forward the identification of prior divergence in the patient’s display for at least a limited period of time so that the nurse can be aware that this event has occurred. For example, a “fall object” identified in the secondary, such as a fall in oxygen saturation from 95% to 90% over a period of ten minutes occurring in association with a rise object in the primary signal, such as, for example, a doubling of the amplitude of the airflow or chest wall impedance deflection over a period of ten minutes can produce an identification of pathophysiologic divergence that can be linked to the outputted saturation so that the display shows a saturation of 90% providing an associated textual statement “divergence-TIME”. This identification of divergence can, over a period of time, be withdrawn from the display or it can be immediately withdrawn if the oxygen saturation corrects back close to 95%.

[0210] As discussed previously and as also illustrated in FIG. 8, in another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a change in the configuration of the multi-signal time series can be used to trigger the addition of one or more additional signals to the multi-signal time series, such as a non-invasive blood pressure. In this manner, a system can identify whether pathophysiologic divergence is occurring with respect to the new, less frequently sampled signal. For example, the trending rise in heart rate should not be generally associated with a fall in blood pressure. If, for example over a period of 5 to 20 minutes, a significant rise in heart rate (as for example a 25% rise and at least 15 beats per minute) is identified by the processor, the monitor can automatically trigger the controller of a non-invasive blood pressure monitor to cause the measurement of blood pressure to be immediately taken. The output of the non-invasive blood pressure monitor is then compared by the processor to the previous value which was recorded from the blood pressure monitor and, if a significant fall in blood pressure (such as a fall in systolic of 15% and more) is identified in association with the identified rise in heart rate which triggered the test, a textual warning can be provided indicating that the patient is experiencing pathophysiologic divergence with respect to heart rate and blood pressure so that early action can be taken before either of these values reach life-threatening levels. According to another embodiment of the present invention, a timed dataset of the pulse rate is analyzed, if a significant change (for example, a 30-50% increase in the rate or a 30-50% decrease in the interval or a 50-75% increase in the variability of the rate), then the blood pressure monitor can be triggered to determine if a significant change in blood pressure has occurred in relation to the change in pulse rate or the R-to-R interval. This can be threshold adjusted. For instance, a significant rise in heart rate of 50%, if lasting for a period of two and a half minutes, can be used to trigger the intermittent monitor. On the other hand, a more modest rise in heart rate of, for example, 25% may require a period of five or more minutes before the intermittent monitor is triggered.

[0211] In another embodiment, also represented in FIG. 8, identification by the bedside processor 5 of a sustained fall in oxygen saturation can be used to trigger an ex-vivo monitor 40 to automatically measure the arterial blood gas
parameters. Alternatively, a significant rise in respiratory rate (for example, a 100% increase in respiratory rate for five minutes) can suffice as a trigger to automatically evaluate either the blood pressure or an ex-vivo monitor of arterial blood gases.

[0212] There are vulnerabilities of certain qualitative indexes of minute ventilation in relationship to divergence, the effect of which may be reduced by embodiments of the present invention serves to enhance the clinical applicability of the output. For example, a rise in the signal from chest wall impedance can be associated with a change in body position. Furthermore, a change in body position could result in a fall of oxygen saturation due to alteration in the level of ventilation, particularly in obese patients. Such alterations can be associated with an alteration in the ventilation perfusion matching in patients with regional lung disease. Therefore, a change in body position could produce a false physiologic divergence of the signals when the multi-signal time series includes chest wall impedance and oximetry. For this reason, in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, additional time series components may be employed, such as information provided by a position sensor. Alternatively, if position information is not available, a more significant fall in one parameter may be used in association with a more significant divergent rise in another. By way of example, a significant fall in oxygen saturation of, for example, 4-5% in association with a doubling of the product of the amplitude and frequency of the impedance monitor would provide evidence that this patient is experiencing significant pathophysiologic divergence and would be an indication for a textual output indicating that pathophysiologic divergence has occurred. The thresholds for defining divergence, in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, may be selectable by the physician or nurse. When the time series output of a position monitor is incorporated into the system with a significant position-related change in one or more parameters, the position monitor provides useful additional information.

[0213] In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the magnitude of pathophysiologic divergence can be provided on the central display 38 or bedside display 30. In some cases, as discussed previously, a mild degree of pathophysiologic divergence may not represent a significant change and the nurse may instead want to see an index of the degree of pathophysiologic divergence. A bar graph or other variable indicator, which can be on the order of the monitoring cubes of illustrated in FIGS. 6a-6c, can provide this. In one embodiment the monitoring cube can be selectively time-lapsed to observe the previous relational changes between parameters. Alternatively, the animated object can be rotated and scaled to visually enhance the represented timed relationships and points of divergence.

[0214] In one embodiment of the present invention, the multi-signal time series output is placed into a format useful for reviewing events preceding an arrest or for physician or nurse education. In this format, the output controls an animation of multiple objects which, instead of being parts of a hexagon or cube, are shaped into an animated schematic of the as the physiologic system being monitored. The animation moves over time and in response to the signals in one preferred embodiment. The type of signals (or the reliability of such signals) determines which components of the schematic are “turned on” and visible. One example includes a multi-signal object defined by outputs of airflow, thoracic impedance, oximetry, and blood pressure, rendering a connected set of animation objects for the lungs, upper airway, lower airway, heart, and blood vessels which can be animated as set forth below in Table 2:

| Each inspiration causing an animated enlargement of the lungs | tracking the inspiration slope |
| Each expiration causing an animated reduction in size of the lungs | tracking the expiration slope |
| Each animated systolic beat of the heart tracks the QRS or upstroke of the oximetry output |
| The color of the blood in the arteries and left heart tracks the oxygen saturation |
| The diameter of the lower airway (a narrowing or closure) tracks the determination of obstruction by the slope ratio in situations of hyperventilation (as discussed previously) |
| The magnitude of an animated pressure gauge tracks the blood pressure |

[0215] This provides “physiologic animation” which can be monitored in real-time but will generally be derived and reviewed from the stored multi-signal objects at variable time scales. This is another example of an embodiment of the present invention providing a quickly, easily understood and dynamic animated output of a highly complex, interactive time series derived form a patient. The animation can be reviewed at an increased time lapsed rate to speed through evolution of a given patients outputs or can be slowed or stopped to see the actual global physiologic state at the point of arrhythmia onset.

[0216] In another example, a patient with a drop in oxygen saturation of 4% and a doubling of the product of the frequency and amplitude of the chest wall impedance tidal variation may have a single bar presented on the monitor, whereas a patient with a 6% drop wherein the product of the impedance amplitude and frequency has tripled may have a double bar, and so on. This allows reduction in the occurrence of false alarms by providing a bar indicator of the degree of divergence that has occurred. A similar indicator can be provided for clustering, indicative of the severity of airway or ventilation instability. It should be noted that very mild clustering may simply represent the effect of moderate sedation, and not, therefore, represent a cause for great concern (although it is important to recognize that it is present). Such a clustering could be identified with a single bar, whereas more severe clustering would generate a larger warning and, it very severe, an auditory alarm. When the clustering becomes more severe and demonstrates greater levels of desaturation and/or shorter recovery intervals, the bar can be doubled.

[0217] In another embodiment, which could be useful for neonates, the time series of multi-signal objects is derived entirely from a pulse oximeter. Each object level for each signal and further a multi-signal object time series of the oxygen saturation and pulse (as for example can be calculated below) is derived. This particular multi-signal time series has specific utility for severity indexing of apnea of prematurity. The reason for this is that the diving reflex in neonates and infants is very strong and causes significant,
cumulative bradycardia having a progressive down slope upon the cessation. In addition, the apnea is associated with significant hypoxemia, which also causes a rapid down slope due to low oxygen storage of these tiny infants. Even a few seconds of prolongation of apnea causes profound bradycardia because the fall in heart rate like that of the oxygen saturation does not have a reliable limit or nadir but rather falls throughout the apnea. These episodes of bradycardia cluster in a manner almost identical to that of the oxygen saturation, the pulse in the neonate being a direct subordinate to respiration.

[0218] In neonates, oxygen delivery to the brain is dependent both upon the arterial oxygen saturation and the cardiac output. Since bradycardia is associated with a significant fall in cardiac output, oxygen delivery to the neonatal brain is reduced both by the bradycardia and the fall in oxygen saturation. It is critical to have time series measurements, which relate to cumulative oxygen delivery (or the deficit thereof) both as a function of pulse and oxygen saturation. Although many indices can be derived within the scope of the present invention, the presently preferred index is given as the “Saturation Pulse”. Although many calculations of this index are possible, in one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the index is calculated as:

\[ \text{SP (R/ (SO2 - 25))} \]

[0219] Where:

[0220] SP is the saturation pulse in “% beats/sec”

[0221] R is the instantaneous heart rate in beats per second, and

[0222] SO2 is the oxygen saturation of arterial blood in %.

[0223] The saturation-pulse is directly related to the brain oxygen delivery. The \( \text{SpO2 - 25} \) is chosen because 25% approaches the limit of extractable oxygen in the neonatal brain. The index is preferably counted for each consecutive acquisition of saturation and pulse to produce a cumulative time series (which is an integral part of a multi-signal time series of oxygen saturation and pulse). This index can be calculated for the time interval of each apnea and each cluster to derive an apnea or cluster index of saturation-pulse during apnea and recovery in a manner analogous to that described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,223,064, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein. This provides an enhanced tool for severity indexing of apnea of prematurity in infants. Both the duration and the absolute value of any decrement in saturation-pulse are relevant. If desired, the average maximum instantaneous and cumulative deficit of the pulse saturation index can be calculated for each cluster (as by comparing to predicted normal or automatically calculated, non-apnea related baseline values for a given patient).

[0224] In this way, in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, a general estimate of oxygen delivery over time to the infant brain is provided using a non-invasive pulse oximeter. This estimate is derived through the calculation of both oxygen saturation and pulse over an extended time series deriving a cumulative deficit specifically within clusters of apneas to determine index of the total extent of global decrease in oxygen delivery to the brain during apnea clusters. The deficit can be calculated in relation to either the baseline saturation and pulse rate or predicted normals.

[0225] The processor can provide an output indicative of the pulse saturation index, which can include an alarm, or the processor can trigger an automatic stimulation mechanism to the neonate, which will arouse the neonate thereby aborting the apnea cluster. Stimulation can include a tactile stimulator such as a vibratory stimulator or other device, which preferably provides painless stimulation to the infant, thereby causing the infant to arouse and abort the apnea cluster.

[0226] In another embodiment of the present invention, the recognition of a particular configuration and/or order of objects can trigger the collection of additional data points of another parameter so that these new data points can be added to and compared with the original time series to recognize or confirm an evolving pathophysiologic process. One application of this type of system is shown in FIG. 8 and illustrated further in FIG. 17. The time series of pulse, oxygen saturation, and/or cardiac rhythm can be used to trigger an automatic evaluation of blood pressure by a non-invasive blood pressure device. The bedside processor, upon recognition of tachycardia by evaluation of the pulse or EKG tracing, automatically causes the controller of the secondary monitoring device 40 to initiate testing. The nurse is then immediately notified not only of the occurrence, but also is automatically provided with an indication of the hemodynamic significance of this arrhythmia. In this situation, for example, the occurrence of an arrhythmia lasting for at least twenty seconds can trigger the automatic comparison of the most recent blood pressure antecedent the arrhythmia and the subsequent blood pressure, which occurred after the initiation of the arrhythmia. The processor identifies the time of the initial blood pressure, which occurred prior to the point of onset of the arrhythmia, and the time of evaluation of the blood pressure after the onset of the arrhythmia. These parameters may be provided in a textural output so that the nurse can immediately recognize the hemodynamic significance of the arrhythmia. Upon the development of a pulseless arrhythmia, a printed output is triggered which provides a summary of the parameter values over a range (such as the 5-20 minutes) prior to the event as well as at the moment of the event. These are provided in a graphical format to be immediately available to the nurse and physician at the bedside during the resuscitation efforts so that the physician is immediately aware if hyperventilation, or oxygen desaturation preceded the arrhythmia (which can mean that alternative therapy is indicated).

[0227] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, if the patient does not have a non-invasive blood pressure cuff monitor attached, but rather has only a pulse oximeter or an impedance based non-invasive cardiac output monitor and an electrocardiogram attached, then the multi-level time series plethysmographic pulse objects can be used to help determine the hemodynamic significance of a given change in heart rate or the development of an arrhythmia. In this manner, the identification of significant change in the area under the curve associated with a significant rise in heart rate or the development of an arrhythmia can comprise a multi-signal object indicative of potential hemodynamic instability.

[0228] If the multi-signal object includes a new time series of wide QRS complexes of this occurrence is compared to the area under the plethysmographic pulse to determine the presence of “pulseless” or “near pulseless” tachycardia. It is
critical to identify early pulseless tachycardia (particularly ventricular tachycardia) since cardioversion of pulseless tachycardia may be more effective than the cardioversion of ventricular fibrillation. On the other hand, ventricular tachycardia associated with an effective pulse, in some situations, may not require cardioversion and may be treated medically. Timing in both situations is important since myocardial lactic acidosis and irreversible intracellular changes rapidly develop and this reduces effective cardioversion. It is, therefore, very important to immediately recognize whether or not the significant precipitous increase in heart rate is associated with an effective pulse.

[0229] The plethesmographic tracing of the oximeter can provide indication of the presence or absence of an effective pulse. However, displacement of the oximeter from the proper position on the digit can also result in loss of the plethesmographic tracing. For this reason, in accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the exact time in which the wide QRS complex time series develops is identified and related to the time of the loss of the plethesmographic pulse. If the plethesmographic pulse is lost immediately upon occurrence of a sudden increase of heart rate (provided that the signal does not indicate displacement), this is nearly definitive evidence that this is a pulseless rhythm and requires cardioversion. The oxygen saturation and thoracic impedance portion of the multi-signal object is also considered relevant for the identification of the cause of arrhythmia. At that moment, an automatic external cardioversion device can be triggered to convert the pulseless rhythm. An alternative embodiment, as also shown in FIG. 17, a blood pressure monitor, which can be a non-invasive blood pressure monitor integrated with the automatic defibrillator, can be provided. Upon the recognition of a precipitous increase in heart rate, this event can trigger automatic non-invasive blood pressure evaluation. If the non-invasive blood pressure evaluation identifies the absence of significant blood pressure and pulse confirmed by the absence of a plethesmographic pulse, then the processor can signal the controller of the automatic cardio version unit to apply and electrical shock to the patient based on these findings. It can be seen that multiple levels of discretionary analysis can be applied. A first level of analysis could be the identification of a precipitous development of a wide complex tachyarrhythmia in association with simultaneous loss of plethesmographic pulse which can trigger an automatic synchronized external cardio version before the patient develops ventricular fibrillation. A second level of analysis could include confirmation by another secondary measurement such as loss of blood pressure, the lack of the anticipated cycle of chest impedance variation associated with normal cardiac output as with a continuous cardiac output monitor, or other quality or confidence indicator.

[0230] It can be seen that even without the EKG time series component object an analysis of the multi-signal object can be applied to compare the area under the curve of the plethesmographic pulse tracing generated by a pulse oximeter to a plot of peak-to-peak interval of the pulse tracings. The sudden decrease in the peak-to-peak interval or increase in pulse rate in association with a sudden decrease in the plethesmographic area is strong evidence that the patient has experienced a hemodynamically significant cardiac arrhythmia. In the alternative, a moderate and slowly trending upward increase in heart rate in association with a moderate and slowly trending downward plot of the area of the plethesmographic pulse would be consistent with intervascular volume depletion, or ineffective cardiac output resulting from significant sympathetic stimulation which is reducing the perfusion of the extremities as with as congestive heart failure. During such a slow evolution, it would also be anticipated that the frequency of tidal respirations would increase.

[0231] Those skilled in the art will recognize that the information provided from the data and analysis generated from the above-described system can form the basis for other hardware and/or software systems and has wide potential utility. Devices and/or software can provide input to or act as a consumer of the physiologic signal processing system of the present invention's data and analysis.

[0232] Table 3, set forth below, provides a non-exhaustive list of examples of exemplary ways that the present physiologic signal processing system can interact with other hardware or software systems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Software systems can produce data in the form of a waveform that can be consumed by the physiologic signal processing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Embedded systems in hardware devices can produce a real-time stream of data to be consumed by the physiologic signal processing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Software systems can access the physiologic signal processing system representations of populations of patients for statistical analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Software systems can access the physiologic signal processing system for conditions requiring hardware responses (e.g. increased pressure in a CPAP device), signal the necessary adjustment and then analyze the resulting physiologic response through continuous reading of the physiologic signal processing system data and analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0233] It is anticipated that the physiologic signal processing system will be used in these and many other ways. To facilitate this anticipated extension through related hardware and software systems the present system will provide an application program interface (API). This API can be provided through extendable source code objects, programmable components and/or a set of services. Access can be tightly coupled through software language mechanisms (e.g. a set of C++ modules or Java classes) or proprietary operating system protocols (e.g. Microsoft’s DCOM, OMG’s CORBA or the Sun Java Platform) or can be loosely coupled through industry standard non-proprietary protocols that provide real-time discovery and invocation (e.g. SOAP [Simple Object Access Protocol] or WSDL [Web Service Definition Language]).

[0234] In accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the physiologic signal processing system with the API as defined becomes a set of programmable objects providing a feature-rich development and operating environment for future software creation and hardware integration.

[0235] Although embodiments in accordance with the present invention have been described, which relate to the processing of physiologic signals, it is also critical to recognize the present streaming parallel objects based data organization and processing method can be used to order and analyze a wide range of dynamic patterns of interactions across a wide range of corresponding signals and data sets.
in many environments. The invention is especially applicable to the monitoring of the variations or changes to a physical system, biologic system, or machine subjected to a specific process or group of processes over a specific time interval.

[0236] Embodiments of the present invention may provide a general platform for the organization and analysis of a very wide range of datasets during hospitalization or a surgical procedure. For example, in addition to the time series of the monitored signals parameters, which may be sampled at a wide range (for example between about 500 hertz and 0.01 hertz), previously noted, the cylindrical data matrix can include a plurality of time series of laboratory data, which may be sampled on a daily basis or only once during the hospitalization. These data points or time series are stored as objects and can be included in the analysis. These objects can include, for example, the results of an echocardiogram wherein a timed value ejection fraction of the left ventricle is provided as an object in the matrix for comparison with other relationships. In application, the presence of a low ejection fraction object along the matrix with a particular dynamic cyclic variation relationship between airflow and oxygen saturation time series can, for example, provide strong evidence of periodic breathing secondary to congestive heart failure and this identified relationship can be provided for the healthcare worker in a textual output. In another example, medication data is included in data matrix. For example, in a patient receiving digoxin and furosemide (a diuretic), the daily serum potassium time series is compared to a time series indicative of the number and severity of ventricular arrhythmias such as premature ventricular contractions. A fall in the slope of the potassium time series in association with a rise in slope of such an arrhythmia indication time series could for example produce an output such as “increased PVCs—possibly secondary to falling potassium, consider checking digoxin level.” In another example, a first time series of the total carbon dioxide level and a second time series of the anion gap can be included in the general streaming object matrix and compared to the time series of airflow. If a rise in the slope or absolute values of the airflow is identified with a fall in the slope or absolute value along the total carbon-dioxide time series and a rise the slope or absolute values along the anion gap time series, the processor can provide an automatic identification that the airflow is rising and that the cause of a rise in airflow may be secondary to the development of a potentially life threatening acidosis, providing an output such as “hyperventilation—possibly due to evolving anion gap acidosis”. In another example, the daily weight or net fluid balance is included with the total carbon dioxide and anion gap in the cylindrical data matrix. The identification of a fall in slope of airflow or absolute value along with a fall in slope of the oxygen saturation, and a fall in slope of the fluid balance and weight can generate an output such as “possible hyperventilation—consider contraction alkalosis.”

[0237] Alternatively with a matrix made up of the same parameters, a rise in the slope or absolute values of the airflow time series and a rise in the pulse time series may be recognized in comparison with a fall in the time series of the total carbon dioxide, a flat slope of the time series of the anion gap, and a rise in the slope or absolute values of the fluid balance time series, confirmed by a trending rise in slope of the weight time series, and a notification can be provided as “hyperventilation—potentially secondary to expansion acidosis or congestive heart failure.” In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the cylindrical data matrix becomes the platform upon which substantially all relevant data derived during a hospitalization is stored and processed for discretionary and automatic comparison. Initial input values, which can be historical input, can also be included to set the initial state of the data matrix. For example, if the patient is known to have a history congestive heart failure, and that condition is accounted for as an initial data point at the start of the matrix, a particular conformation in the initial matrix may be considered in the analysis. The data matrix provides a powerful tool to compare the onset of dynamic changes in parameters with any external force acting on the organism whether this force is pharmacological, a procedure, related to fluid balance, or even simple transportation to other departments for testing. In one exemplary embodiment, as shown in FIG. 1b, a time series of action applied to the patient is included in a time series that may be referred to as an “exogenous action time series.” This time series includes a set of streaming objects indicating the actions being applied to the patient throughout the hospitalization. In this example, within the exogenous action time series, a time series component indicative of dynamic occurrence of a particular invasive procedure, such as the performance of bronchoscopy, is included. This “bronchoscopic procedure object” may, for example, comprise a time series component along the exogenous action time series of 15 minutes within the total matrix derived from the hospitalization. The dynamic relationships of the parameters along the matrix are compared with the onset of the procedure (which comprises an object onset), dynamic patterns of interaction evolving subsequent to the onset of the procedure can be identified and the temporal relationship to the procedure object identified and outputted in a similar manner as has been described above for other objects. The dynamic patterns of interaction can be interpreted with consideration of the type of procedure applied. For example, after a 15 minute time series associated with a bronchoscopic procedure, the occurrence of a progressive increase in slope of the airflow time series associated with a significant decrease in the slope of the inspiration to expiration slope ratio time series suggests the development of bronchospasm secondary to the bronchoscopy and can initiate an output such as “hyperventilation post-bronchoscopy with decreased I:E—consider bronchospasm.”

[0238] A larger surgical procedure comprises a longer cylindrical data matrix and this can comprise a perioperative matrix, which can include the portion of time beginning with the administration of the first preoperative medication so that dynamic patterns of interaction are compared with consideration of the perioperative period as a global time series object within the matrix. The preoperative period, the operative period, and the post operative period may be identified as different time-series segments of the matrix within the total hospital matrix. Using this object-based relational approach, a “dynamic pattern” of interaction occurring within this procedure-related data stream or subsequent to it can be easily recognized. The dynamic pattern may then be temporally correlated with the procedure so that the dynamic relationships between a procedure and plurality of monitored time series outputs and/or laboratory data are stored, analyzed, and outputted. In another example, the continuous or intermittent infusion of a pharmaceutical such as a sedative, narcotic, or inotropic drug comprises a time
series which has as one of its timed characteristics the dose administered. This new time series is added to the cylindrical matrix and the dynamic relationships between monitored signals and laboratory data is compared. For example after the initiation of Dobutamine (an inotropic drug) the occurrence of a rising slope of pulse rate or a rising slope of premature ventricular contraction frequency, or the occurrence of an object of non-sustained ventricular tachycardia, can be recognized in relation to onset the time series of medication infusion or a particular rise in the slope or absolute value of the of the dose of this medication. In another example, the occurrence of a dynamic clustering of apeas as such as those presented in FIGS. 10, 11, and 5e in relation to a rise in slope, or a particular absolute value, of the time series of the sedative infusion can be identified and the pump can be automatically locked out to prevent further infusion. An output such as “Caution—pattern suggestive of mild upper airway instability at dose of 1 mg Versed” may be displayed and/or printed. If, in this example, the nurse increases the dose to 2 mg and the pattern shows an increase in severity, an output such as “Pattern suggestive of moderate upper airway instability at dose of 2 mg/hr. of Versed-dose locked out” may be displayed and/or printed. To maintain Versed dose at the 2 mg level in this patient, the nurse or physician would have to override the lockout. Upon an override, the processor then tracks the severity of the clusters and, if the clusters reach a additional severity threshold then an output such as “Severe upper airway instability—Versed locked out” may be displayed and/or printed.

[0239] The anticipated range of time series for incorporation into the cylindrical relational matrix of streaming objects include multiple pharmaceutical time series, exogenous action time series, monitored signal time series (which can include virtually any monitored parameter or its derivative), fluid balance, weight, and temperature time series. Time series or single timed data points of laboratory values (including chemistry, hematology, drug level monitoring), and procedure based outputs (such as echocardiogram and pulmonary function test outputs) may also be included. Interpreted radiology results may also be incorporated as data points and once the digital signal for such testing can be reasonably summarized to produce a time series, which reliably reflects a trend (such as the degree of pulmonary congestion). Such outputs can also be included in the data matrix as time series for comparison with for example the net fluid balance and weight time series. An additional time series can be the provided by nursing input, for example, a time series of the pain index, or Ramsey Scale Based level of sedation. This time series can be correlated with other monitored indices of sedation or anesthesia as is known in the art.

[0240] The cylindrical matrix of processed, analyzed, and objectified data provides a useful tool for the purpose of doing business to determine, much more exactly, the dynamic factors, occurrences, and patterns of relationships, which increase expense in any timed process. In the example of the hospital system discussed above, the expense data is structured as a time series of objects with the data point value represented by the total expense at each point. Expense values can be linked and/or derived from certain procedures or laboratory tests, for example the time series of the hemoglobin can be associated with a corresponding time series of the calculated expense for that test. In an exemplary embodiment, the plurality of time series of expenses for each monitored laboratory tests are combined to produce a global expense time series. Individual time series for the expense of each class of exogenous actions (such as pharmaceutical, and procedural time series) may also be provided and can then be combined to form one global expense time series. This may be incorporated into the cylindrical data matrix to provide discretionary comparison with dynamic expense variables and dynamic patterns of relationships of other variables. This allows the hospital to determine the immediate expense related to the occurrence of an episode of ventricular fibrillation. This expense can be correlated with, for example, the timeliness of treatment, the application of different technologies, or the presence of a specific dynamic pattern of interaction of the signals. In other words, the immediate costs, and resources expended over, for example, the 24 hours following the episode of ventricular fibrillation, can be compared with the true behavior and duration of the pathophysiologic components relating the ventricular fibrillation episode.

[0241] In a further example consider a patient monitored with an embodiment of the present invention deriving a cylindrical data matrix comprised of streaming and overlapping objects of airflow, chest wall impedance, EKG, oximetry, and global expense. The occurrence of the procedure for insertion of the central line represents an object (which need not have a variable value) along a segment of the cylinder. If the patient develops a pneumothorax, the processor can early identify and warn of the development of pathophysiologic divergence with respect to the airflow (and/or chest wall impedance) and the oxygen saturation (and/or pulse). In addition to earlier recognition, the expense related to this complication, the timeliness of intervention, the magnitude of pathophysiologic perturbation due to the complication, and the resources expended to correct the complication can all be readily determined using the processor method and data structure of the present invention.

[0242] In a further example, consider a patient monitored with an embodiment of the present invention deriving a cylindrical data matrix comprised of streaming and overlapping objects of airflow, chest wall impedance, EKG, oximetry, and global expense. The occurrence of the procedure for insertion of the central line represents an object (which need not have a variable value) along a segment of the cylinder. If the patient develops a pneumothorax, the processor can early identify and warn of the development of pathophysiologic divergence with respect to the airflow (and/or chest wall impedance) and the oxygen saturation (and/or pulse). In addition to earlier recognition, the expense related to this complication, the timeliness of intervention, the magnitude of pathophysiologic perturbation due to the complication, and the resources expended to correct the complication can all be readily determined using the processor method and data structure of the present invention.

[0243] Many other additional new component time series and "cylinders of ascending parallel time series" may be added to the matrix. During the implementation of the present invention it is anticipated that many subtle relationships between the many components will become evident to those skilled in the art and these are included within the scope of this invention.
Many indices of instability are definable within the scope of this teaching. One example of a useful mathematical relationship calculated by a system in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention may be derived as set forth below.

The percentage of time during the selected measurement interval wherein the airway is functionally unstable (and cycling) can be defined by the ratio:

\[ \frac{Tu}{Ti} \]

where \( Tu \) is a time unstable, and \( Ti \) is a time total.

However all unstable time is not equal. To quantify the severity of instability within \( Tu \) the following formula is applied:

\[ \frac{Tr}{Tc} \]

where \( Tr \) is a time of recovery and \( Tc \) is a time of closure.

For example, when SPO2 is the parameter under test, this would be (Duration of SPO2 Fall)/(Duration from beginning of next SPO2 rise to beginning of next fall). From this can be derived a “ratio of instability ratios” as:

\[ \frac{VII}{D(Tu/Ti)[Tr/Tc]} \]

where VII is the Ventilation Instability Index (or Hypoventilation Instability Index or Instability Index).

This instability index is parameter nonspecific and is applicable to a wide range of discretionary time intervals and to the time interval selected for the test, which may be selectable, for example, using a menu. The index can then be adjusted for the parameter under test (e.g. SPO2 or Pulse) rendering, for example, a desaturation instability index, a heart rate instability index or a pulse amplitude instability index to name a few. Indeed, the instability index can be calculated and adjusted for non-medical signals such as signals of movement, signals of electromagnetic energy, biologic time series, mechanical time series, and financial signals, such as a time series of a financial index to name a few.

In one example of this adjustment we multiply the VVI by the mean perturbation amplitude of the target event under test (for example the Desaturation instability index is calculated as:

\[ DVII=\frac{D}{D(Tu/Ti)[Tr/Tc]} \]

Where D=mean amplitude of the fall events within the clusters (note that dPulse amplitude, or drate would be used for those indices if desired).

In one example, DAVII can be calculated as: \((D/Tu/Ti)[Tr/Tc]\). For this example, it is desirable that the recovery (interval) is not the mean interval time for the period under test but rather the mean interval time within the unstable (cycling) time and excludes recovery time between clusters.

In one exemplary embodiment, the analysis system determines an “SPO2 Wake-Sleep Gradient,” an “SPO2 Wake-REM gradient” and/or an “SPO2 Non REM-REM gradient.” To achieve this, the system can, for example, determine a baseline value of SPO2 (as, for example, over a 5 second to 15 minute period of resting wakefulness, although other time periods may be used) and then determine the SPO2 value during a period of sleep (or a period a particular sleep stage such as REM) wherein the SPO2 value is not exhibiting a cluster pattern (for example this may be the average of the SPO2 over a 5 second to 15 minute period of REM). This determination can for example be the lower or range of points immediately preceding the onset of the first cluster after sleep onset. According to one aspect of the present invention, the difference between the awake SPO2 and the sleep SPO2 is outputted as by print or other output. This value is different from the average value of SPO2 during wakefulness or a sleep stage, which includes cluster related values. The SPO2 Wake-Sleep Gradient can be a useful indication of the stability of ventilatory control during sleep. For example, patients with SPO2 Wake-Sleep Gradients of 4%-8% or more are often exhibiting a significant decline in ventilation control in response to assumption of a given sleep stage especially if this decline is progressive on sleep onset, and/or ends with the onset of a cluster. This sleep onset related fall in ventilation and/or SPO2 which ends in the onset of a cluster pattern may be called a “Pattern of Transitional Instability” and provides evidence concerning the phenotype of the patient’s sleep disordered breathing, as defined by suboptimal central ventilation control during sleep. Such patients may be at risk for exhibiting severe worsening later in sleep with incomplete arousals especially during REM sleep. A Wake-Sleep Gradient and the detection of the Pattern of Transitional Instability can be similarly achieved by analysis of airflow parameters (as, for example, by CO2 or minute ventilation to name a few) and for transcutaneous parameters such as CO2 and/or PO2.

In another embodiment, an implanted pacemaker may be programmed to record the ventilation patterns with a sampling rate sufficient to detect the instability clusters. The recording can be continuous or intermittent and can be triggered by an internal clock or by an action or inaction of the patient (for example, by sensors recognizing the assumption of a specific type or range of body positions, such as horizontal body position, or a sensor detecting a lack of movement (as by incorporated atigraphy)). In one embodiment, the pacemaker stores the ventilation data sets for automatic or manual retrieval by an external pacemaker interrogator. The datasets are then analyzed for detection and severity indexing of Cheyne Stokes respirations or sleep apnea, which can be useful in monitoring the severity of heart failure. This provides a method for monitoring heart failure and for detecting sleep disordered breathing in patients with indwelling pacemakers. The interrogator can include memory for storage of the ventilation datasets and software for analyzing those data sets for sleep disordered breathing as by detecting clusters. In one method, a pulse oximeter probe is applied to a body part and the overnight time series of oxygen derived from the oximeter and the timed datasets of EKG, ST segment position, and ventilation derived from the pacemaker are compared with a contemporaneously time series from the oximeter.

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a signal pattern viewer is provided. This viewer is preferably accessible directly from the patient’s medical record in the hospital information system or from, for example, the display of a mechanical ventilator. When a healthcare worker requests access, the viewer component loads and accesses the physiologic time series data from a local database or through services to a centralized data repository in which the time series from the patient monitors are continuously or intermittently updated and stored. The viewer component processes and analyzes the
physiologic time series data and the image of the processed signals is then displayed. In one example, this image can be a pre-selected grouping of processed and analyzed parallel time series of different parameters or can be a group of parameters indicated through a set of user gestures. Upon loading, the processor can then output a series of two-dimensional cross-sections defining three-dimensional representation of the parameters. This can be accomplished, for example by displaying the parameters in different quadrants of a two-dimensional representation, which can be rendered with the points connected to enhance the image. The incremental distance values from the center of the all the intersecting quadrants can be defined for each parameter by placing the normal ranges equidistant form the center.

In one embodiment, the three-dimensional representation is tubular in appearance, but with flat sides of a predetermined color (for example, green), the sides equal to the number of parameters in the group when the values are normal. The respective walls of the tube bow in or out if one or more of the parameters deviate from the normal range and the walls turn a different color (for example, yellow) and then yet another color (for example, red) when the values fall or rise to threshold levels. A bi-directional arrow may be shown across the tube between two parameters when a relational breach or pathophysiologic divergence is identified. The system may be adapted to provide the healthcare worker with the option to move through the three-dimensional representation along the time axis with each sequential cross-section appearing on the display in a manner similar to the scrolling through CT scan images provided to health care workers today. For example, with each user gesture, the user requests advancement along the time axis (the longitudinal axis of the tube) to the next sequential cross-section image or layer. The two-dimensional image represents a plurality of data points of different parameters in a predefined spatial relationship that visually and simultaneously displays both the relationship to other parameters and the relationship to normal values with each cross-sectional image. This provides immediate visual cues to the healthcare worker of the relational state of the parameters to normality and to other parameters. Upon scrolling the timing of these relationships and detected deviations form normality (which may be relational) are dynamically evident with rapid iteration, which can be automated providing a pseudo animation of the three-dimensional representation (as by scrolling back and forth). Examples of parameters that can be included within the representation include the parameters previously discussed as well as body dimension characteristics (for example, weight), temperature, laboratory values (such as hemoglobin or white blood cell count), and financial (or resource) expenditure to name a few. In another embodiment the viewer emulates the instant or a series of prior medical monitor representations (such as, for example an oximeter or ventilator). This allows a physician, for example, to view the patient’s medical records in a remote location through ubiquitous standard secure internet protocols to see a simulation of the monitor, which would otherwise be visible only at the bedside. The viewer may also provide a reanimation of the patients signals as will be discussed. Different options for viewing the signals in these and other ways may be selectable by the user, as by a pull down window, so that the user can choose to render and view the various time series in his or her preferred viewing mode.

Another exemplary embodiment of the invention may be adapted to assist in the classification of the type of a patient’s sleep-disordered breathing by iterating though the patterns outputted and or responses of the patterns to therapy to define the best match. For the purpose of illustration, an exemplary embodiment of the present invention may be adapted to prioritize and weight a plurality of characteristics associated with a condition of interest such as sleep-disordered breathing. Parameter patterns associated with the plurality of characteristics and/or appropriate treatment responses may be characterized along at least one time series. An iterative operation may be performed on the characteristics to compare the patterns and treatment responses (such as a prolonged fall in SPO2 terminated by a cluster) to each type grouping. The best matching type may be identified and an output of an indication based on the best matching type provided. The treatment of a patient may be adjusted based on the identification of the best matching type.

By way of example, the patterns of sleep-disordered breathing may be divided into five primary types, each with a grouping of different characteristics. In one embodiment, the processor is programmed to detect at least one of the characteristics below and to take at least one of the following actions based on the detection of the characteristic or combination of characteristics: output an indication of the characteristic, output an indication of the most likely type or combination of types of sleep disordered breathing, output an indication of the therapy most likely to be effective, automatically adjust treatment to the therapy most likely to be effective, provide a graded auditory or visual alarm. The five types of sleep disordered breathing are:

- Type I. Upper Airway Instability-Obstructive Sleep Apnea, characterized by:
  1. Paroxysmal reentry derived clusters often with precipitous onset and termination.
  2. Variable length of paroxysmal clusters.
  3. Paroxysmal clusters are commonly separated by intervals of stable time having variable lengths.
  4. Variable amplitude of reciprocations (SPO2 often falls below about 85% or less).
  5. Very precipitous reciprocation recoveries.
  6. SPO2 “fall to rise” slope ratio commonly less than about 1.
  7. Elimination of clusters is generally complete with CPAP alone.
  8. Complete reciprocations even during REM (fall to rise amplitude ratio of greater than 0.8 and usually about 1) and/or the peak of the recovery exceeding 85-90.
  9. Severity of clusters and amplitude of reciprocations increase during REM.
  10. Severity of clusters and amplitude of reciprocations increase with various body positions.
  11. Periods of prolonged slow reciprocations with brisk recoveries occasionally occur between typical rapidly cycling clusters (as due to obstructive hypoventilation).
Cluster Pattern is often defined by regular reciprocations but reciprocations also can be irregularly irregular.

Nasal oxygen alone reduces but generally fails to eliminate moderate or severe SPO2 clusters.

Nasal oxygen alone fails to improve (and may increase) the severity of airflow clusters.

Low or normal Baseline awake SPO2.

Cluster Pattern is often defined by regular reciprocations but reciprocations also can be irregularly irregular.

Nasal oxygen alone reduces but generally fails to eliminate moderate or severe SPO2 clusters.

Nasal oxygen alone fails to improve (and may increase) the severity of airflow clusters.

Low or normal Baseline awake SPO2.

Type II: Hypo-sensitivity/Hypo-responsive Induced Ventilation Instability (Primary hypoventilation represents a rare pure form of this process), characterized by:

1. Cyclic Periods of prolonged reciprocations with slow declines (greater than 3 minutes but often 10-20 minutes or more) with brisk recoveries may occur generally without rapidly cycling clusters.

2. Spontaneous precipitous recovery and/or precipitous recovery upon the occurrence of a stimulus to the patient such as an auditory alarm.

3. Increased SPO2 and or CO2 wake-sleep gradient.

4. Incomplete reciprocations (for example with an amplitude ratios of less than about 0.8 and/or a peak of the recoveries being less than 85-90) are common, especially during REM.

5. Variable (often high) amplitude of reciprocations (SPO2 often falls below 85% during reciprocation).

6. Precipitous recoveries (but sometimes incomplete).

7. Amplitude of desaturation component of reciprocations often increases with REM.

8. Elimination of prolonged reciprocations is often incomplete with even high levels of CPAP (indicates a central component).

9. Complete elimination of SPO2 clusters and low SPO2 often achieved with BiPAP but often requires an IPAP-EPAP difference of greater than 4, full face mask, and backup rate.

10. SPO2 “fall to rise” slope ratio less than 1 and generally very low such as for example 0.1 or 0.2 or less.

11. Sustained falls in SPO2 often responds completely to low flow oxygen alone but the falls in airflow or other ventilation signals may be unaffected or worsened by oxygen alone.

12. Low or normal Baseline awake SPO2.

Type III Polymorphic III (Complicated) Sleep Apnea (generally a combination of type I and type II), characterized by:

1. Incomplete reciprocations (for example with amplitude ratios of about 0.8 or less and or recovery peaks of less than about 90-85 or less) are common, especially during REM.

2. Periods of prolonged reciprocations with slow declines (greater than 3 minutes but often 10-20 minutes or more) with brisk recoveries may occur between rapidly cycling clusters.

3. A plot of the amplitude of the peaks can look similar to a plot of a Type II patient indicating progressively weaker functional arousal (physiologic recovery) response followed by improvement in the functional arousal (physiologic recovery) response.

4. Increased SPO2 wake-sleep gradient (high delta).

5. Highly unstable nadirs and unstable peaks.

6. Clusters often begin after prior progressive (often slow) fall in SPO2 of 4-8% or more.

7. Variable (often high) amplitude of reciprocations (SPO2 often falls below 85% during reciprocation).

8. Precipitous Recoveries (but sometimes incomplete).

9. Cluster pattern is often regular but also can be irregularly irregular.

10. SPO2 “fall to rise” slope ratio less than 1 is most common.

11. Low or normal baseline awake SPO2 (low 90s or high 80s is typical).

Type IV Delayed Response Induced Ventilation Instability (e.g. Cheyne Stokes Respiration), characterized by:

1. Monotonous “waxing and waning” pattern often with slow and/or prolonged reciprocation recoveries.

2. Regularly, regular pattern with monotonous (often about 40-70 second) cycle length for most of the night with 15-30 minute periods of stability due to REM sparing.

3. Clusters often begin with the onset of sleep without prior fall in SPO2.

4. SPO2 “fall to rise” slope ratio often near about 1 (but also commonly less than 1).

5. Partial reduction in reciprocation amplitude may occur with CPAP.

6. Increase in reciprocation amplitude with BiPAP.

7. REM sparing.

8. Both Airflow and SPO2 Cluster are often very responsive to nasal oxygen alone.

Type V: Hyper-sensitivity/Hyper-responsive Induced Ventilation Instability, characterized by:

1. Clusters begin with the onset of sleep without prior fall in SPO2.

2. Clusters of central apneas often with obstruction at end of the apneas low amplitude of reciprocations (desaturation often fails to fall below about 90%).
3. Precipitous recoveries of reciprocations.

4. Clusters more severe with high CPAP or BiPAP.

5. REM sparing may occur.

6. Often high awake baseline SPO2.

7. SPO2 clusters (but not airflow clusters) are often eliminated by low flow oxygen.

Additional categories of breathing may be employed if desired, such as: Type VI. Non-Hypoventilation induced Hypoxemia, characterized by:

1. SPO2 fall is associated with at rise in minute ventilation (pathophysiologic divergence)

2. Sustained (greater than 3 minute and often 20-60 minute or more) falls in SPO2

3. Slow SPO2 recoveries

4. Often responds completely to oxygen but may require high flow (46 liters per minute)

5. Often fails to respond to CPAP or BiPAP

Considerable overlap between the types of sleep disordered breathing commonly occurs.

In another exemplary embodiment, the system detects a cluster pattern of timing delay or of spatial variation between similar physiologic events measured at different sites on the body. Such a cluster patterns is induced, for example, by a rise in sympathetic tone which reduces the diameter of the tiny blood vessels in the fingers thereby causing a delay or slope attenuation at a second sensing site in comparison with a first sensing site wherein the second site receives blood flow from vessels which are narrower or longer than at a first site. In an example, the method can include the application of a first pulse oximetry probe to a first site and a second pulse oximetry probe to a second site the second site being remote form the heart than the first site. The first site can, for example the thumb, ear, or forehead and the second site can be, for example the third digit or another digit. For example a combination of the thumb and third digit may be used since the middle finger generally has considerably longer small vessel supply through the palmar arch and the digit itself.

A time series of the plethsmographic pulse is derived from both sites in parallel and a cluster pattern of variance between matching characteristics of the plethsmographic pulse (for example the characteristics noted in the previous listing) is defined. For example, a time series of the delay between the upstroke onset, and/or peak of the pulse waveform at the second site in comparison with the first site. In another example, a time series is provided comprised of the difference in slope of pulse waveform at the second site and the first site (for example, of the difference in slope of the upstroke at each site). These relational time series can then be analyzed to monitor sympathetic tone, which rises for example with drug infusion or hemorrhage and for detection of clusters to indicate the presence of clusters of variations in sympathetic tone or the presence of sleep apnea or other disease processes.

The time series of delay can also be rendered for time series of different parameters, for example the delay between matching characteristics of the arterial pulse waveform and the pleth waveform or the onset of the QRS and the onset of the rise of the pleth waveform. In one embodiment, a single oximeter is used with the output triggering light delivery split or with rapidly alternating light delivery to each probe to allow the pleth to be derived from each site with a single pulse oximetry unit. In another embodiment, a plurality of oximeters are used and each time series is analyzed in parallel to derive the time series of the delay or variation difference or to otherwise track the delay or variation difference.

In one exemplary embodiment, a system especially useful for home detection of sleep apnea comprises or includes a very small, low power, battery-operated pulse oximeter, which may be portable mountable to the hand, wrist, forearm, upper arm, head adjacent the ear, nose, forehead, around the neck or the like. The oximeter preferably includes a transmitter, or has sufficient memory for storage of at least 7-8 hours of a time series of high fidelity plethsmographic pulse waveforms along with a high fidelity time series of the SPO2 with or without a time series of the heart rate. The SPO2 data is desirably recorded or transmitted with a sampling rate of about 0.5-1 hertz, although a slower or faster sampling rate can be used depending on system design considerations. As an example, the plethsmographic pulse could be recorded or transmitted with a sampling rate of 25 hertz or higher with a transmission of data in packets to a receiver updating every five seconds to save power. The pluralities of stored time series recordings may then be downloaded into an analysis program for analysis and viewing using, for example, a modem or a direct connection. The pluralities of time series are then analyzed for clusters for the detection and characterization of sleep disordered breathing. In one embodiment, this oximeter can be connectable (for example removably dockable or integrally combined with) a pressure or flow sensing device (as may be deployed with a nasal cannula and/or with a positive pressure delivery device). The system may desirably include sufficient memory to record parallel high-fidelity time-series of airflow to produce an additional parallel time series for downloading with the time series grouping from the oximeter. One exemplary method includes detecting pathophysiologic occurrences that may represent abnormal patient conditions. Another exemplary method may comprise generating a plethsmographic output, generating an SPO2 output, programming a processor to compare the at least one component of plethsmographic output to at least one component of the SPO2 output to detect a pathophysiologic occurrence or the like.

The component of both the plethsmographic pulse and SPO2 compared can include, for example, the patterns or frequency of the variation of amplitude, slope of the upstroke, area under the curve, cycling, timing, or rate to name a few and those can be compared for example using the processing methods discussed supra or by another method.

In another exemplary embodiment, a nasal cannula (such as a dual lumen nasal cannula capable of both delivering oxygen and sensing airflow, pressure waveforms and or CO2 waveforms) is deployed in connection with a processor for storing a time series of airflow, pressure waveforms and or CO2 preferably with a parallel time series indicative of the flow rate of oxygen delivered to or flowing
to the cannula. The time series of parameters derived from this multi-function cannula is then analyzed for clusters indicative of ventilation instability in relation to oxygen flow (or to identify disconnect of the nasal cannula from the nose). The analysis can be provided in real-time and can, for example, be triggered by automatically by a patient-related action or physiologic output as by an actograph or body position indicator or manually by the patient.

[0327] Another exemplary embodiment for relational processing comprises a mechanical ventilator with integrated circulatory monitoring. In this embodiment, at least one time series of at least one parameter derived from a mechanical ventilator such as the 840 Ventilator manufactured by Nellcor Puritan Bennett, (and which can also include a positive pressure delivery device such as a CPAP unit or Bilevel ventilator) is analyzed in combination with a parallel time series derived from the flow of blood in at least one blood vessel. For example, a time series of the minute ventilation and/or the inspiration to expiration (I:E) ratio can be monitored in combination with a time series of the blood pressure from an invasive or noninvasive monitor, heart rate, cardiac output or another circulatory parameter. The processor can then output the relationship between pattern of the circulatory parameter and patterns of variations of the parameter derived from the mechanical ventilator. In one embodiment, the mechanical ventilator is configured to receive signal indicative of at least one circulatory parameter and a relationship between circulatory parameters and the ventilation parameters are displayed on the operator face ventilator display as well as the changes in circulatory parameters in association with changes in ventilator output. For example, this display can be of the types discussed previously for the signal viewer embedded in the patient's medical record.

[0328] For example, parallel time series of minute ventilation and heart rate (as for example derived from an oximeter that functions as a circulatory monitor), pulse amplitude, and or blood pressure to name a few, may be displayed on the ventilator screen to assist the operator in defining ventilator parameter settings, which are optimal both from a circulatory and respiratory perspective. In one embodiment, the ventilator is configured to trigger or to queue the manual triggering of a measurement of blood pressure prior to initiating a change in ventilator settings and then again within a short period of time after the change. A difference in the blood pressure is identified on the ventilator display. When the ventilation indexing oximeter is included as part of the mechanical ventilator the detection of SPO2, minute ventilation, and divergence can be derived along with the detection of alterations in circulation in response to changes in the ventilator settings. In another embodiment, the variation in amplitude of the pulse pressure or variation in amplitude of the plethysmographic pulse in association with the inspiration and expiration cycle is determined and for example plotted as a time series of the variation. In another example, the amplitude of the plethysmographic pulse can be plotted in parallel with volume time curve or pressure time curve or another ventilation time series on the display of the mechanical ventilator. The operator therefore has immediate visualization of the effect of any change in ventilation (or change in intravascular volume) on a plethysmographic pulse parameter (such as the amplitude, area under the curve, or slope of the upstroke to name a few). In one embodiment, the ventilator has an input for a high fidelity plethysmographic pulse (for example, from a pulse oximeter), a high fidelity pressure tracing from an arterial line, an input from a noninvasive blood pressure device, which if the device uses a compression cuff can include a high fidelity plethysmographic tracing from the arm under the cuff during partial and/or complete inflation and the actual systolic and diastolic blood pressure readings. With this embodiment, parallel vascular pressures and pulmonary pressures are provided (preferably in real time) on the ventilator display. Indices and differences derived of these values can also be presented and chosen for example from a menu on the display. In another exemplary embodiment, outputs that relate to oxygen delivery such as intermittent or continuous cardiac output, mixed venous or central venous oxygen saturation, or the arterial to mixed venous saturation difference are input to the ventilator and provided as analyzed time series on the ventilator display. In one embodiment, the processor is programmed to automatically detect a relationship of a vascular or oxygen delivery parameter in relation to a ventilation parameter (such as a 30% variation in plethysmographic amplitude) in relation to the variation in positive airway pressure associated with inspiration and expiration.

[0329] Another exemplary embodiment for relational processing is comprised of a spirocapnometer. FIG. 18 is a block diagram of a spirocapnometer in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The spirocagnometer is generally referred to by the reference number 1800. The spiocagnometer 1800 comprises a flow tube 1802. The flow tube 1802 receives a gas flow 1804 from the mouth of a patient. The patient's lungs provide a seal around the end of the flow tube 1802. The flow tube 1802, which may comprise a disposable pneumotachometer, includes a pressure sensing port 1806. The pressure sensing port 1806 is connected to a tube 1807, which delivers a portion of the gas flow 1804 to a spiropulmonometer 1816.

[0330] The flow tube 1802 may have a flange covered with a screen or filter 1808. The flow tube 1802 may additionally comprise a pilot tube 1810 that is adapted to deliver a portion of the gas flow 1804 to a capnometer 1824. The pilot tube 1810 may be clamped onto the flange of the flow tube 1802 by a clip 1812. A tip 1814 of the pilot tube 1810 may face up, in, or out and can have a very small diameter lumen. If desired, a flow detecting mask, as may be provided for example by incorporating a flow tube into the lower port of a soft plastic mask (the lower port of these masks is now conventionally used to attach a medication nebucizer) may be provided.

[0331] The spiocagnometer 1800 may comprise a housing 1828 that houses a plurality of instruments. The housing 1828 may house the spiocagnometer 1816 and the capnometer 1824, as well as one or more of an oximeter 1818, a processor 1820, a display device 1822 and a transmitter 1826 (such as a telemetry transmitter). The housing 1828 may assume a wide range of configurations, including a handheld configuration or a fixed configuration, such as for positioning on a rolling stand.

[0332] The exemplary embodiment illustrated in FIG. 18 can provide continuous and spot assessment of respiratory status in the emergency room or on the wards. A flow sensor that is preferably disposable (such as a pneumotachometer of a spirometer) is connected with a capnometer to produce a spiro-capnometer. This device provides for the
derivation of a time series of exhaled CO2 along with the time series of flow during a forced exhalation maneuver, which can include an exhalation of the expiratory reserve volume or vital capacity maneuver and desirably using a simple disposable pneumotachometer. In one method the patient is asked to breathe normally and then at the end of a normal tidal exhalation is asked to exhale til complete emptying rendering an end forced exhaled CO2 (EFCOs) which is not preceded by a large inspiration (thereby preventing the dilution associated with the maximum inspiration). The CO2 monitor can be a side-stream capnometer connected to an accessory port on the disposable pneumotachometer or other flow sensor or can be a mainstream capnometer with light emitter and transmitter connectable to at least one window on or connected with the tube of a disposable pneumotachometer or other flow sensor. This system provides an exhaled CO2 waveform with the spirometry data collection and further enhances the value of the exhaled CO2 evaluation since the forced and/or slow vital capacity maneuvers are associated with near complete emptying of the lung (except for residual volume) so that a plateau of CO2 more indicative of the PaCO2 is derived. The system thereby provides a measurement of the "end vital capacity CO2" (EFCO2) rather than the conventional end tidal CO2 (ETCO2). Because of the dilution of the large preceding tidal volume, the EFCO2 is not considered as useful as the EFCO2. In the absence of a high respiratory rate or shallow breathing a high EFCO2 to ETCO2 gradient is suggestive of airway obstruction. In one embodiment, the processor 1820 is programmed to detect the plateau as by identifying a minimum slope of CO2 rise during exhalation and/or the highest CO2 value and report these values along with the forced vital capacity and exhaled CO2 waveform adjacent the volume time curve derived of the FVC maneuver. For example, the reported EFCO2 can be the CO2 identified when exhalation flow falls to about zero or the slope of the exhaled CO2 falls to about zero.

As illustrated in FIG. 18, the spirometry system 1800 can be integrated with the pulse oximeter 1818 to provide for other measurements such as a simultaneous SPO2 and the ventilation indexed oximetry value. The method can include determining the resting minute ventilation and the oxygen saturation value corresponding to the resting minute ventilation and then determining the exhaled carbon dioxide at the end of a maximal exhalation maneuver (as for example performed after or immediately at the end of resting minute ventilation measurement). The EFCO2 value can then be used to calculate the ventilation oximetry index instead of the minute ventilation or both can be used. A method for directly comparing exhaled CO2 and SPO2 and for calculating a ventilation adjusted and/or exhaled carbon dioxide adjusted oximetry value is discussed in U.S. Patent No. 6,609,016 by the present inventor (which is incorporated herein by reference as if completely disclosed herein). When implemented with a spirometer, a capnometer and an oximeter, the system 1800 may be referred to as a SpiroCapNOxymeter (SCNO) system. The system 1800 can be combined in a single small compact housing configured to be hand carried to the patient's bedside or can be modular with the spirometer, capnometer and oximeter connectable (such as dockable, by cable connection, or by transmission-reception connection) or connectable to a central processor (as, for example, by cabling or direct docking or by transmission-reception based connection). Alternatively, the SpiroCapnometer can be employed alone without the oximeter. Additional sidestream or mainstream gas sampling can be added to detect and quantify, and characterize the patterns of other exhaled gases such as nitric oxide, carbon monoxide, or oxygen to name a few.

When implemented as a spirometry system, the system 1800 can be combined with other monitors such as an electrocardiogram and blood pressure monitor as, for example, mounted on a rolling stand for immediate bedside availability in the emergency room. The system is particularly suitable for the evaluation of shortness of breath in the emergency room and on the wards providing a dyspnea evaluation montage, with which the patient can be followed by multiple spot checks, or on a continuous basis. The montage displayed or exported by the processor 1820 can include, for example, the FVC, FEV1, peak flow, end vital capacity CO2 (EFCO2), EFCO2, end tidal CO2 (ETCO2), the EFCO2-ETCO2 difference, flow volume loop, resting SPO2 (RSP02), hyperventilation SPO2 (HSP02), the HSpo2-RSPO2 difference, the resting heart rate, resting respiratory rate, I/E ratio, the resting minute ventilation, the ventilation indexed oximetry (OVI) value (calculated using the minute ventilation to estimate the PaCO2 or by using the measured EFCO2 as a surrogate value for the PaCO2 applied in the formula) or the like. An adjustment of 2-3 mm may be added to the EFCO2 or another adjustment may be made by the processor for example if the exhaled CO2 fails to reach plateau at the end of the forced exhalation maneuver. Examples of other data that may be exported include the inspiration to expiration variation of plethysmographic pulse (the variation can be the amplitude, slope, or area under the curve or slope etc.) to name a few.

One exemplary method using the oximeter 1818 for detecting pathophysio logic occurrences abnormal patient comprises generating a plethysmographic output comprised of a time series indicative of the waveform of a plurality of the patient’s pulse, generating a capnographic output comprised of a time series indicative of the waveform of a plurality of the patients tidal breaths, programming the processor 1820 to compare the plethysmographic output with the capnographic output to detect a pathophysiological occurrence. All of these can be generated and displayed along with a programmed interpretation within a few minutes with a simple bedside resting minute ventilation measurement and subsequent FVC maneuver. In one embodiment, these values and the associated time series are uploaded automatically to the patient’s medical records to subsequently become part of the time series viewer discussed supra. The time series of these values can then analyzed and viewed in the central patient record along with the time series of other monitored parameters. An application program may be adapted to analyze and view physiologic datasets as accessible from a primary program used to view the patient’s electronic medical records. A link may be embedded in a user interface of the primary program to induce loading and operation of the application program. The application program, when launched, may acquire at least one time series of physiologic data and transmit the time series to a central processor for storage in a database. The application program may be linked to the database. When the link is activated (e.g. clicked), the relevant dataset may be loaded, analyzed and displayed.
In one exemplary embodiment, the patient monitor system 1800 may be adapted to evaluate a patient using the display 1822. The spirometer 1816 may be attached to the flow tube 1802 for measuring, at least, exhaled flow and producing at least a first output indicative of the vital capacity. The capnometer 1824 may additionally be connected to the flow tube 1802. The system 1800 may be adapted to produce a second output indicative of the patient’s exhaled carbon dioxide. The processor 1820 may be programmed to determine an indication of the exhaled carbon dioxide value, which relates to the vital capacity. The monitor 1800 can further include the processor 1820 being programmed to receive an input indicative of a body dimension of the patient such as the height, weight, body surface area and/or the age and sex of the patient. The oximeter 1818 (if included in the system 1800) may be adapted to determine an oxygen saturation value for connection with the patient, the processor 1820 being programmed to compare the carbon dioxide value, which relates to the vital capacity to the oxygen saturation value.

In another embodiment, the flow tube 1802 defines a resistance to flow or otherwise has an obstruction such as a spinning member. The flow tube 1802 may employ ultrasonic or other methods for determining flow though the tube, the tube having a first end for receiving exhaled flow from a patient and a second end for venting the exhaled flow. The spirometer 1816 or other flow meter may be connectable with the flow tube 1802, the spirometer 1816 being programmed to receive an input derived from a measure responsive to the resistance or to the other parameters used to determine flow through the flow tube 1802. In this manner, the system 1800 may determine the flow rate through the flow tube 1802 using the input and to determine the vital capacity of the patient. A carbon dioxide monitor (such as the capnometer 1824) may be connectable with the flow tube 1802 for monitoring the exhaled carbon dioxide flowing through the flow tube 1802. The processor 1820 may be programmed to determine an indication of the time series of exhaled carbon dioxide and to determine an indication of the exhaled carbon dioxide value, which relates to the end of forced exhalation or to the vital capacity. At least a portion of the flow tube 1802 can be disposable or, preferably, the entire flow tube 1802 can be disposable. The flow tube 1802 can be marked and/or coded (for example, with a bar code 1828 or another method) with a calibration value, which for example can relate to the resistance to flow through the flow tube 1802. For example, the flow tube 1802 can be of the disposable type marketed by Nellcor Puritan Bennett for use the Renaissance II Spirometer. A small side port can be provided along the flow tube 1802 for attachment of (for example) a cannula of a micro-stream capnometer of the type marketed by Oridian. Alternatively, to avoid the need to modify the presently manufactured flow tube, the small pilot tube 1810 (illustrated in FIG. 18) or cannula may be attached by as adhesive between the screen and the housing such that the lumen of the gas sampling pilot tube 1810 or cannula projects adjacent the flow stream at the distal end of the flow tube. In one embodiment, the gas sampling pilot tube 1810 includes the clip 1812 for clipping onto the flow tube 1802 adjacent the distal end with the end of the pilot tube 1810 projecting adjacent the exhaled flow stream emitted from the flow tube 1802. In one embodiment, the clip 1812 comprises a pilot tube holding clip into which the pilot tube 1810 is fixedly bonded or otherwise snapped and which holds the projecting pilot tube 1810 such that it projects about 1-10 millimeters or more from the distal end of the flow tube 1802 so that the end of exhalation is detected by the capnometer 1824 even if the patient does not inhale. The pilot tube 1802 can be laterally shielded to prevent dilution of the exhaled gas stream by ambient airflow. In another embodiment, the pilot tube is connected to the flow tube 1802 along the length of the tube so that the lumen of the pilot tube is positioned adjacent to or within the lumen of the flow tube. In this embodiment, the onset of inhalation is detected by the washout of CO2. When a nasal cannula is applied and connected with the capnometer instead of a flow tube, the patient can be periodically asked (or the monitor can be programmed to ask the patient) to exhale to residual volume through the nose with the mouth closed and these peak CO2 values resulting for the forced exhalation can be used to calculate Ventilation Indexing SPO2 values as by the previously discussed formulas.

The present invention provides method for evaluating a patient, comprising disposing a flow tube of a flow meter adjacent a patient and measuring using the flow meter, the exhaled flow through the flow tube to determine at least a first output indicative of the vital capacity; disposing a capnometer in connection with at least a portion of the flow tube, the capnometer being capable of producing a second output indicative of the carbon dioxide exhaled through the flow tube and using a processor, determining an indication of the exhaled carbon dioxide value which relates to the vital capacity.

If the capnometer is combined with a mechanical ventilator as by providing a capnometry input into the mechanical ventilator, the ventilator can be programmed so that the operator can select manual or automatic (as every 5 minutes for example) the determination of the end forced exhalation CO2 as will be described. Upon manual or automatic queue, the processor 1820 delays the next breath until exhalation flow falls to about zero or the slope of the exhaled CO2 falls to about zero through a forced exhalation of the patient in the manual mode (EFCO2) and at passive end of a prolonged exhalation in the manual or automatic mode. The measurement of the CO2 (such as the highest CO2) is identified at either of these points. In one embodiment, the ventilator is programmed to allow passive exhalation to functional residual capacity.

In another embodiment a nebulizer or other medication generating device is provided connected with the flow sensor tube (as for use with a disposable spirometer or the like) so that the patient can inhale medication while the minute ventilation and the patterns of tidal breathing such as the inspiratory to expiratory time or slope ratio is continuously monitored. The nebulizer of such a system can be driven by an oxygen cannula and the processor can adjust the calculated minute ventilation for the added flow rate of oxygen automatically or this can be accomplished manually. This is particularly suitable for continuous delivery of albuterol or other inhaled bronchodilator.

In another embodiment, the capnometer 1824 may be used in combination with the oximeter 1818 to assess the relationship between ventilation, SPO2, and the plethysmograph output of the oximeter (such as the photoplethysmograph). The capnograph can be employed to determine the respiration rate and this can be compared with the SPO2 to
identify pathophysiologic divergence between the SPO2 and the respiration rate or the end tidal CO2 (ETCO2) as previously discussed. For example, a falling ETCO2 coupled with a falling SPO2 comprises pathophysiologic divergence of the ETCO2 and SPO2. Furthermore, a rising respiratory rate (as derived for example from the capnograph) coupled with a falling SPO2 or a rising CO2 comprises pathophysiologic divergence. The system 1800 can include a side-stream capnometer or mainstream capnometer.

According to one aspect of the present invention, the time-series of the primary capnographic breath by breath output is compared with a time series of the plethysmograph, a relationship between a change in at least one component of the plethysmographic pulse (such as a fall in amplitude, fall in the area under the curve, or slope of the upstroke, to name a few) with a portion of the inspiration-expiration curve of the capnograph can be used to assess the influence of time series of CO2, a time series of nasal pressure can be compared to provide the inspiration-expiration curve for comparison. In an example, the percent variation of the plethysmographic pulse amplitude or area under the curve (AUC) during or at the end of inspiration and the plethysmographic pulse amplitude or AUC during or at the end of expiration.

According to one embodiment of the invention, the tidal nasal pressure and tidal CO2 can be monitored using the same cannula as for example by attaching a pressure transducer to the nasal tubing used for collecting the CO2 sample. This can be achieved for example by providing an accessory tubing bifurcation adjacent the nasal prongs or distally adjacent the capnometer, which leads to the pressure transducer. Alternatively, the pressure transducer can be built into the capnometer so that the monitor provides both outputs. In one embodiment, the output from the capnometer is provided with a contemporaneous output of the nasal pressure or other nasal flow sensor and at least one component of the time-series of the nasal pressure or flow sensor is analyzed and compared with the capnographic breath by breath time series to compare a change or pattern of change in the nasal pressure or flow sensor (such as a rise or fall in amplitude, a rise or fall in the area under the curve, or change in the slope of the upstroke, to name a few) with a change or pattern of change in the capnograph (such as the amplitude peak value, a rise or fall in amplitude, a rise or fall in the area under the curve, or a change in the slope of the upstroke, to name a few).

In another embodiment, a method for monitoring sleep disordered breathing comprises a disposing a nasal, oral, and/or nasal oral cannula (for example of the type marketed by Oridian for delivery of oxygen during monitoring of end tidal) in simultaneous connection with a pressure transducer and a side stream CO2 sensor (for example, connecting the nasal pressure monitor to the portion of the tubing which is positioned at the neck or at the proximal end of or otherwise along the oxygen delivery portion of the tubing. The tubing connected to the transducer can be accessory tubing connected to the main oxygen delivery lumen or can be the main oxygen delivery tubing itself. The nasal pressure is then monitored along with a contemporaneous measurement of carbon dioxide. The processor 1820 can be programmed to detect a fall in the amplitude of tidal nasal pressure coupled with a rise in amplitude of the tidal carbon dioxide value and to output an indication such as “evidence of reduced drive or obstructive hyperventilation” if the nasal pressure has an obstructive shape this can be so indicated. In the alternative, if the processor 1820 detects a rise in the amplitude of the tidal nasal pressure coupled with a rise in amplitude of the tidal carbon dioxide the processor can output an indication of pathophysiologic divergence of nasal pressure and CO2. The development of a rising CO2 and rising tidal nasal pressure suggests a late declining respiratory rate and portends an adverse outcome without timely intervention. The cluster patterns of nasal pressure and CO2 (as discussed previously) can likewise be detected using the combined pressure-CO2 monitoring described above.

In another embodiment, a direct or indirect capnometer is coupled with the flow tube connected with a patient during cardiopulmonary resuscitation. According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a plurality of time series derived of the capnometer is outputted and analyzed by the processor as by the methods discussed previously. The time-series of the maximum CO2 per breath (as for example the ETCO2) is compared with the slope of plateau of the CO2 per breath. If the ETCO2 is falling at the same time the slope is rising or if the slope exceeds about zero and the CO2 is low (such as less than about 12-15), then the processor may produce an indication so that the operator is warned that the CO2 value may be low due to a high minute ventilation or an excessive respiratory rate during CPR. This can prevent the erroneous use of a low ETCO2 due to excessive ventilation as an indication to terminate CPR efforts. In addition, the processor-based detection of a slope exceeding about zero can trigger an indication that the breathing rate should be slowed. In one embodiment, the processor 1820 may be programmed to provide an indication (such as a flash, a vibration or a sound, to name a few) when there is no longer any objective evidence that the patient is passively exhaling (indicating that exhalation is complete) so that the operator has objective evidence (such as a positive CO2 slope or continued exhaled gas flow at a flow sensor) of ongoing exhalation or the end of exhalation so that the operator can consider delaying the administration of the next breath until the patient has completely exhaled to reduce the adverse potential for auto-PEEP. In an automated system for delivering breaths during CPR, the processor 1820 may be programmed to determine the end of exhalation and so that the operator can obtain a more accurate reflection of the true state of circulation using the end expiration CO2 monitor and so that auto-PEEP is minimized. In this respect, the system 1800 provides for the detection of the exhaled CO2 value at the end for passive exhalation (at functional residual capacity) which value should be less affected by breathing rate and tidal volume. The potential for auto-PEEP, which can severely compromise circulation and lower the ETCO2 values during CPR is discussed in more detail in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/880,387, entitled “Asthma Resuscitation System and Method,” filed Feb. 25, 2002 and assigned to the present inventor (the contents of which is incorporated herein by reference as if completely disclosed herein).

In one exemplary embodiment, the monitor is configured to detect functional arousal threshold failure. An example of a method for using an oximeter for detecting arousal threshold failure includes generating at least one time series of at least one physiologic parameter, for example, the percentage of oxygen saturation in arterial blood, and detecting
at least one reciprocation having a threshold value, defining the threshold value, determining the presence of arousal threshold failure based on the value. The threshold value can be a duration or length, such as an apex or a desaturation duration, a nadir (such as a desaturation nadir), or a peak (such as an exhaled carbon dioxide peak).

[0347] Another exemplary embodiment includes generating at least one time series of at least one physiologic parameter, detecting at least a first reciprocation having a first threshold value (or a value indicative of, or resulting from of the first threshold value), defining a value associated with the first threshold value, determining at least a second reciprocation having a second threshold value, (or a value indicative of, or resulting from the second threshold value) determining the presence of arousal threshold failure based on the relationship between the first threshold value at the second threshold value. The relationship of the plurality of threshold values can be, for example a magnitude difference between absolute values of the nadiirs, a magnitude difference between absolute values of the decline events, a slope of consecutive nadiirs, a duration of a nadir range, a frequency or range of patterns of nadir values, to name a few. In still another exemplary embodiment, a plurality of threshold values are determined and a baseline mathematical relationship, such as an average range, of the threshold value is identified. The presence of functional arousal threshold failure (or recovery threshold failure) is detected upon the identification of a threshold value, which is sufficiently lower (for example 10% lower), higher or longer than the threshold baseline. Alternatively, the presence of threshold failure can be detected upon the identification of a value indicative of the minimum threshold value (such a nadir SPO2 value of about 65-75).

[0348] FIG. 19 is a graph showing an example of functional arousal threshold failure, which may be detected and analyzed in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The graph, which is generally referred to by the reference number 1900, shows a 1000 second time series of SPO2 values along an x-axis 1902. A y-axis 1904 shows a percentage SPO2 value. A waveform 1906 shows a cluster pattern typical of obstructive sleep apnea. Note that 11 consecutive reciprocations are shown with baseline average decline length of about 35 seconds and a baseline average nadir SPO2 value of about 80. The 12th reciprocation has a decline length of about 90 seconds and a nadir SPO2 value of about 55%.

[0349] An exemplary embodiment of the present invention may include a processor programmed to identify the 12th reciprocation (or the decline component of the 12th reciprocation) as indicative of arousal threshold failure and to output an indication based on the identification. In another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the monitor is configured to detect functional arousal response failure (or recovery response failure). This type of failure can be due to absolute arousal response failure (wherein the arousal response is weak or absent) or relative arousal response failure (wherein the arousal response is weak relative to the magnitude of the perturbation which triggered the arousal). An example of a method for using an oximeter for detecting arousal response failure in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention includes generating at least one time series of at least one physiologic parameter, detecting at least one reciprocation having a response value, defining the response value, determining the presence of arousal response failure based on the value. The response value can be for example, a magnitude or a relationship between a magnitude and another value (such as a relationship between the fall magnitude and a rise magnitude), a duration, a length, an area or another such value. For example a response value may be the airflow recovery or resaturation duration, a peak value (such as a resaturation peak value or a relationship between a peak and another value), or a nadir or a relationship between a peak and another value (such as a transcutaneous carbon dioxide nadir) or an area, such as the recovery area (area under the curve from the onset of resaturation to the onset of the next fall). In an example readily applied to, for example an SPO2 time series, the processor can be programmed to detect a threshold value indicative of the peak value and/or a magnitude of rise event and to provide an indication, for example to highlight the region of recovery failure and to output a text warning indicative of “Severe Recovery Failure” along with the instability index value which is calculated for the recovery failure and the surrounding associated patterns. The indication of the type of adverse pattern for example “Unstable Hypoventilation Type III” can also be outputted. The instrument, such as a pulse oximeter can be programmed to provide the function of automatically detecting the instability pattern type, the severity, and a range of failure modes, and to take action such as to provide an indication the instability pattern type, the severity, and a range of failure modes and or to control therapy to treat the instability or reduce medication which may be inducing the instability or provide medication which may reduce the instability. For example, a patient controlled analgesia pump may have a port for connection with or connected with a reservoir containing a narcotic reversing agent and for automatically injecting or warning the nurse to consider injecting the reversing agent upon the identification of a profoundly adverse pattern. The PCA device might for example require the mounting of a vial of a reversing agent or an indication that such an agent is mounted before the device can be activated to deliver IV analgesia.

[0350] Another exemplary embodiment of the present invention includes generating at least one time series of at least one physiologic parameter, detecting at least a first reciprocation having a first response value, defining a value associated with the first response value, determining the presence of arousal response failure based on the relationship between the first response value at the second response value. In one exemplary embodiment, a plurality of response values are determined and a baseline mathematical relationship, such as an average range, of the response value is identified. The presence of response arousal failure is detected upon the identification of a response value, which is sufficiently lower (for example 10% lower), higher or longer than the response baseline. Alternatively, the presence of response arousal failure is detected upon the identification of a value indicative of the maximum response value (such a peak SPO2 recovery value of about 92-84).

[0351] FIG. 19 also shows an example of arousal response failure. Note that 11 consecutive reciprocations are present with baseline peaks of 94 and SPO2 fall-to-rise amplitude ratios of about one. The 12th reciprocation has a peak of about 90 and then the 13th reciprocation has a peak of about
60. The processor, detecting this low peak, can output an indication in response to the low peak, which can, for example, be an alarm indication that the patient has evidence of arousal response failure. A “low peak” which triggers an alarm may for example be programmatically fixed as peak below about 90 and 80 or may be selectable from a menu. As discussed previously, the ratio of the SPO2 fall magnitude to the subsequent rise magnitude may also be used to trigger the detection of arousal (recovery) response failure. In addition, the absolute value of the peak and/or the absolute magnitude of the fall, and or the fall to rise magnitude ratio may be used in combination. For example, the processor may be programmed to require a fall magnitude of at least 4%-6% or higher before any peak value or magnitude ratio is considered indicative of response failure. In another example the processor may be programmed to require a fall of at least 4%-6% below a given threshold (such as 90%) before any peak value or magnitude ratio is considered indicative of response failure.

[0352] In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a time series of the peaks (for example as the highest point of each rise object) is plotted and analyzed as by the aforementioned methods for falls and or reciprocations of the peaks. The detection of a significant relative or absolute fall of the SPO2 peaks can be used to trigger an indication of arousal response failure. In another exemplary embodiment, a time series of the nadirs (for example, as the lowest point of each fall object) is plotted and analyzed as by the aforementioned methods and falls and or reciprocations of the nadirs are analyzed and detected. The detection of a significant relative or absolute fall of the nadirs can be used to trigger an indication of arousal response failure. Other parameters may be used instead of SPO2 (or in combination with SPO2) to detect these failures.

[0353] Arousal response failure can also be detected by programming the processor to determine a measure of physiologic perturbation, resulting from an apnea or and hypopnea (examples include the magnitude of fall in oxygen saturation, the magnitude of rise in CO2, to name a few) determining a measure of response to the perturbation (examples include: the number of recovery breaths which follow the apnea or hypopnea, the change in amplitude or duration of the EEG arousal of the EEG in response to the apnea to name a few). The processor can be programmed to compare (for example, by calculating an index) the perturbation and the response. A time series of this index can then be analyzed either manually or automatically to detect a relative reduction in arousal response.

[0354] In another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, both the duration of the attenuation of the plethysmographic pulse amplitude and the magnitude of the desaturation are used together to determine severity. If clustered pulse amplitude attenuations are present and especially if prolonged (for example more than 30 seconds) then the threshold for outputting an indication of based on the detection of an associated cluster of desaturations can be reduced. For example, if 30-second amplitude attenuations are present, then an alert indication (such as an alarm) may be triggered by clusters of 4% desaturation, whereas if only 15-second amplitude attenuations are present, then the alert trigger threshold may be set at 8%. In this way the duration of the amplitude attenuations (which is a marker for apnea length) is used as a marker of severity along with the magnitude of the desaturation to reduce the potential for oxygen to hide the severity of sleep disordered breathing when the magnitude of oxygen saturation is used alone. The pattern, or a threshold measure of the plethysmographic pulse amplitude can be compared with the pattern, or a threshold measure of the SPO2 (or ratio of ratios) to detect a pathophysiologic occurrence. For example, the processor may be programmed to identify ventilation instability upon the detection of three or more desaturations of greater than or equal to 2% SPO2 coupled with a cluster of three or more plethysmographic pulse amplitude attenuations of 15 seconds or more wherein the recovery between the pulse attenuations is less then or equal to 120 seconds.

[0355] In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the processor is programmed to produce a different output in response to the detection of a threshold breach and the detection of a cluster pattern. For example, the output in response to a threshold breach may be a continuous auditory alarm whereas the output in response to the detection of a cluster (as by detection of a plurality of threshold breaches) may be a textual output or a discontinuous or periodic auditory alarm. The processor can be programmed to produce a different alarm or signal output for each channel or for different patterns or different severities of the same pattern along the same channel.

[0356] In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the processor can be further programmed to detect a plurality of threshold breaches or directional crossings within a time interval to detect a cluster. The crossings may be differentiated based on the direction of crossing. For example, a fall crossing may be detected and recorded as different than a rise crossing. In one exemplary embodiment, the number of crossings of a threshold is determined for the fall and/or the rise and/or for a coupled fall and rise (which can be designated as comprising a single set of crossings). A plurality of different threshold crossings can be set, for example providing a different threshold for the fall and the rise and/or for a rise following a fall a specified period (such as a time period). In one embodiment, the various threshold crossings of the above events or reciprocations are selectable from a menu. Different threshold levels can be set for different severity of clusters. For example, a plurality of crossings of 90% saturation may produce a different severity index and/or a different indication (such as an alarm) than a plurality of crossings of 80% saturation. Further, this may be different than a plurality of crossings of 75% saturation or a plurality of crossings of which at least one of the crossings reach a selected threshold or which progress through thresholds of increasing severity. In addition to providing a level for each crossing threshold, which may be different for fall than a rise, the severity may be adjusted based on the baseline of saturation prior to the fall or for the absolute or relative magnitude of the fall or rise. The absence of a threshold rise crossing after a fall crossing wherein the rise crossing fails to occur within a period (as, for example, a period of time or after a threshold magnitude of desaturation area such as a desaturation second product) may also be used to indicate severity. The relationships between the crossings (as for example the pattern of the crossings, the patterns of the levels of crossings, and or the time interval or desaturation area between the crossings) can be used to trigger an indication such as an alarm. The relationships and patterns of falls, rises, and reciprocations, have been discussed extensively previously. Various exemplary embodiments
employing simple or more complex analysis of threshold crossings to achieve a processor based analysis, result, and/or alarm of signal patterns similar or that achieved with more robust pattern analysis (as disclosed, for example, in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/130,582) are included within the scope of this teaching.

[0357] In another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the instability index may be adjusted for the occurrence of threshold failure or recovery (such as arousal) failure. In an example, the detection of recovery failure may result in the increase in the instability index by a multiple factor of two with the minimum value after the increase being raised to the minimum level selected for high severity. Alternatively, a graded factor can be applied such that the detection of a plurality of incomplete recoveries or the detection of severely reduced peaks or the detection of a prolonged period with incomplete recoveries can produce a greater instability index multiple or index adjustment value than the detection of less severe threshold or recovery failures. The adjustment can be provided in real time so that the nurses are notified or drug infusion (such as a narcotic) automatically or manually reduced or stopped upon a threshold breach or a specific pattern of the severity index.

[0358] In one exemplary embodiment, a time series of the severity index, as adjusted for various precipitous adverse occurrences (such as recovery or threshold failure), is analyzed (for example objectified as by the previously disclosed method methods) and the various alarms and indications are output based on the pattern of the instability index time series. For example, the system may be programmed such that a sudden sustained rise event may induce one output (one type of indication or treatment adjustment whereas a reciprocation (rise followed by a fall) may produce another. In this way, the pattern of the time series of the severity instability.

[0359] In an exemplary embodiment for automatic treatment adjustment (such as drug infusion or CPAP titration), the detection of an occurrence of threshold failure after upward titration of a medication or CPAP, as for example after titration to CPAP levels above 15, can cause an action such as an indication or an alarm or a modification such as a reduction in the therapy (such as the drug dose or level of CPAP). The preoperative detection of the occurrence of threshold failure or recovery failure may be used to determine the operative or anesthetic risk. In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a patient is monitored preoperatively using a pulse oximeter for recovery and/or threshold failure and then an adjustment in risk is assigned the patient based on the detection of recovery and/or threshold failure. The patient can be further monitored for recovery and/or threshold failure postoperatively and therapy can be manually or automatically adjusted based on the detection of recovery and/or threshold failure.

[0360] In an exemplary embodiment, precipitous state related threshold failure is differentiated from progressive or evolving threshold failure. For example, a state-related threshold failure is detected when a fall event of a time-series of the SPO2 reciprocation nadirs declines precipitously (as with for example a slope of 5-15% per minute) and/or when a negative reciprocation of time series of the nadirs is sustained (for example greater than 3-5 minutes).

[0361] FIG. 20 is a graph showing an exemplary segment of a time series and an expanded snapshot of a portion of data represented by the time series segment. The graph is generally referred to by the reference number 2000. The segment of the time series is referred to by the reference number 2002 and the expanded portion of the time series is referred to by the reference number 2004. FIG. 21 is a graph showing an exemplary segment of a time series and a different expanded snapshot of a portion of data represented by the time series segment. The graph is generally referred to by the reference number 2100. The segment of the time series is referred to by the reference number 2102 and the expanded portion of the time series is referred to by the reference number 2104.

[0362] In one exemplary embodiment of a system according to the present invention, the simulation of the real-time environment can be accomplished through the storage and representation of a series of snapshots of data and analysis. A true representation of real-time conditions of a monitored patient at a particular time (in the example called a real-time point) can be derived by generating an analysis of a subset of a time series. In an example, the snap analysis accomplishes this by extracting a contiguous set of points from a time series (such as the time series segments 2002 or 2102) into a second time series (such as the expanded time series portions 2004 or 2104) and performing an analysis against this subset. This analysis executed as if the subset of data is all of the data available, thus recreating real-time conditions. This snap analysis can be performed against a single channel of data (e.g. oximetry) or against any number of related channels. Since data is stored with a timestamp (e.g. start time) the subset of data can be extracted by describing a specific start and end time. The analysis can be performed in the exact same way it is against a full night of data including the consideration of inter-channel properties.

[0363] In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, three options exist for executing a snap analysis although more can be provided if preferred. In this example, the three options are: window, window-plus-thumbail and past-omniscience. A window snapshot analysis can specify both a start time and an end time that is other than the start and end time of the entire night of data. The past omniscient analysis specifies an end time (or a given termination time) and assumes that the analysis can see everything up to that point. Past omniscience will provide for comprehensive analysis when given adequate resources for data storage. All data up to the point specified (representing the real-time point) is available for analysis.

[0364] The window options can be applied, for example, when data storage resources or processing power does not allow the analysis of all data since the beginning of data collection. A start point can be indicated as well, or a time span (e.g. 30 minutes) may be specified to indicate limit the data that would be available in a limited-resource real-time environment. The window-plus-thumbail option specifies a start point (specifically or as an offset from the real-time point), but also provides a data-structure containing information about data previous to the start point that can be used to more accurately calculate values that depend on information derived from an entire time series (e.g. area above the curve, number of clusters, or the like). The data stored in the thumbnail may include values such as applied to previous data and/or component values that would be used to create those indices such that data is differentiated sufficiently to
calculate indices that apply to the entire time series previous to the real-time point with little or no loss of fidelity.

[0356] FIG. 22 is a graph showing a time series, along with a plurality of thumbnails in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The graph is generally referred to by the reference number 2200. A time series 2202 may be indicative of a physiological parameter of a patient. A plurality of thumbnails 2204, 2206 and 2208 may be derived from the time series 2202 to allow closer analysis of the underlying time series data. The thumbnails 2204, 2206 and 2208 may comprise XML (Extensible Markup Language) documents.

[0357] In one exemplary embodiment, each analysis is reduced to a set of relevant values stored in a single data structure—the analysis thumbnail. Each analysis object may have a separate thumbnail. For example, the thumbnails 2204, 2206 and 2208 may correspond to events, reciprocations and/or clusters or the like, each with relevant values stored. Higher-order thumbnails contain a collection of lower-order thumbnails such that individual values can be iterated and/or aggregated as necessary. For example, a cluster thumbnail contains a set of reciprocation thumbnails. Further, a reciprocation thumbnail contains a pair of event thumbnails. This hierarchical form of the data fits well within an XML document.

[0358] Thumbnails allow for an abstraction of data for indexing, transmission and efficient storage. The thumbnail can remain in memory, for example, without requiring storage for all data points in a time series. The thumbnails of a high volume of cases can be reviewed with statistical analysis tools to identify correlations.

[0359] In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a snap analysis is provided that renders an accurate simulation of the state of the patient from the perspective of a real-time point. A set of snap analyses provides a simulation of the changes of that state over time. The analysis thumbnail allows for an abstract representation of the state of the patient from the perspective of a real-time point. A collection of analysis thumbnails provides a sampling of those representations over time. Given a particular sample rate (e.g. about 0.5-10 minutes minute although other rates can be used), a series of snap analyses can be stored assuming each successive time (e.g. minute) being the real-time point. Each analysis can be abstracted into a thumbnail and stored in a collection of analyses thumbnails.

[0360] The execution of an analysis per sample rate (e.g. per minute) can put a significant strain on resources. In-memory versions of channels and associated time series are required to allow the rapid creation of these objects.

[0361] FIG. 23 is a block diagram of a hierarchical channel object in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The diagram is generally referred to by the reference number 2300. As illustrated in FIG. 23, an exemplary embodiment of the present invention may be adapted to mitigate resource consumption by providing a process wherein a channel has been refactored into an abstract class (herein called “channel”) and two subclasses (herein called “persistent channel” and “in-memory channel” respectively). In FIG. 23, the channel object is identified by the reference number 2302. The in-memory channel object is identified by the reference number 2304 and the persistent channel is identified by the reference number 2306. The persistent channel 2306 may be database-aware and can represent a channel that has been stored in the database as part of a case. The in-memory channel 2304 may be a lightweight class with no ties to the database. In-memory channels can be created from persistent channels (with a subset, or window of the time series).

[0371] In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the analysis builder classes have been refactored to be polymorphic (i.e. to work against either in memory or database-generated channels. In a similar way, the time series may be refactored to support persistent and in-memory versions of the class.

[0372] In one example, a real-time analysis object is made up of three elements:

1. A selected sample rate that indicates the granularity of the analyses collection;
2. A snap analysis style—either window, window-plus-thumbail or past-omniscient; and
3. A collection of snapshot thumbnails abstracted from snap analyses executed at the real-time points indicated by the selected sample rate

This object can be stored along with a standard analysis to provide a simulation of what could have been ascertained in real time.

[0376] The user of the software can simulate moving through the time series, which may represent a night of sleep study data, and understand the real-time conditions. This can be used for training purposes or for the analysis, as discussed below, of alarming mechanisms.

[0377] FIG. 24 is a block diagram of a hierarchical time series object in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The diagram is generally referred to by the reference number 2400. The exemplary time series object illustrated in FIG. 24 comprises a timeseries object 2402, a PersistedTimeSeries object 2404 and an InMemoryTimeSeries object 2406.

[0378] Once a real time analysis object such as the time series object 2400 is available, a new type of time series can be derived, displayed, manipulated, and transformed. A real time analysis object is a collection of data structures associated with contiguous data points. From this collection, any number of time series can be generated. Any value or calculation can be specified against the snap analysis thumbnail to generate a series of contiguous values. This set of contiguous values represents data parallel in the same time set of the original channel or set of channels from which they were derived. In other words, any function that can reduce a snap analysis thumbnail into a single value can create a new channel. This channel has exactly the same general properties and characteristics as any other channel within the system. Transformations could be applied (e.g. smoothing). The data can be displayed in a graphical format. For example, if the average recovery interval was considered critical in the real time analysis, the system could show a graphical representation of what the average recovery interval was at any sample real-time point in the time series. A significant increase in the recovery interval would be represented as an upward trend on the x-axis.
Examples for creating a separate channel can be accomplished by providing the following:

1. A real time analysis object. This will provide the sample rate and the collection of snap analysis thumbnails from which the values will be obtained.

2. A function that will derive a single value when applied to a snap analysis thumbnail. This can be the specification of a value within the thumbnail or a calculation using the values contained in the thumbnail. The time location can also be used—e.g., an algorithm may follow a different path with real-time points that are within the first 30 minutes of a case.

3. A range of the channel. This can be auto-generated as the minimum and maximum of the values actually obtained from the function or can be specified directly.

Since a real time analysis channel can have the same characteristics as any other channel, it can be subject to the same analysis as any other channel. Patterns of change can be identified using the same mechanism that generated the set of original analyses. For example, the system could identify a trend in the recovery interval and create an event from which can be derived all of the information associated with an event (e.g., slope and duration). Reciprocations, and even clusters could be identified in the same way.

In one exemplary embodiment, the real time analysis channel provides an effective mechanism for detecting an alarm. An alarm could be based on the following examples although many other mechanisms are possible within the scope of this teaching:

1. The identification of a real time value falling into a particular range. Any number of ranges could be used with severities attached.

2. A function could be used to create a dynamic range. Threshold values could be variable dependent on the location within the time series (e.g., in the first 30 minutes) or be adjusted according to values earlier in the real time analysis.

The alarm could be based on the properties of objects within the analysis of the real time analysis channel (e.g., the duration and/or slope of a trend of the average recovery ratio).

4. The alarm could examine relationships within the final snap analysis thumbnail, which represents the most comprehensive analysis given a specific real-time point. For example, the alarm could look at whether the real-time point is in a cluster and the characteristics of the last five reciprocations. These relationships could be quantified and measured against a static or dynamic range.

5. An alarm may look at a combination of characteristics of the real-time channel and the final snap analysis thumbnail.

6. An alarm may look at a combination of a real time analysis channel and the parallel native channels (e.g., the change the average recovery channel along with the activity in the chest wall channel).

The representation of a separate channel provides an effective mechanism for reviewing results of an alarm. Experts can define an alarm and immediately test its veracity. The system can highlight sections of the time series (in either native channels or in the real time analysis channel) to indicate the results and severity of an alarm. Alternatively, a separate channel could display alarm results as a step function. If thresholds are used to trigger and determine the severity of an alarm, the threshold values could be indicated on the appropriate channels (either as a simple horizontal line or a curve if a function is used).

A set of representative cases could be manually marked by an expert with the identification and severity of an alarm. The system could then run through the set of cases to identify how closely the algorithmic alarm correlates with the manual review of an expert.

The following program listing is an example of an XML representation of a channel analysis thumbnail:

```
<ChannelAnalysisThumbnail>
  <CaseName>Mono To Poly</CaseName>
  <CaseDescription>Patient exhibits a moderate SpO2 delta. Progresses from monomorphic pattern to polymorphic with incomplete recovery</CaseDescription>
  <NumberOfClusters>2</NumberOfClusters>
  <ChannelCategory> Oximetry <ChannelCategory>
    <ChannelType> 0<ChannelType>
    <DurationInMilliseconds>3389800</DurationInMilliseconds>
    <NumberOfClusters>18</NumberOfClusters>
    <ClusterThumbnail>
      <ClusterType>Symmetrical Reciprocation Cluster</ClusterType>
      <CorrelatedToSleepStageisperCorrelatedToSleepStage>
        <PercentageInArtifact>0</PercentageInArtifact>
        <PercentageInWake>0</PercentageInWake>
        <PercentageInStage1>0</PercentageInStage1>
        <PercentageInStage2>0</PercentageInStage2>
        <PercentageInStage3>0</PercentageInStage3>
        <PercentageInStage4>0</PercentageInStage4>
        <PercentageInNonREM>0</PercentageInNonREM>
        <PercentageInREM>0</PercentageInREM>
        <Morphology>Monomorphic</Morphology>
    </ClusterThumbnail>
    ...
</ChannelAnalysisThumbnail>
```
[0394] In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a trigger is used to enhance the detection of hypoventilation. A fall in SpO2 can commonly occur from hypoventilation or from a V/Q mismatch. A fall in SpO2 due to hypoventilation is often rapidly reversed by patient stimulation (for example by an auditory pulse oximetry alarm which wakes the patient up or by the fall itself or the rise in CO2 that accompanies the fall) whereas a fall in SPO2 from a V/Q mismatch is not rapidly reversed by patient stimulation. These represent various stimulus events, which can be detected to identify a response to the stimulus. One of the problems with the use of a SpO2 alarm is that fall in SPO2 may be reversed by the alarm induced by the fall or by the nurse who wakes the patient up responding to the alarm. This prevents the fall but this preemption may be early enough that the pattern of the SPO2 time series, which would have been evident if not preempted, is not available for analysis so that the nurse is not advised as to the nature of the fall. This may prevent the detection of dangerous types of unstable hypoventilation such as a type II and Type III instability discussed previously since the nurse may be inclined to simply add oxygen, which may not be the best choice of therapy. However, one exemplary embodiment of the present invention provides a processor which can record and/or receive an automatic or manual indication of the occurrence of a stimulation event and/or which can induce patient stimulation (such as an auditory alarm or a patient mounted vibration inducer). The processor may be programmed to identify the occurrence of a stimulation event (which may be externally applied or may represent a physiologic stimulus, such as a fall in oxygen saturation or a rise in CO2, from the patient under test) and to identify the occurrence of a pattern or value or range of values indicative of recovery, such as a recovery event subsequent to the stimulation event. The processor can be programmed to output an automatic indication of the occurrence of at least one precipitous recovery event within a short time interval (such as for example about 2-15 seconds) after the onset of the stimulation event. In this way the nurse is notified that the fall in SPO2 was likely due to unstable hypoventilation. Another problem is that the conventional bedside alarm may not be loud enough to awaken the patient so that preemption of a profound and potentially fatal episode of hypoventilation may depend on timely arrival of the nurse. To solve these problems upon detection of an episode of profound fall in SPO2, a very forceful (crisis alarm) stimulation can for example be delivered to the patient by a bedside monitor or by an attached headphone, a collar for auditory or vibration stimulation or another patient mounted stimulator. According to an embodiment of the invention, a patient receiving parental narcotics using a patient-controlled analgesia pump has the conventional basics alarm system for notifying the nurses as well as a second tier crisis alarm system and/or stimulator intended to stimulate and awaken the patient in the event of a life threatening decline in SPO2. Regardless of the cause of the stimulation, the detection of rapid “Stimulation Induced Oxygenation Recovery” (“SIOR”) can provided as an automatic output by the processor. SIOR provides strong evidence that the cause of the fall in oxygen saturation is antecedent unstable hypoventilation and that oxygen therapy may not be the best choice.
One exemplary method for using an oximeter for detecting response of a patient to a stimulus can comprise generating at least one time series of at least one physiologic parameter derived from the oximeter, automatically detecting the stimulus, detecting at least one response subsequent to the stimulus, the response comprising at least one of a pattern and a value and outputting an indication of the response to the stimulus. The response can be a value indicative of the peak value, a value indicative of a magnitude value, such as a magnitude of a rise in oxygen saturation. The response value is a value indicative of a peak value of oxygen saturation and/or magnitude of rise in an oxygen saturation value (as for example defined by the nadir to peak difference) that follows the stimulus (such as the alarm) or which follows a manually applied stimulus by the nurse (in this situation, the processor can be programmed to receive an input, which may be a manual input, indicating the occurrence of a stimulus). The response value can be a value indicative of a change in a component of the plethysmographic pulse such as the rise in the plethysmographic pulse amplitude that follows the stimulus.

In another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the monitor includes an alarm-response tracking system. One of the problems with present hospital environments is that personnel may respond slowly to alarms and the response time in a given hospital or on a given ward is generally unknown to the hospital administration. Yet the “Alarm-to-Bedside-Response-Time” (ABRT) may be an important factor in patient well-being. An exemplary embodiment of the present invention includes a user interface for inputting an indication that a response to the alarm has occurred. The processor may record and output at least two responses: The physiologic response of the patient subsequent to the alarm (including the presence or absence of SIOA and the delay between the response, if any), and the alarm and the nurse response subsequent to the alarm (including the delay between the response, if any and the alarm). Using these data sets, hospitals can identify delays by hospital ward, by shift, and by many other factors. One issue can be that the nurse, arriving at the bedside needs to examine the patient as quickly as possible and perhaps should not be delayed by having to input a bedside response into the monitor. However, it can be hospital policy that, if the patient is in distress or appears in crisis, that the response time need not be recorded. The processor can include an input that indicates that the nurse forgot to input the response or was too busy to do so. Since there are many non-distress alarms, these variations in recording should not affect the validity of the quality of the ABRT datasets.

In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a severity index is determined using a combination of a plurality of waveform features that are indicative of severity of instability. Examples of such indicia include a combination of one or more of the recovery threshold, the recovery response, and the duration of objects (such as events reciprocations or cluster) or other features. In an example, these features can include at least one value indicative of at least one nadir relationship, at least one value indicative of at least one peak relationship, and at least one value indicative of duration such as the area above at least a portion of a cluster. The nadir or peak relationship can be the absolute nadir or peak value, a difference between the nadir and/or peak value and another value or measure, a relationship between consecutive peaks and or nadirs, a relationship between the fall and rise amplitudes, or a relationship between ranges of a plurality of peaks and nadirs. These values can be weighted. For example, the calculation can be weighted such that a poor arousal response greatly affects the index. One example of a weighted instability index calculation is $98 - \text{Nadir} + 4 \times \text{Peak}$ (area given in saturation seconds of desaturation below 98 over an interval of X minutes/60Y). For example, X can be about 3-15 minutes although other values may be used and Y any of a range of values including equal to X. The index can be provided, for example, on a numerical scale having in a range from 1 to 100 with the final calculation adjusted to that range proportionally or by considering all values in excess of 100 to be equal to 100. This index can be calculated, for example, for each a moving window of time. A few examples of moving window of time include:

- A series of contiguous sections of the time series with a fixed time interval. As an example, a series of 1-minute sections that are adjacent to each other but not necessarily intersecting.
- A series of contiguous or near contiguous sections of the time series with a variable time interval. As an example, a time interval that can change depending on characteristics within the time series, a response to a user gesture, according to a mathematical function, and/or randomly to name a few.
- A series of non-contiguous sections with a fixed time interval with a fixed or variable separation in between.
- A series of non-contiguous sections with a variable time interval. As an example, a time interval that can change depending on characteristics within the time series, a response to a user gesture, according to a mathematical function, and/or randomly to name a few.
- A series of overlapping windows. In an example, a sample point can be chosen for each X seconds (e.g. 10) and the previous Y minutes can be analyzed. The beginning of the window can be truncated such that for any sample point less than 5 minutes the window will be less than 5 minutes depending on the available data between the sample point and the beginning of the time series.
- Non-discrete windows. For example, windows that can conditionally include points outside of their boundary (e.g. the minimum point of a rise event that falls within the window which could be outside of the window boundary).

Since a low SPO2 is indicative of instability risk, which is not only the function of the oxygen deficit but also as a function of factors that allowed the SPO2 to fall to a low level and of factors (such as the commonly increased CO2), which accompanies a given low SPO2. The SPO2 value can be weighted for severity of the absolute value itself as, for example, the $(100 - \text{SPO2})^2$ and then divided by 10. The value of a given measure or calculation may be weighted for the presence of a pattern such as a cluster pattern (as for example a threshold pattern of clusters) as detected by any method. Examples for the detection and/or quantification of a cluster pattern include, the detection of a threshold difference between a plurality maximum and mini-
mum values detected within an interval as defined for example within a series of contiguous, but substantially non-intersecting, sections of the time series (e.g., minute sections), the detection of a temporal, spatial, or frequency pattern (as by a transform) indicative of threshold clustering, or the detection of a specific object such as clusters or a pattern of objects such as a plurality of reciprocations, or events to name a few. Maximum value may be defined as the maximum value or a conditionally identified maximum within a set of maximum values. For example, a series of minimum values could be derived from a moving window within a specified section of time and a specific maximum value could be conditionally determined according to thresholds, or through other characterizations of the waveform (for example if a particular section of the waveform is considered artifact, specific values may be discarded). Minimum value may be defined as a minimum value or a conditionally identified minimum value within a set of minimum values. An example of the weighting applied if clustering is detected follows. Using an oximeter, a time series of SPO2 values are determined, the processor is programmed to detect clusters and nadirs within clusters, the calculation 2 (98-Nadir) can then be applied if a cluster is detected and the nadir is part of a fall event thereby indicating that the nadir value is a component of an unstable SPO2 pattern. These choices for severity indexing and various options for weighting can be provided in a menu, which is especially useful for the researcher. For example, the calculation 2 (98-Nadir) may be used if a cluster is detected prior to the determination of the Nadir and the nadir is part of a fall event (which indicates that the nadir value is a component of an unstable SPO2 pattern). These choices for severity indexing and weighting can be provided in a menu, which is especially useful for the researcher.

Alternatively, in another example, the window can vary with the objects such that a prolonged continuous cluster of a given cluster type can prolong the window as with the denominator (below the area calculation) being adjusted for the time and the nadir can be the mean nadir or the lowest nadir and/or the peak can be the mean peak or the lowest peak. In one example, a plurality of parallel time series of severity can be generated, each containing at least one component severity. For example, a time series indicative of a plurality of at least one nadir relationship can be generated parallel to a time series indicative of a plurality of at least one peak relationship. The patterns of each of these times series may be then be analyzed to define events, reciprocations, and clusters. A severity index can then be similarly calculated using the pattern relationships of one or more of the severity time series. The pattern relationships of one or more of the indices of severity can be quantified using pattern recognition and analysis software for example of the types disclosed previously. This is one example of providing a way to quantify the patterns, absolute values, and relationships of the components of the aggregate severity index to provide additional diagnostic utility.

The above system method for severity indexing can be applied to a broad range of physiologic signals. For example, a plethysmographic pulse time series (such as a time series of the amplitude of the plethysmographic pulse) can be similarly processed. In one exemplary embodiment, the time series of the SPO2 and the time series of the amplitude of the plethysmographic pulse are analyzed together in parallel. If oxygen is applied, the severity of the instability of the plethysmographic pulse is used as a marker of severity.

In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, an interpretive oximeter is capable of at least one of a textual indication of the pattern detected and a severity index value (such as the severity index value associated with that pattern) which may be automatically displayed. For example, upon the detection of an incomplete recovery cluster, the processor may be programmed to output “Unstable Hypoventilation with Incomplete Recovery” and also display a severity index of 78, which displays for the caregiver the severity of the unstable hypoventilation pattern. In one exemplary embodiment, all detected patterns, (including the failure patterns) or a discretionary range of detected patterns, are stored for retrieval by the nurse as by providing a “review detected SPO2 or Pleth patterns” icon on the oximeter or central monitor.

In one exemplary embodiment, the severity indexing and/or alerts are adjusted for the presence of oxygen therapy (as by nasal cannula). The presence of oxygen therapy is inputted either manually or automatically. For example, the processor can include an input for manual designation of oxygen therapy on the display or can be programmed to receive the information relevant to the presence of oxygen from the patient’s electronic chart, or the monitor may have a sensor which connects to the bedside oxygen source which automatically senses the flow of oxygen. In one example, oxygen delivery indicator, such as a flow-sensing monitor can be mounted on the oxygen gas port. The flow or pressure sensing monitor can have a connector for connecting to the oxygen gas port at one end, and the conventional gas delivery port at another end. This can be attached, as by threading onto the oxygen gas port when the oximeter is in use (or can be permanently connected to the rooms beside the location occupied by the oximeter). The flow or pressure-sensing monitor includes a sensor, which identifies the presence of flow or pressure in the sensor, which is mounted at the port distal the oxygen flow valve. The presence of pressure sends a signal (such as an analog signal or digital signal) to the oximeter indicating the presence of oxygen flow (and the flow rate if desired). The processor is programmed to adjust the severity index and alarms for the presence of oxygen flow or pressure. This adjustment can be, for example, indicating all clusters as severe in the presence of oxygen or providing a weight for the presence of oxygen therapy (for example multiplying the severity index by about 3-4 or adding a value such as 50% of the maximum index to the calculated index. Alternatively the oxygen valve at the oxygen source can be an electronic valve, which provides an output such as a digital transmitted output of the flow rate being delivered or a flow sensor can be mounted on the flow tubing extending to the patient or otherwise along the flow path between the oxygen source and the patient internal airway. When a real-time oxygen delivery indicator is provided it can be combined with a nasal pressure and/or CO2 monitor so that both oxygen delivery, nasal catheter and/or mask position, and the pattern of patient response can be monitored.
[0408] As discussed previously, specific spatial, temporal, and frequency patterns vary as a function of specific pathophysiologic mechanisms, each of which produce a specific pattern type. Also, within each pathophysiologic mechanism, specific types of biologic failure modes can occur which produce specific patterns of deviation from the pattern type occurring without the failure. For this reason, an exemplary embodiment of the present invention generates an output, which renders a contemporaneous output of at least one of the detected adverse pattern type (if any), the detected failure mode and failure mode pattern type (if any), and sequential values or indicators indicative the magnitude, pattern, and/or trend of instability, such as a time series of instability integers (as, for example, derived from an aggregate analysis of the instability of the pattern). For the purpose of illustration, the factors derived of the patterns, which define clinical instability, can be divided into two main component classes: Class 1 can contain pattern components, which potentially induce or increase the probability of substantial adverse of an organ or organ system. Such adverse condition or injury include cardiac arrhythmias, cardiac ischemia, brain ischemia, enhanced thrombogenesis, and/or patient confusion to name a few. Examples of pattern subcomponents of Class 1 include high amplitude of the oxygen deficit as defined for example by a low SPO2 nadir, rapid progression of oxygen as defined for example by a steep slope SPO2 fall, high duration of the oxygen deficit as defined by a prolonged SPO2 fall, a short recovery interval, a high area above a portion of the SPO2 curve, the presence of cycling (which can result in autonomic stimulation and increased regional oxygen consumption) as detected by a wide range of measures, for example, frequency transforms, peak to trough detection, template comparison, to name a few. Class 2 can contain pattern sentiment components and subcomponents, which indicate an increased probability of progression of general instability as, for example, progression to stupor, coma, and/or respiratory arrest. A few examples of pattern subcomponents of Class 2 include variability of the arousal threshold (arousal threshold instability), increased arousal threshold (arousal threshold failure), and incomplete physiologic response to the perturbation (recovery failure).

[0409] The pattern components of the basic patterns of the pathophysiologic mechanisms and/or the pattern components indicative of a specific failure mode can be derived from a plurality of parameters and/or a plurality of processing methods. For example, an index combining a spatial pattern component of a time series of SPO2 may be combined with frequency component of the pleth to produce an aggregate component indicative of a magnitude of adverse perturbation. In another example, sequential measures of the maximum to minimum difference of the pleth amplitude (or pleth derived pulse rate) combined with sequential measures of the maximum to minimum difference of the SPO2 value, can be used to aggregate component indicative of the magnitude of perturbation. These pattern components and aggregate components may be detected and quantified by a wide range of techniques. Examples include, time series objectification, frequency transforms, template comparisons, adaptive methods, and/or the application of a moving window (for example a 20-180 second window) as with a set of rules for detecting minimum and maximum values and the spatial, temporal and/or frequency relationships such as the differences or distributions of or between these patterns to name a few.

[0410] One exemplary embodiment can produce a continuous instability index time series based on one or more, or at least, the following weighted factors: an indication of a minimum value or nadir relationship as, for example, a selected value minus the nadir value, an indication of a maximum value or peak relationship as for example a selected value minus the peak value, an indication of an area in relationship to the curve such as the product of the saturation seconds above the curve (and below a reference value if preferred which value can be varied with the detection of the presence of cycling). With any of these calculations, absolute value can be weighted for its difference from a normal or other reference value. For example, a greater weight (as a function of the value itself) can be applied to a SPO2 fall of 5 between 85 and 80 then a fall of 5 between 80 and 75. This is a useful weighting approach because, despite the presence of identical magnitudes of fall, the first fall of 5 is indicative of less inherent instability than the second fall of 5. Also, a greater increased severity weight (beyond the difference of 10) can be included in any subsequent calculation such that additional weight may be given to a data point having absolute SPO2 value of 70 then to a SPO2 data point having a value of 80 which weight is greater than the weight ascribable to their relative positions below 90. This type of weighting is particularly useful when the parameter comprises an absolute reference values (values in which the absolute range of normality is known) such as the CO2 or SPO2, the absolute value can be weighted for its difference from a normal or other reference value. An example of how such weighting can be derived discussed earlier for the SPO2 parameter. This type of value adjusted weighting can be used to derive an enhanced saturation seconds calculation where a given low SPO2 provides a greater weight than a higher value as a function of its absolute value, its difference from a reference value or by another method of weighting based on the relationship of the value to another value, a pattern, or a reference value. In this way, an instability index can be derived that is weighted as a direct function of the position of any given measured SPO2 or CO2 value in relation to a reference value or to the detection of a pattern such as a specific pattern of cycling. For example, an SPO2 value recognized at the nadir along a type IV pattern may be given less weight then an identical SPO2 value recognized at the peak along a type IV pattern. In another example, an SPO2 value recognized at the nadir along a type IV pattern may be given less weight then an identical SPO2 value recognized at the nadir along the more fundamentally unstable type III pattern. In each of these exemplary embodiments, the processor can be programmed to produce an automatic textual output of the aforementioned detected pattern type or types, an automatic textual output of any detected failure mode, such as arousal threshold failure or recovery failure, and a time series of the calculated aggregate or component severity index which relates to the severity of the pattern and the severity of the failure. In this way, the processor is programmed to output for the nurse in real time at the bedside and or central station, a display of the timed parameter, an automatic text indication of the pathophysiologic pattern types with reviewable archived text indications and the associated pattern, a text indication of the failure modes with reviewable archived text
indications of failures and the associated failure pattern, and a timed numerical or other scale indication of the aggregate instability which is archived, reviewable at a range of scales, and analyzable for patterns of aggregate instability. The time series of aggregate instability can be incorporated into the cylindrical data matrix or otherwise used to compare the pattern or absolute values of aggregate instability with other parameter patterns, exogenous actions such as drug infusion, patient location (as by a time series output of a GPS recorder), or expense to name a few.

[0411] One exemplary embodiment comprises a monitor, a processor programmed to detect a maximum value, and to detect a maximum value below an expected or reference maximum value. The maximum value can be indicative of a recovery the maximum value below an expected or reference maximum value can be indicative of an incomplete recovery. The monitor can be an oximeter such as a pulse oximeter and the incomplete recovery can comprise an incomplete reciprocation as defined by a magnitude, slope, shape, timing or other relationship between a fall and a rise. In another example the incomplete recovery can comprise an incomplete reciprocation as defined by the absolute value of the peak or by a relationship between an absolute value of the peak or maximum value of the recovery and a reference value (such as a normal value). For example, the relationship can be a spatial relationship, a calculated difference, or a distance to name a few. The presence of a recovery can be detected by a wide range of methods or combinations of methods. If can be inferred (as, for example, by detecting a maximum value within a specified prolonged window or windows of time after a point wherein clustering is initially detected. In another example, the relative equivalent of a maximum value of at least one recovery within the window can be assumed if the detected minimum value within or adjacent the window is different, as by a pre-selected amount than a subsequent detected maximum value and wherein the detected maximum value is not the last value in the window.

[0412] One exemplary embodiment of the present invention comprises a monitor, a processor programmed to detect a minimum value, and to detect a minimum value below an expected or reference minimum value. The minimum value can be indicative of the nadir of a fall and the minimum value below an expected or reference minimum value can be indicative of clinically significant fall. One exemplary embodiment comprises a monitor, a processor programmed to detect a nadir and/or to detect a failing nadir (as with arousal threshold failure) or an unstable pattern of nadirs. The nadir can be an oximeter such as a pulse oximeter and presence of unstable nadirs can comprise nadir which varies in relation to other nadirs as for example defined by a threshold pattern, slope, timing or shape of a plurality of nadirs. The nadirs can also be defined as a magnitude, slope, shape, timing or other relationship between a fall and a rise. The nadir can be defined, for example, by a relationship between an absolute value of the nadir, or minimum value of the fall, and a reference value (such as a normal value). For example, the relationship can be a spatial relationship, a calculated difference, or a distance to name a few. The presence of a fall and of a nadir can be detected by a wide range of methods or combinations of method or can be inferred (as, for example, by the detecting minimum value within a specified window of time, which is then assumed to be the relative equivalent of a minimum value of at least one fall within the window). In an example, this inference can be made if the detected minimum value within or adjacent the window is different, as by a pre-selected amount than the detected maximum value. The above approach is useful for parameters, which fall with increasing perturbation, such as Spo2; the CO2 often rises in association with the Spo2 falls induced by increasing levels of hyperventilation. For this reason, the peak of the CO2 in the above discussed processing can be used as indicative of the magnitude of the adverse event and the nadir to the recovery from the adverse event.

[0413] In an example using an oximeter, a method for monitoring a patient comprises, placing a probe of an oximeter adjacent a body part, outputting a time series of Spo2, detecting at least one of a plurality of minimum and maximum values of Spo2 along the time series, using at least one of the plurality minimum and maximum values, determining an index of the severity of a pathophysiologic process such as unstable hyperventilation. The method can further comprise programatically defining a moving window for the detection of the minimum and maximum values. The method can be similarly applied to CO2 monitors other monitors or to combined Spo2, CO2 and or other monitors.

[0414] In one embodiment, the processor is programmed to calculate a plurality of sequential and frequently updated values indicative of the global or near global instability of the patient which can be a time series of the patient’s Global Instability Index (GII). The global instability index can be derived from the processing of the spatial, temporal, and frequency patterns and relationships of a plurality of numerical, spatial, temporal, and/or frequency derivatives of parameters such as oxygen saturation, exhaled carbon dioxide, respiratory rate, pulse, temperature, and blood pressure, to name a few. The global instability index can be derived of the patterns of at least one parameter compared with the pattern of at least another parameter and/or the absolute value of at least another parameter. The known presence of a potentially volatile disease or disorder or of a particular vulnerability can be induced to enhance the value of weighting. For example, if a patient is known to have coronary artery disease and/or a recent myocardial infarction the weight applied to the presence of clustering and/or to the nadir value of the Spo2 can be adjusted so that the patient with particular known vulnerability is identified as potentially more unstable by manifesting a higher or otherwise more severe real time index in the presence of clustering then a patient without this vulnerability. The nadir component can, for example, be doubled and then applied to derive Spo2 instability index which is then combined with derivatives of other parameters to output the global instability index. Alternatively, the Spo2 instability index could be weighted for the presence of coronary artery disease after it is calculated as a combined index or the global instability index could be weighted for the presence of coronary artery disease after it is calculated as a combined index. Additional volatile diseases include, for example, congestive heart failure, Type 1 diabetes, severe hypotension, sepsis, pulmonary embolism, pulmonary hypertension to name a few.

[0415] In one exemplary embodiment, a patient monitor is provided that comprises an instability detection and tracking monitor. The monitor preferably includes a large screen (which can be a pop-up screen) so that multiple time series and multiple instability indicators and/or instability time series can be displayed. For example, for the bedside version, a configuration with a large display as well as a large
display-to-size ratio, similar to a tablet PC is suitable. A display that allows various time series to be scrolled up into view, is also acceptable to reduce size. The processor can be programmed to automatically move the most unstable time series into view upon, as on the occurrence of a threshold instability value or pattern. The instability monitor preferably includes a pulse oximeter and at least one ventilation monitor (such as a flow monitor, pressure monitor, impedance or other chest movement monitor, spirometer), and/or a CO2 monitor, and/or at least one cardiovascular monitor (which can be the pleth portion of the pulse oximeter). The processor of the instability detection and tracking monitor may be programmed to define the SPO2 instability components and their subcomponents, the cardiovascular instability components and their subcomponents, and the ventilation instability components and their subcomponents.

The processor can be programmed to determine sequential instability index calculations for each parameter and then to combine them to render sequential, unifying aggregate instability index calculations, which can be adjusted as discussed above for the presence of a disease, condition, other parameter, and/or pattern which is potentially fundamental destabilizing. In an example, each parameter specific instability index can render a value on a numerical scale between 1 and 100 as for example described for SPO2. Such a numerical may be finite or unbounded. The index of each of the parameters can be additive to render a global Instability index also with a value range of 1 to 100 (where index values above 100 are given as 100). In this way, a profound instability as potentially of any one parameter will trigger the maximum instability index whereas even a moderate instability, which is sufficient to cause substantial perturbation of all three, may trigger the maximum value. Also, combined patterns, such as the presence of divergence of SPO2 and respiratory rate may generate a minimum value to be added to the global instability index (such as 50), which is sufficient to reliably trigger the recommendation of a protocol, by the processor as discussed below.

[0416] In an exemplary embodiment, a threshold breach, trend or pattern of a parameter specific real-time or otherwise frequently updated instability index is used to trigger a protocol, which can be an assessment protocol, which for example calls for (or automatically triggers) additional testing, monitoring or treatment. The protocol can include a requisite entry based on the assessment of a health care worker such, for example, a review and confirmation of the SPO2 pattern before an the automatic positive airway pressure treatment and monitoring protocol is triggered. Using this embodiment, the processor can be programmed to identify an instability pattern type along a parameter, identify a failure pattern indicative of a specific failure mode (if any), determine a frequently updated instability index (which can be a time series of the instability index), identify a threshold level or pattern along the instability index, of the instability index of instability of a single parameter, trigger a protocol based at least one of the parameter, the detected pattern type (with or without health care worker confirmation of the pattern type), the failure mode, and the threshold level which triggered the protocol wherein the specific triggered protocol type triggered by the processor’s determination of the detected pattern type (with or without health care worker confirmation of the pattern type). A typical protocol triggered by the processor, and outputted by the processor if desired, can include for example; review the patterns for confirmation of unstable hypoventilation “physician accepts pattern?”, If yes, physician should also to review narcotic and sedative prescription and adjust as necessary, also if yes, call AutoPAP administration team (the processor can be programmed to automatically by the processor, fit mask and administer training, apply low acclimation pressures while patient is awake, review history, any patient history of CPAP use, if yes, apply minimum pressure as previously prescribed and maximum 5 cm higher, otherwise set min and max CPAP values at 5 and 12 respectively), connect autoCPAP output to the input port of the bedside instability tracking monitor (if wireless connection is not available), have patient notify nurse when ready to fall asleep, when patient is ready to fall asleep, apply mask and turn on the autoCPAP device with the 3 minute ramp, using the instability monitor connected with the autoCPAP device monitor the patterns. Call the AutoCPAP administration team if the SPO2 instability index is not reduced below 20 and global instability index of less than 30 or if the patterns are otherwise eliminated (this can be automatic as for example a notification at the respiratory therapist office such as “incomplete instability mitigation at bed 6 A, 8 north Tower” or at another station at a centralized control location. The protocol can also include secondary protocols based on the failure of correction of the instability index or the new development of a rising or otherwise high instability index despite the initiation of treatment.

[0417] Those skilled in the art will recognize that various changes and modifications can be made without departing from the invention. Many different pattern analysis methods, software tools, and mathematical calculations can be employed within the scope of the invention. In particular, it should be noted that the application of programming methods techniques such as, for example, adaptive programming, fuzzy logic, intentional programming, genetic algorithms and statistical processing are included in this teaching. While the invention has been described in connection with what is presently considered to be the most practical and preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the invention is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiments, but on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent arrangements included within the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A patient monitor for evaluating a patient, comprising:
   a sensor that is adapted to detect a sound associated with breathing of the patient and to produce a first output indicative of the sound;
   an oximeter that is adapted to receive an input from the patient and to produce a second output indicative of oxygen saturation of blood of the patient; and
a processor adapted to receive at least the first output and the second output and to correlate the first output with the second output.

2. The patient monitor recited in claim 1, wherein the correlation takes into account a determination of at least one of an apnea and a hypopnea.

3. The patient monitor of claim 1 wherein the processor is programmed to calculate a relationship between the first output and the second output.

4. The patient monitor of claim 1 wherein the processor is programmed to determine at least one pattern of breathing using both the first output and the second output.

5. The patient monitor of claim 1 wherein the processor is programmed to determine at least one pattern of apneas using both the first output and the second output.

6. The patient monitor of claim 1 wherein the processor is programmed to determine at least one pattern of hypopneas using both the first output and the second output.

7. The patient monitor of claim 1 wherein the processor is programmed to determine at least one pattern of apneas using both the first output and the second output.

8. A method for evaluating a patient, comprising:
   - detecting a sound associated with breathing of the patient;
   - producing a first output indicative of the sound;
   - measuring an oxygen saturation of blood of the patient;
   - producing a second output indicative of the oxygen saturation of the blood; and
   - using a processor, comparing the first output with the second output.

9. The method recited in claim 8, comprising determining whether the first output and the second output are indicative of at least one of an apnea and a hypopnea.

10. The method recited in claim 8, comprising calculating a relationship between the first output and the second output.

11. The method recited in claim 8, comprising calculating an index of the second output based on the first output.

12. The method recited in claim 8, comprising determining at least one pattern of breathing using both the first output and the second output.

13. The method recited in claim 8, comprising determining at least one pattern of apneas using both the first output and the second output.

14. The method recited in claim 8, comprising determining at least one pattern of hypopneas using both the first output and the second output.

15. A method of evaluating data, comprising:
   - accessing oxygen saturation data indicative of oxygen saturation of blood of a patient;
   - accessing sound data indicative of a sound associated with breathing of the patient, the sound data being time-correlated to the oxygen saturation data;
   - searching the oxygen saturation data for at least one pattern; and
   - correlating the sound data with oxygen saturation data corresponding to the pattern.

16. The method recited in claim 15, comprising determining whether the pattern is indicative of at least one of an apnea and a hypopnea.

17. The method recited in claim 15, comprising calculating a relationship between the oxygen saturation data and the sound data.

18. The method recited in claim 15, comprising calculating an index of the sound data based on the oxygen saturation data.

19. The method recited in claim 15, comprising determining at least one pattern of breathing using both the oxygen saturation data and the sound data.

20. The method recited in claim 15, comprising determining at least one pattern of apneas using both the oxygen saturation data and the sound data.

21. The method recited in claim 15, comprising determining at least one pattern of hypopneas using both oxygen saturation data and the sound data.

22. A method of evaluating data, comprising:
   - accessing oxygen saturation data indicative of oxygen saturation of blood of a patient;
   - accessing sound data indicative of a sound associated with breathing of the patient, the sound data being time-correlated to the oxygen saturation data;
   - searching the sound data for at least one pattern; and
   - correlating the sound data with oxygen saturation data corresponding to the pattern.

23. The method recited in claim 22, comprising determining whether the pattern is indicative of at least one of an apnea and a hypopnea.

24. The method recited in claim 22, comprising calculating a relationship between the oxygen saturation data and the sound data.

25. The method recited in claim 22, comprising calculating an index of the sound data based on the oxygen saturation data.

26. The method recited in claim 22, comprising determining at least one pattern of breathing using both the oxygen saturation data and the sound data.

27. The method recited in claim 22, comprising determining at least one pattern of apneas using both the oxygen saturation data and the sound data.

28. The method recited in claim 22, comprising determining at least one pattern of hypopneas using both the oxygen saturation data and the sound data.

29. A method of evaluating data, comprising:
   - accessing oxygen saturation data indicative of oxygen saturation of blood of a patient;
   - accessing sound data indicative of a sound associated with breathing of the patient, the sound data being time-correlated to the oxygen saturation data;
   - searching both the sound data and oxygen saturation data for at least one pattern; and
   - generating an output in response to detection of the pattern.

30. A system for evaluating a patient, comprising:
   - means for detecting a sound associated with breathing of the patient;
means for producing a first output indicative of the sound;
means for measuring an oxygen saturation of blood of the patient;
means for producing a second output indicative of the oxygen saturation of the blood; and
means for comparing the first output with the second output.
31. A tangible machine-readable medium, comprising:
code adapted to detect a sound associated with breathing of the patient;
code adapted to produce a first output indicative of the sound;
code adapted to measure an oxygen saturation of blood of the patient;
code adapted to produce a second output indicative of the oxygen saturation of the blood; and
code adapted to compare the first output with the second output.

* * * * *